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Preface 
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to allow access to magnetic structure of surfaces and thin films at the atomic 
scale. To achieve this we employ III-V semiconductor sensor tips, in which a 
spin polarization can be induced and controlled by optical means. Besides the 
description of the preparation and the optical behavior of the semiconductor 
tips, and the characterization of magnetic test samples, the method is inves-
tigated in detail from an experimental as well as from a theoretical point of 
view. Although spin-sensitivity is not yet unambiguously demonstrated, I be-
lieve that this thesis has brought us significantly closer to eventually realizing 
this goal. 
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and all other members of EVSF 2 with whom I have enjoyed working. In 
particular I thank Herman van Kempen for being interested, for sharing his 
research insights with me and for providing a pleasant working environment. 
Special thanks also to Dan and Menno for making me enthusiastic about the 
project and for the constructive and stimulating discussions about yet another 
puzzling result. 
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Michael Speckmann offered his kind help and assistance, while Hans Peter 
Oepen from the Max-Planck-Institut für Mikrostrukturphysik in Halle com-
mented on the data interpretation. Vic Brabers from Eindhoven University 
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ing the results, while Ronald Wolf and Pascal Bloemen from Philips Research 
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EVSF 3. Rob de Groot (University of Nijmegen) and Huub Salemink (Delft 
University/IBM Research, Switzerland) have critically read the manuscript 
and suggested possible improvements. 
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1.1 Magnetism and its applications 
As probably the most well-known part of solid state physics, magnetism is 
nowadays dominated by industrial interests in view of applications, although 
fundamental research and plain curiosity are still widespread and valuable, 
if not indispensable. While device-oriented research gained impetus only af-
ter the industrial revolution, the first encounter with magnetism dates back 
several centuries B.C., when people discovered the attraction and repulsion 
between pieces of lodestone containing magnetic iron oxide (now known as 
magnetite). Such "magic" forces still amaze people today and naturally raise 
the demand for an explanation. 
The discovery of magnetic forces has led to a number of useful applications, 
even long before a reasonable degree of understanding about magnetism was 
obtained. Perhaps the most well-known example is the compass, used as a 
navigation tool in which a magnetic needle can rotate freely on a pivot so 
that it always points towards the North pole of the earth. Nowadays, magnets 
and magnetic materials are applied in numerous devices and tools. These can 
roughly be grouped into three categories in which large quantities of mate-
rial are used. The first category employs the ability of magnetic materials to 
guide and amplify magnetic fields such as those produced by current carrying 
coils. This capability is used in electromotors where a magnetic core amplifies 
a usually (quasi)static magnetic field, while in transformers one is concerned 
with alternating currents and fields. A second important class of applications 
involves permanent magnets producing fields of considerable strength which 
are not sensitive to external influences. Thirdly, magnetic materials are used 
in data storage industry, in magnetic tapes, computer disc drives, recording 
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heads etc.. Here one requires that information can easily be written, read and 
possibly modified, while at the same time it should remain unaffected under 
normal environmental conditions. 
The various applications of magnetic materials put different requirements on 
their magnetic properties. Most important are the structure of domain walls 
and mechanisms for their pinning. These determine the permeability of soft 
magnetic materials and the coercivity of permanent magnets, with an essen-
tial role played by the relationship between local structure and macroscopic 
magnetic properties. This also applies to magnetic recording media where 
storage density and the signal-to-noise ratio are central issues, of course in 
conjunction with costs. Sound understanding of the intrinsic magnetic behav-
ior is required to control material parameters and optimize the performance of 
magnetic devices. Therefore, a considerable amount of money is spent on the 
science and technology of magnetic materials, leading undoubtedly to improve-
ments of magnetic properties as well as to new insights and novel techniques 
for material investigation. 
1.2 Why atomic scale magnetic imaging ? 
One of the interesting aspects of magnetism is that the explanation of its 
macroscopic manifestation, requires a dive into the microscopic properties of 
the elements that constitute the magnetic material. In fact, the very existence 
of large scale magnetic order is determined by interactions between the ele-
ments at the atomic scale and a magnetic moment can even be found on a 
single atom. Access to the relevant microscopic mechanisms is by no means 
trivial, which is illustrated by the large number of effects and properties that 
are yet today not well or even completely not understood. As an example 
one might again use magnetite, for which the conduction mechanism and its 
relation to magnetic behavior is still subject of debate. 
An important reason for the gaps in our present understanding of magnetism 
is the relevant length scale, which is in many cases below one nanometer. Us-
ing human eyes and visible light, the smallest details that can be observed are 
of the order of the wavelength of the light, i.e., about 0.5 micron. To bring the 
length scale down one uses radiation with shorter wavelength, such as X-rays, 
or employs the wave nature of particles like electrons or neutrons. This indeed 
allows one to access atomic scale properties and surely has contributed signif-
icantly to the current understanding of magnetic behavior. A disadvantage is 
however that the techniques probe the properties of large ensembles of atoms, 
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such that they represent an average over those atoms. Since such ensembles 
rarely ever consist of identical atoms, the differences between individual atoms 
are washed out. Reducing the number of atoms participating in a measure-
ment is therefore an important issue. 
Probing the magnetic properties of a limited number of atoms is denoted 
by magnetic imaging. A resolution of the order of a micron can easily be 
obtained by scanning a focused photon beam across the sample and mea-
suring the changes in the polarization of the light upon reflection from a 
magnetic surface. For this Magneto-optic Kerr effect technique [1, 2], the 
spatial resolution is diffraction limited to the optical wavelength. Resolu-
tion below the wavelength can be obtained in various optical near-field tech-
niques [3-6], developed after the introduction of STM and AFM. Improved 
resolution is achieved by using a beam of electrons, that can be focused into 
a much smaller spot. This is employed in scanning electron microscopy with 
polarization analysis (SEMPA) [7-9], yielding a typical magnetic resolution 
of 40 nm. Recently introduced techniques include spin-polarized low energy 
electron microscopy [10,11], in which a spin-polarized electron source is used, 
and magnetic circular dicroism imaging [12] with a photoelectron microscope. 
In above cases the interaction of the sample with the beam of photons or 
electrons is used to generate a signal related to the magnetization. Alterna-
tively one can sense and image the local magnetic stray field of the specimen 
under investigation. The oldest and most well-known example is the Bitter 
method [13], in which the magnetization distribution of a sample is visualized 
with the aid of fine magnetic particles in solution, that orient themselves in 
the magnetic fringe fields. Other examples are the scanning (microfabricated) 
Hall probe [14,15] and the magnetic force microscope (MFM) [16,17]. In the 
latter, the force exerted on a small magnetic cantilever is measured and a res-
olution of 20 nm can be achieved. In transmission Lorentz microscopy [18], 
magnetic contrast is achieved through the deflection of transmitted electrons 
due to Lorentz forces. This technique requires thin samples (< 300 nm) but 
routinely gives a high resolution of 10 nm. The electron phase shift can also 
be measured in differential phase contrast mode [19,20], or in electron holog-
raphy [21,22], both yielding a resolution as high as 2 nm. 
When we realize that atomic distances in solids are usually a few angstrom, 
a probing spot of say 10 nm still contains several 100 atoms in each layer 
that contributes to the signal. Valuable information about individual spins is 
then lost. Moreover, with present day techniques domain walls still cannot 
be resolved for some materials, for instance hep cobalt. The same holds for 
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magnetization distributions in domain walls, as well as for magnetic singular-
ities like Bloch lines etc.. Yet, small scale magnetic entities become increas-
ingly more important for high-density magnetic recording, for they ultimately 
limit the signal-to-noise ratio when bit sizes are decreased. Calculation of 
such micromagnetic structures is extremely complicated and often impossible. 
Therefore, magnetic imaging techniques with improved spatial resolution are 
highly desirable. Besides the technological importance, magnetic imaging at 
the atomic scale creates new opportunities for fundamental studies of mag-
netism. Magnetic order in antiferromagnets may become directly accessible, 
while the influence of structural imperfections like steps on magnetic moments 
might also be studied. Visualization of the magnetic moments of single atoms 
will certainly contribute to the understanding of magnetism and might lead 
to the discovery of new phenomena and possibly to new ways of manipulating 
material properties. 
1.3 Current status of spin-polarized STM 
For a long time, imaging magnetic moments at the atomic scale had the status 
of fiction. However, with the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope 
(STM) in 1982 [23,24], serious prospects have emerged. In an STM, the tunnel 
current between a sharp needle-shaped tip and a conducting sample is mea-
sured as function of the position of the tip as it scans across the sample [25]. 
In this way a map of the local surface electronic structure can be made. Reso-
lution down to the atomic scale was achieved first for semiconductors and later 
also for metals and superconductors. Although magnetic materials have also 
been investigated, the instrument measures the total, spin-integrated current 
and as such lacks magnetic sensitivity. 
Several ways to obtain a spin-polarized version of the STM have been pro-
posed, most of them already dating from only one or two years after the in-
troduction of STM. However, their practical implementation is not trivial and 
experimental demonstrations of spin-sensitivity in STM have been extremely 
scarce so far. Most of the difficulties are related to inabilities in excluding other 
signal origins, making claims of the observation of spin-polarized tunneling in 
STM doubtful [26-29]. For example, there can be magnetic dipole or exchange 
forces between tip and sample which depend, just as a spin-polarized tunnel 
current, on the relative orientation of the magnetization of tip and sample. 
They can affect the tunnel current via the spring action of the STM system 
and cannot a priori be neglected. Although dipole forces are minimum when 
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antiferromagnetic materials are used, this is not the case for exchange forces. 
A further problem is that usually a comparison has to be made between mea­
surements with a magnetic and a non-magnetic tip, which in practice cannot 
be done on identical regions of the surface. The interpretation of such a com­
parison is complicated since not only the magnetic but also the electronic 
structure of the tips may be different, while there is no guarantee that the 
topography and the magnetic structure of the studied regions of the sample 
surface are similar. Another and perhaps the most severe complication arises 
from magnetic interactions between tip and sample surface, which can perturb 
the system under investigation. This may also make reversal of the relative 
magnetization of the outermost tip and sample atoms impossible. To over­
come part of these problems one has considered using half-metallic magnetic 
materials [30]. These are particularly promising if they can be realized in an­
tiferromagnetic form [31], without spontaneous magnetization but with 100 % 
spin polarization of the conduction electrons. 
Up to now only two experiments have been able to present more or less 
clear indications of the influence of electron spin on the tunneling current 
in STM [32-34]. The first experiment [32,33] employs the special magnetic 
topology of the Cr(001) surface, where surface atoms of adjacent terraces, sep­
arated by monatomic steps, have opposite magnetic moments. When such a 
surface is imaged with a ferromagnetic tip (СгОг in case of Refs. [32,33]), a 
characteristic variation of step heights results, due to the alternation of the 
relative magnetization of tip and sample surface. The behavior can be ex­
plained by the effect of spin-dependent tunneling, while magnetic forces were 
excluded as a possible origin on the basis of theoretical estimates of their size. 
These estimates are however not completely unambiguous, especially for the 
exchange forces, while also the precise value of the spring constant of the tip-
sample assembly is not accurately known. 
In the second experiment [34], spin-polarized tunneling from a magnetic Ni tip 
into a GaAs sample was detected through measurement of the polarization of 
recombination luminescence. This was demonstrated to depend on the orien­
tation of the tip magnetization, while also the dependence on bias voltage and 
tip-sample separation was studied [35,36]. This measurement technique is ex­
tremely convincing, since problems related to magnetic interactions are nicely 
circumvented by the use of a non-magnetic GaAs sample. Unfortunately, rel­
atively large data acquisition times are needed. Moreover, the application of 
this technique to magnetic samples requires interchanging the role of tip and 
sample. The measurement of polarized luminescence from a GaAs probe tip 
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remains to be demonstrated. 
Instead of using GaAs as a detector for spin-polarized tunneling, as in the 
above experiment, it can also be used as a source of spin-polarized electrons. 
The idea was already suggested in 1988 [37,38] and originates from the success-
ful operation of spin-polarized electron sources based on photoemission from 
activated GaAs [39-41]. The experimental principle is the creation of spin-
polarized conduction-band electrons using circularly polarized light, known as 
optical orientation of electrons [40]. Application in an STM experiment in-
volves the replacement of the conventional probe tip by a GaAs one, in which 
a spin polarization is induced and controlled by optical means. For reversal of 
the polarization there is thus no magnetic field needed, while magnetic forces 
are minimum since the GaAs probe material is non-magnetic. 
Although spin-polarized tunneling based on optical orientation is attractive, 
it is also complicated from a practical point of view. One of the first prerequi-
sites is that photoexcited electrons can be generated in sufficient density to be 
observable in STM. Moreover, a convenient way for preparing GaAs tips has to 
be found and their scanning behavior has to be tested. Concerning the spin po-
larization of the excited electrons, a high degree of circular polarization of the 
excitation light is required. Whether this can be achieved in a low-symmetry 
STM junction is not a priori evident. Even if the above requirements can 
be met, spin scattering may destroy the polarization of optically-excited elec-
trons before they are able to tunnel into the magnetic sample. Despite these 
difficulties, the experimental principle has recently been demonstrated using 
planar Co/A^Os/GaAs tunnel junctions [42,43]. The subject of this thesis is 
the application of this technique to STM. 
1.4 Scope of this thesis 
The overall topic of this thesis is the development of a spin-sensitive STM, 
based on optical orientation in GaAs. As for any new technique, suitable 
test samples have to be selected and characterized. As a test system we have 
used ultrathin Co films grown onto Au buffer layers on float glass substrates. 
The choice for one of the three magnetic transition metals Fe, Ni and Co is 
an obvious one, since their properties are most extensively studied. These 
materials can readily be prepared in the form of thin films, which allows us 
to choose a particular experimental arrangement in which the GaAs tip is il-
luminated through a semi-transparent sample. The optical beam defines the 
spin-quantization axis such that spin-dependent tunneling is expected only for 
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perpendicularly magnetized samples. We have therefore studied the magnetic 
properties of our Co films and examined Co growth and the resulting film 
morphology. The results are presented in chapter 2 and provide a sufficient 
characterization of this system. 
To understand the influence of a number of experimental variables on the ex­
pected polarization signal, we have developed a model for the spin-polarized 
transport in ferromagnet/semiconductor tunnel junctions under optical orien­
tation. This is presented in chapter 3 and used to study how the magnetic 
signal is related to the polarization of the magnetic sample and the photoex-
cited electrons, while also the effect of spin relaxation in the semiconductor 
is investigated. In addition, the optical response of the STM junction is eval­
uated, as this quantity determines the sensitivity for error signals related to 
the optical intensity. On the basis of the calculation results, we will predict 
the best parameter settings for the experimental observation of spin-polarized 
tunneling in STM. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to experiments on spin-polarized STM, using GaAs probe 
tips under optical orientation. Thin Co films, characterized in chapter 2, are 
used as test samples. We will discuss the experimental arrangement, the prepa­
ration and scanning performance of GaAs tips and their optical behavior. The 
experimental procedure to distinguish between error signals and spin-polarized 
tunneling, is subjected to critical tests using non-magnetic samples. Results 
obtained on Co films under ultrahigh vacuum conditions are presented and we 
address the question whether signal contributions of optical origin can com­
pletely be ruled out. A comparison with the model presented in chapter 3 
is made, while directions for improvements and future experiments are also 
given. 
In the last chapter 5 we investigate the suitability of the ГезСч (110) surface, 
to serve as model system for testing the atomic-resolution capabilities of a 
spin-polarized STM. Surfaces of bulk single crystals as well as thin films have 
been characterized with predominantly STM (non spin-sensitive) and a model 
is proposed for the reconstruction that was found. 
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Chapter 2 
Structure and magnetic 
properties of ultrathin Co 
films on textured A u ( l l l ) 
Abstract 
Magnetic and morphological properties of thin cobalt films, grown on textured 
Au(ll l) layers on floatglass, have been investigated. The main objective is 
to characterize the Co/Au system, in view of the application as test sample 
for spin-polarized STM studies. A second aim is to correlate magnetism with 
film morphology. The magnetic properties were probed by scanning electron 
microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA), while cobalt film growth and 
morphology were investigated with STM. 
Cobalt nucleates in 2 monolayer (ML) high islands, preferentially decorating 
step edges of the Au. In contrast to Co on Au(ll l) single crystals, no regular 
arrays of islands are found because the Au herringbone reconstruction is also 
absent on our substrates. A significant amount of third layer atoms appears 
before the film becomes continuous around 2 ML. A granular structure results 
at higher coverage. For as-grown films, the magnetization is perpendicular 
to the surface plane between 1.9 and 4.3 monolayers, with domains of 0.3 to 
1.5 μτα in diameter. The small domain size is related to the texture of the 
Au substrate, which provides a considerable amount of pinning centers for do­
main walls. Above 4.3 monolayers the magnetization turns in-plane, although 
it remains canted by 16° towards the film normal, even well-above the reorien­
tation transition. This effect, not found for Co on single crystal Au(l l l ) , can 
be explained by the coexistence of perpendicular and in-plane magnetization 
regions, having an unequal critical thickness due to differences in roughness. 
Annealing the films at 425 К increases the reorientation thickness from 4.3 to 
5.2 ML. A comparison is made with previous work on Au(l l l) single crystals 
and interesting features for study with spin-polarized STM are highlighted. 
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2.1 Introduction 
The development of deposition techniques for metallic thin films has facili-
tated the fabrication of magnetic systems approaching the two dimensional 
limit. Magnetism in such reduced dimensions experiences growing interest 
from physicists and has revealed a number of fascinating new phenomena. 
Examples are giant magnetoresistance, oscillatory exchange coupling and the 
existence of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. The latter leads to a reorien-
tation of the magnetization direction to a perpendicular state for thinner films. 
These effects are not only related to the layered nature of the structures, but 
also to the presence of interfaces with the substrate or with other constituents 
in case of multilayers. Nowadays artificial magnetic films or multilayers can 
readily be prepared. Controlling their properties is an important issue, as it 
allows one to tailor their behavior according to specific demands and possibly 
leads to an improvement of the performance of magnetic devices. 
Although the very existence of these phenomena can be attributed to the 
layered nature and the presence of interfaces, their precise manifestation in 
an experiment is often obscured or altered by the influence of other factors. 
Of importance are the actual film structure and morphology, as well as the 
chemical composition especially at the interfaces between different materials. 
Moreover, perfect lattice matching between adjacent layers is rarely ever ac-
complished and the resulting strain can play a decisive role. Therefore, a 
considerable effort is put into understanding the relation between magnetic 
properties of thin magnetic films on the one hand, and their structure and 
morphology on the other hand. This is not only important for technological 
applications, but also essential for comparing results obtained on samples pre-
pared under different conditions by different research groups. A well-known 
example is the Fe/Cu(100) system, where completely different magnetic prop-
erties can be obtained by changing the temperature of the substrate during 
growth (see for example Refs. [1-5]). Another example is the Fe/Cr system, 
where apparently conflicting results seem to be strongly influenced by differ-
ences in the preparation procedures [6]. 
The effect of microstructure on magnetism, in particular on the magnetic 
anisotropy, was experimentally shown by comparing the properties of as-grown 
and annealed Co/Au multilayers [7]. Annealing was found to change the easy 
magnetization direction from in-plane to perpendicular below 14 Â Co thick-
ness. This was attributed to sharpening of the interfaces as revealed by X-ray 
diffraction. More recently [8] it was demonstrated that changes in the mor-
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phology of thin Co films on Au(ll l) substrates, produce drastic changes in the 
magnetic domain structure. In this study, scanning electron microscopy with 
polarization analysis (SEMPA) was employed to image the magnetic domains. 
In as-grown films, domains between 2 and 5 μηι in diameter were observed in 
the thickness range with perpendicular magnetization (see also Refs. [3,9]). 
The relatively small domain size is in marked contrast to the prediction of a 
single domain state based on calculations [10]. In Ref. [8] it was shown that 
annealing produces smoother films and results in diffusion of Au on top. As 
a consequence, the magnetic domain size increased by an order of magnitude. 
Moreover, for annealed films, the variation of the domain size with film thick­
ness was found in agreement with micromagnetic calculations [11,12]. Hence, 
it was concluded that domain sizes in the as-grown film are controlled by film 
morphology, which was not accounted for in the calculation. 
In the above mentioned study, single crystal Au(l l l ) was used as substrate. 
An interesting comparison can then be made with Co films grown on annealed 
Au layers on floatglass. Such Au layers have a so-called textured structure, 
consisting of (111) oriented crystallites, with the in-plane lattice orientation 
varying between different crystallites. The difference in substrate structure 
is expected to affect the morphology of Co films grown onto it and thereby 
their magnetic properties. For such films it was shown already that film im­
perfections play a decisive role in hysteresis [13] and the dynamic behavior of 
domains [14,15]. 
The Co/Au/floatglass system is not only interesting in view of the interplay 
between magnetism and morphology. In the context of the overall topic of this 
thesis, the system is particularly attractive as test system for a spin-polarized 
STM, based on optical orientation in semiconductor tips. As explained al­
ready in the introduction chapter, for this purpose a transparent sample is 
required, with the magnetization direction perpendicular to the film plane. 
These requirements can be met for Co films of a few ML thick, provided the 
Au buffer layer can be kept thin enough for it to be (semi-) transparent. Note 
that our system slightly differs from the Au/Co/Au/floatglass samples studied 
extensively already for several years (see for example Refs. [16-20]). In our 
case the protective Au caplayer is absent and we have also used somewhat 
thinner Au buffer layers, which probably have different roughness. The struc­
ture, morphology and chemical composition of both interfaces of the Co film 
are therefore not the same as in Refs. [16-20] and thus also the total interface 
contribution to the magnetic anisotropy energy is altered. As a consequence, 
magnetic properties such as magnetization direction and domain structure are 
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changed. 
Hence, an independent characterization of magnetic as well as structural prop­
erties has been performed and the results are presented in this chapter. First of 
all, the texture of the Au substrate was investigated by STM and atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). The growth of Co was followed in detail using STM and 
the results will be presented in section 2.2. Secondly, the magnetic anisotropy 
and domain structure of un-coated Co films were examined. This was done 
with SEMPA [21], because this technique has an outstanding lateral resolution 
(on the order of 40 nm) combined with a surface sensitivity that approaches 
that of STM. From these experiments information about the typical domain 
size is extracted, in addition to the thickness range were the magnetization is 
oriented perpendicular to the film plane (see section 2.3). The obtained struc­
tural and magnetic properties will be correlated as far as possible and com­
pared to results reported previously for single crystal Au substrates (section 
2.4). Finally, in section 2.5 the results are summarized with special attention 
to issues that can possibly be resolved by performing spin-polarized tunneling 
experiments with STM. 
2.2 Structure investigated by STM 
As already stated, Au films on floatglass have a textured structure and con­
sist of (111) oriented crystallites, with the in-plane lattice orientation varying 
from one crystallite to the next. The latter is, together with the presence 
of crystallite boundaries, the main difference with single crystal substrates, 
which may also have larger sized atomically flat terraces. To investigate the 
resulting influence on Co film growth, we have characterized our Co films on 
Au/floatglass with STM. For Co (and also Fe, Ni) on single crystal Au (or 
Pt), the growth and morphology has already been investigated extensively, 
including detailed STM studies for the first few monolayers [22-28]. With 
respect to Au(l l l) , the surface reconstructs into a 23x\/3 zig-zag structure 
after annealing at temperatures of 775 К [29,30]. This was shown to have a 
profound effect on the initial nucleation and the subsequent growth of Co on 
it [22]. 
This section presents the experimental results obtained with STM on thin Co 
films, prepared on textured Au substrates. After the experimental details, we 
will describe the texture of the substrates in part 2.2.2 and the growth of Co 
films for thicknesses up to 5 ML (part 2.2.3). A comparison with results for 
single crystal Au substrates is made in part 2.2.4. 
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2.2.1 Experimental 
Experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system with a 
base pressure of 5 x l 0 - 1 1 mbar. In the main chamber, facilities for low energy 
electron diffraction (LEED) and Auger-electron spectroscopy (AES) are avail­
able for characterization of samples, while for cleaning one can apply Ar-ion 
bombardment and annealing (via heating with electrons at the back of the 
sample). Local surface electronic properties can be investigated in-situ with 
a home-built STM. A mechanism for in-situ exchange of tips has been imple­
mented, allowing them to be placed on an adapted sample holder, so that tips 
can also be transferred to or from the load-lock system, or cleaned in UHV if 
desired. A current-voltage converter was designed and mounted on the STM 
head in UHV, thereby keeping the small current carrying cable at a minimum 
length, giving a noticeable reduction of the current noise. Horizontal displace­
ments of the piezo-electric scan unit are calibrated using Si(l l l) 7x7 and 2x1 
reconstructed surfaces, while for the vertical axis monatomic steps on Au sur­
faces were used. Tunneling tips were cut from Pt/Ir alloy wire using scissors 
and no further sharpening or cleaning treatments were performed. 
Float glass slides [31] were cut into squares of 6x6 mm in size and 1 mm thick 
and cleaned in detergent liquid, demineralized water and finally ethanol. They 
are clamped onto a Mo sample holder and a small dot of conducting and UHV 
compatible epoxy [32] was used to assure electrical contact between the holder 
and the Au layer after growth. After insertion into the UHV chamber they 
were degassed at 425 К before Au deposition was started. Au films of 180 Â 
thickness were evaporated onto the floatglass slides from an effusion cell at a 
rate of approximately 1 A per minute in a pressure below 1 χ I O - 9 mbar. They 
were subsequently annealed at 425 К for 30 minutes to improve the crystal 
structure. Usually this procedure yielded clean surfaces with no contamina­
tion detectable in AES spectra. 
Cobalt was evaporated from a 1 mm thick rod, heated by electrons from a 
surrounding filament held at a high negative potential (2 keV) with respect to 
the Co rod. A deposition rate of 0.2 Â/min. was used, calibrated by monitor-
ing the evolution of the peak heights of the Co 775 eV and substrate Au 69 
eV Auger lines. The rate is equivalent to 0.1 ML/min., where 1 ML Co in the 
hep phase corresponds to a film thickness of 2.05 Â for growth in the (0001) 
direction. The thickness calibration was cross-checked using STM images of 
submonolayer Co films, giving agreement within 10 %. During growth, the 
substrate was approximately at room temperature, as no cooling or heating 
was applied to it. 
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2.2.2 The textured A u ( l l l ) substrate 
The topology of the grown Au substrate films was investigated in-situ with 
STM. A representative example of the surface topography found on these films 
is presented in Fig. 2.1a. In the scan area of 0.5 χ 0.5 μπι2 we observe, besides 
a number of very small crystallites, regions where crystallites with average 
diameter of about 800 A have grown together. These form a relatively smooth 
surface with atomically flat terraces, arrays of steps and troughs which are 
less than 20 Â deep. From previous structural characterization of similar 
films [33,34], it is known that they are (111) oriented and single crystalline 
in depth throughout the entire thickness. Individual grains, however, have 
in-plane lattice vectors with random orientation, giving a textured structure. 
Some crystallites have a slight tilt (smaller than 2 degrees) with respect to the 
average surface plane, with no preferred direction. 
Figure 2.1: STM images of the bare Au substrate layer grown on float-
glass, (a) scan range 0.5x0.5 μπι2. (b) Scan range 1000 Â squared. Both 
images were acquired with 50 pA current at —1.0 V sample voltage. 
The smaller scale image displayed in Fig. 2.1b gives a better view at the atom-
ically flat terraces and the arrays of steps at the sides of the crystallites. The 
step height is mostly 2.3 A, which corresponds to a monatomic Au(l l l ) step 
(2.36 Â, based on the bulk fee lattice constant of 4.09 Â). The terrace size 
ranges from 600 A on top of the crystallites, to less than 100 A at the bound-
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aries between neighbouring crystallites. No evidence was found for a 23x\/3 
zig-zag reconstruction, that occurs on Au(l l l) single crystal surfaces after an­
nealing at 775 К (see Refs. [22,29,30]). 
As the scan range of our UHV-STM is limited to 0.5 μηι, we have also studied 
the morphology ex-situ with AFM. In this way larger scale images could be 
obtained. An image obtained by contact mode AFM, is displayed in Fig. 2.2, 
showing a 3x3 μιη2 scan area. Again regions with relatively large and flat 
terraces as in Fig. 2.1a can be seen, but there are also regions with a consider­
ably larger roughness. In these parts of the surface, the average grain size is 
only 300 A and the depressions are 30 A deep. The relatively flat and rough 
patches, respectively, have a size on the order of a micron and each take up 
about half of the total surface area. 
Figure 2.2: Contact mode AFM image of a textured Au layer on float-
glass. Scan size is 3x3 μπι2. 
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2.2.3 Thin Co film growth 
The Au-coated floatglass platelets, described in the previous section, have 
been used as substrates for the growth of Co thin films. The initial nucleation 
and the further development of the film structure at higher coverage has been 
examined in-situ with STM. Crystal structure was not determined, but pre-
vious work has shown that Co on Au(l l l ) grows in the hep phase [33,34]. 
Images were acquired on films with nominal thickness between 0.4 ML and 5 
ML and are presented in the following. We will first concentrate on the initial 
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Figure 2.3: (a) STM image (500 Â squared) for a 0.4 ML Co film, (b) 
Vertical height profile measured along a line crossing a bilayer Co island. 
In a 500 Â squared area of a 0.4 ML film (Fig. 2.3a) we recognize several small 
Co islands, located on the flat Au terraces as well as at substrate steps. The 
islands on terraces have a lower density and generally have a larger lateral 
size than those nucleated at the step edges. Near steps, islands are found on 
the lower as well as on the upper terrace. From line sections such as shown 
in Fig. 2.3b, we determine that the majority of the islands are 4 Â in height. 
Based on the spacing between subsequent (0001) layers in bulk hep Co, a 
monolayer is expected to be 2.05 Â high. Thus we conclude that the islands 
consist of two Co layers. We never observed monolayer high islands, while 
a small amount of third layer atoms (less than 2 %) exists at this 0.4 ML 
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coverage. The growth in bilayer high islands was also reported for Co on 
single crystal Au(l l l ) surfaces [22]. It can be attributed to the large lattice 
mismatch between Au and Co (14 %), for it was shown that the associated 
film strain is already significantly relaxed in the second Co layer [22]. This 
favors the growth in bilayer islands because of the smaller total strain energy 
as compared to single layer growth. 
Depositing additional Co not only increases the density of islands, but also 
their height. At a thickness of 1.3 ML (see Fig. 2.4a), a significant amount 
of third layer Co is present. This is evidenced by the cross section shown in 
Fig. 2.4b, where one can clearly see the approximately 2 Â high protrusion on 
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Figure 2.4: (a) STM image (500 Â squared) of a 1.3 ML Co film, (b) 
Vertical height profile measured along a line crossing a bilayer Co island 
with an additional third layer island on top. 
A series of larger scale images (2000 Â squared) is presented in Figs. 2.5 and 
2.6, for coverages of 0.65 ML, 1.3 ML, 2.0 ML, 2.5 ML, 3.0 ML and 5.0 ML, 
respectively. From these it can be concluded that around a thickness of about 2 
ML, a substantial fraction of islands have grown together to form a contiguous 
layer. Note that in this respect a marked difference appears between islands on 
top of large atomically flat Au terraces on the one hand and islands decorating 
steps on the other hand. Coalescence of step islands can already be seen at 
0.65 ML (see Fig. 2.5a). Nevertheless, at this thickness a large fraction of 
the Au substrate is still exposed, leaving neighboring islands on the terraces 
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isolated from each other. These only grow together after more Co has been 
deposited. Such behavior can be understood if steps have large number of 
nucleation centers, while only a little amount of centers are present on the 
terraces. Co will then diffuse over the surface until it finds a step or one of the 
few islands on the terraces. Thus, a relatively large portion of the deposited 
Co arrives at steps. Due to the high density of nucleation centers, these form 
a large number of small islands, such that coalescence near steps occurs at 
lower nominal Co thickness than at the terraces. Preferential nucleation was 
also found for Co on Au(l l l ) single crystal substrates, although in that case 
the elbows of the zig-zag reconstruction served as nucleation sites. 
Figure 2.5: STM images for (a) 0.65 ML and (b) 1.3 ML Co on textured 
Au(lll). Image size is 2000 Â squared, current 20 pA at +0.2 V sample 
voltage. 
Beyond 2 ML the film coalesces further and almost complete wetting of the 
surface is achieved at 3.0 ML. A granular structure, arising from the initial 
nucleation behavior, remains up to 5 ML. The average Co grain size is 60 A 
and the local scale roughness, defined as the vertical distance from the top 
of the grains to the valleys between them, is less than 2 ML. The large scale 
roughness (measured over distances of at least 1000 A) is still determined by 
the roughness of the Au substrate. 
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Figure 2.6: STM images for Co on textured Au(lll). Nominal film 
thicknesses are 2.0 ML, 2.5 ML, 3.0 ML and 5.0 ML for image (a), (b), 
(c) and (d), respectively. All images are 2000 Â squared in size, tunnel 
current 20 pA and sample voltage between +0.1 V and +0.3 V. 
2.2.4 Comparison with Co on single crystal A u ( l l l ) 
Concerning the initial growth behavior, we observe the nucleation of Co into 
2 ML high islands with diameter below 100 Â. A similar growth was reported 
for Co on single crystal Au(l l l ) [22]. However, a marked difference in the 
distribution of the islands over the surface is apparent. In case of single crys-
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tal substrates, Co nucleates predominantly at the kinks of the 23x\/3 zig-zag 
reconstruction. This results in regular arrays of islands with well-defined sep-
arations. On our textured Au substrates no zig-zag reconstruction is present 
and islands mostly decorate step edges, leaving flat terraces exposed to a large 
extend. Moreover, the fewer islands on the terraces are located at random 
positions and generally have a larger size compared to those at the steps. 
Despite the difference in the initial nucleation, for both substrates a granular 
film structure evolves for increased nominal thickness. The average grain size 
does not differ significantly although due to the preferred step nucleation, our 
textured substrates have somewhat more spread in the grain diameters. In ei-
ther case the films completely wet the substrate at 3 ML and no morphological 
changes are found up to at least 5 ML. 
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2.3.1 Theoretical considerations 
Before we describe the experimental results, we will briefly introduce a number 
of theoretical concepts relevant to magnetism in ultrathin films [35]. These 
include the magnetic anisotropics, that determine the magnetization direction, 
domain and domain wall sizes, while the influence of film roughness will also 
be considered. We will first discuss the magnetic energies involved and use 
these to elucidate the basic principles that govern the magnetic behavior of 
ferromagnetic thin films. 
In ferromagnetic materials, the exchange interaction favours parallel alignment 
of the magnetic moments. The equation: 
Eex = —J St-Sj, (2-1) 
describes the dependence of the exchange energy Eex on the relative orienta-
tion of the spins S t and Sj at sites i and j , respectively. J is the exchange 
constant and for J > 0 a parallel spin configuration has the lowest energy. 
The energy of a system of spins does not only depend on the relative orien-
tation of the spins, but also on the orientation of each individual spin with 
respect to the crystal axes. Responsible for this is the coupling of the spin to 
its surrounding via the spin-orbit interaction, while also the classical dipole-
dipole interaction contributes. The result is a so-called magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy. For uniaxial magnetic materials, such as hep Co, the following 
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expression for the associated free energy £
ж
 applies: 
Emc = Кіь sin2(0) + K2b sin4(0), (2.2) 
where К\ь and Кіь are the first and second order volume anisotropy constants 
(both positive for hep Co) and θ denotes the angle between the magnetization 
direction and the "easy" axis. For hep Co the c-axis is the easy direction 
and for films grown along the c-axis, θ thus also represents the angle between 
magnetization and the film normal. 
In addition to volume anisotropics, also surface or interface anisotropy con­
tributions have to be taken into account. Surface anisotropy can arise from 
the reduced number of neighbors at a surface, as pointed out by Néel [36]. 
Also other effects such as strain due to lattice mismatch at the interfaces, 
or alloying and electronic modification near interfaces can contribute to the 
surface anisotropy. Phenomenologically one uses surface anisotropy constants 
K\s and K23 that each contain all possible contributions, since it is usually 
a difficult experimental task to distinguish between all sources. The angular 
dependence of the energy (per unit film thickness) is then written as: 
Es = ^ sin2(0) + ^ sin4(0), (2.3) 
where we again used a first and a second order term. The division by the film 
thickness t is needed to account for the fact that surface anisotropies remain 
constant with increasing film thickness, while the volume contributions are 
proportional to the film thickness. Usually K\s is dominant and when it is 
positive, a magnetization perpendicular to the film plane (Θ = 0) is favored. 
Although volume and surface anisotropies may tend to orient the magnetiza­
tion perpendicular to the film plane, this results in the creation of huge stray 
magnetic fields. Due to the long range magnetic dipole interactions a large 
magnetostatic energy contribution results. In contrast, for an infinitely long 
thin film with in-plane magnetization the magnetostatic energy vanishes. The 
preference for in-plane magnetization is expressed by the following equation 







 the saturation magnetization and μο the magnetic permeability of 
vacuum. 
Having described the relevant energies, we can now calculate the equilibrium 
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orientation of the magnetization direction. For this we assume an identical 
orientation of all spins throughout the whole thin film, irrespective of their 
angle θ with the surface normal. The exchange energy E
ex
 can then be treated 





 + Ed or using equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4): 
E = { Klb + ~- - \ßQM2s } sin2(0) + { K2b + Kf } sin4(0). (2.5) 
Minimizing this with respect to θ gives, depending on the actual values, three 
solutions 0 = 0° (for small t), θ = 90° (for large t) and one determined by 
sin2(0) = { \μ0Μ> - Klb - Klts } / { 2(K2b + ψ) }. (2.6) 
The latter solution leads to a continuous rotation of the magnetization from 
perpendicular at small t to in-plane at large t. This happens via an intermedi­
ate state with canted orientation in a finite thickness interval. This behavior 
is caused by the importance of the second order anisotropy term proportional 
to sin4(0), due to its different angular dependence. The critical thickness t
c
, 
at which the magnetization goes from perpendicular to in-plane, is usually de­
fined as the value for t with a magnetization under 45° with the film normal. 




Figure 2.7: Four magnetization regimes encountered in a magnetic 
thin film with increasing thickness, for a reorientation transition via 
a continuous rotation of magnetization. Below a certain thickness no 
ferromagnetism (FM) is present, while the magnetization rotates from 
purely perpendicular (Î) to in-plane (—•) in a finite thickness interval 
(grey) around the critical thickness tc. 
A more complete stability analysis of equation (2.5) shows that for certain pa-
rameter values, a situation with coexisting perpendicular and in-plane phases 
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is also possible [37]. A minimum requirement is that the total second order 
anisotropy, i.e., К^ь + K2S/t is negative, while the first order anisotropy is 
also of importance. In that case the energy can have two local minima as 
function of θ and in a finite thickness interval between fi and <2> the films are 
metastable. With annealing or applying a magnetic field, the magnetization 
can then be driven back and forth between perpendicular and in-plane orien­
tation. From the boundaries t\ and Í2 of the metastable interval, K\s and K^t 
can be evaluated, using: 
Kis = (2ßoM*-Klb)t2, 
K2s = (\μοΜΪ - Klb) {—2h)- *2b*i. (2-7) 
For Co on single crystal Au(l l l ) , evidence for a reorientation transition via a 
metastable state has recently been obtained [38,39]. 
An interesting issue is the size of magnetic domains that is to be expected in 
ferromagnetic ultrathin films with perpendicular anisotropy. The formation of 
domains is driven by the possible reduction of the stray fields and the resulting 
lowering of magnetostatic energy. For in-plane magnetized films a reduction 
of E¿ is not possible since it is already minimum. However, for perpendicu-
lar magnetization this is not the case and domain formation can significantly 
lower the dipolar energy. Nevertheless, domain formation also costs energy 
since it implies the creation of domain walls. These have a certain wall energy 
associated with them, built up out of exchange energy and magnetocrystalline 
energy. The domain size is determined by the balance between magnetostatic 
energy and wall energy. Detailed calculations [10,11] show that the equilib-
rium domain size increases as the film thickness is reduced and a single domain 
state is predicted for the thinnest films. 
So far we have assumed that our thin films are perfectly flat and homogeneous. 
In reality, prepared films always have some roughness and the influence on 
the various energy terms has to be addressed. This has been done for the 
magnetostatic energy E¿ in Ref. [40] and for the Néel interface anisotropy 
in Ref. [41]. For this purpose the system was described by a periodic varia-
tion of the thickness t, characterized by two parameters (see Fig. 2.8). The 
parameter σ describes the mean deviation from the average thickness, while 
the ξ represents the average size of terraces having equal thickness. Including 
roughness in the dipolar energy E¿ was shown [40] to lead to a second term 
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E¿s, in addition to the one given in equation (2.4), with the form: 
Eds = ^ o M s 2 s i n 2 ( 0 ) { ^ [ l - /(σ/ξ)]}· (2.8) 
The function ƒ contains the ratio σ/ξ, has values between 0 and 1 and is 
numerically evaluated in Ref. [40]. Note that E¿s is inversely proportional to 
t and therefore effectively behaves as a.surface anisotropy term. Also note the 
positive sign, meaning that roughness reduces the dipolar energy [42]. 
Figure 2.8: Schematic definition of the parameters ξ and σ character­
izing the roughness. The dashed line denotes the average surface plane. 




where KN is the surface anisotropy for a perfectly smooth film and ΔΚχ 
denotes the change in Ajv due to roughness. The negative sign indicates that 
roughness reduces the Néel interface anisotropy. 
2.3.2 Experimental details 
The SEMPA technique [21] measures the spin polarization of secondary elec-
trons, that are produced when a primary beam of high energy (few keV) 
electrons impinges on the sample. The secondary electron polarization is to 
a good approximation proportional to the spin polarization of the electrons 
in the magnetic sample [43] and is used for imaging magnetic domains and 
domain walls by scanning the incident beam over the surface. The lateral 
resolution can be slightly better than 40 nm. The information depth is deter-
mined by the escape depth of the secondary electrons, which is typically a few 
monolayers. 
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The particular system used (located at KFA Jülich, Germany), allows the 
simultaneous measurement of the perpendicular and one of the in-plane com-
ponents of the secondary-electron spin polarization, while the other in-plane 
component can be measured using a second spin detector. Polarization values 
quoted in the text are obtained from the measured asymmetry by multipli-
cation with a factor of 4 to compensate for the detector sensitivity. Further 
details about the system can be found in Ref. [44]. A magnetic field pulse of 90 
Oe maximum can be applied to the samples either along the surface plane or 
perpendicular to it, to produce a remanent magnetization. No field is applied 
during measurements and all data was obtained at room temperature. 
Au layers on floatglass were prepared as described in part 2.2.1 and are exposed 
to air during transport to the UHV system in which the SEMPA measurements 
were performed. In this system, with a base pressure of 8 x l 0 - 1 1 mbar, the 
contamination absorbed on the Au surfaces was removed by mild Ar-ion sput-
tering at 500 eV for 5 minutes, followed by annealing at 425 K. A carbon 
contamination with a peak signal of about 10 % was detected with Auger-
electron spectroscopy. A line-shaped Co wedge was then deposited, having 
a width of 300 μπι and a slope of 0.8 ML per 100 μπι (see also Fig. 2.9). It 
covers the thickness range from 0.9 to 20 ML. The evaporation rate was 0.3 
ML/min. and the pressure 5 x l 0 - 1 0 mbar during evaporation. 
300 μπι 
Co-wedge 




Figure 2.9: Layout of the Co wedge samples used in the SEMPA ex­
periments. The wedge is 300 μπι wide, has a slope of 0.8 ML per 100 
μπι and starts at 0.9 ML. 
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2.3.3 As-grown films 
A typical example of the magnetic domain structure of Co on annealed Au on 
floatglass substrates is presented in Fig. 2.10. The 10χ 10 μπι2 image shows the 
perpendicular component of the spin polarization, at a section of the wedge 
with 3.0 to 3.1 ML Co thickness [45]. The in-plane component vanishes com­
pletely. Small oppositely magnetized domains with irregular shape and diam­
eter between 0.3 and 1.5 μπι are observed. Basically the same results were 
obtained at 2.1 and 4.2 ML, except that around 4.2 ML the first in-plane do­
mains appear. We thus find small domains, instead of the single domain state 
predicted by theory [10,11]. Moreover, the domains are almost a factor of 10 
smaller than those reported for as-grown Co on Au single crystals [3,8]. 
Figure 2.10: SEMPA image (10x10 μπι2) of an as-grown Co film with 
3.0 to 3.1 ML thickness. Only the perpendicular component is shown, 
the in-plane signal vanishes. Black and white represent negative and 
positive spin polarization, respectively. 
To further investigate the magnetic properties, a magnetic field of 90 Oe was 
applied perpendicular to the sample surface [46]. SEMPA images were then 
taken with an increased scan range of 500x500 μπι2, covering the complete 
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perpendicular magnetization region and part of the thicker, in-plane magne­
tized region. Both the perpendicular and one of the in-plane polarization 
components are displayed in Fig. 2.11. The start of the wedge at 0.9 ML is 
indicated near the lower left corner [47], while the Co thickness increases to­
wards the upper right corner. Five regions can be distinguished. In region a 
below 1.9 ML no polarization signal was detected. Higher resolution images 
in this area also showed no sign of small domains, such as in Fig. 2.10. In re­
gions b,c and d we find a clear non-zero perpendicular polarization, while the 
in-plane polarization is negligible. Above 4.3 ML (region e) the polarization is 
mainly in-plane, although some perpendicular signal persists (we will return 
to this point later). 
0.9 ML 
Figure 2.11: 500x500 μηι2 image of a Co wedge after magnetizing with 
90 Oe perpendicular to the film plane. Left image shows the perpendic­
ular spin component, the right image one of the in-plane components. 
Regions α to e are indicated, see text for further explanations. The black 
arrow in the right image points at a small defect (white spot) used as a 
marker for the position. 
More quantitative data is given in Fig. 2.12, showing the perpendicular polar­
ization as a function of film thickness between 1.3 and 5.5 ML. The signal sets 
in at 1.9 ML, reaches an initial maximum (5 %) in the absolute value at 2.1 
ML and decreases again in region с to about 2 %. Region d, however, shows a 
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larger polarization again (11 %), while above the spin-reorientation transition 
at 4.3 ML the perpendicular signal is nonzero. Note that due to the limited 
number of data points, the polarization in Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 represents an 
average over an area of 2 μπι. No or a reduced polarization is then found in 
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Figure 2.12: Perpendicular spin polarization versus film thickness. The 
critical thickness where the magnetization switches from perpendicular 
to in-plane, is indicated at 4.3 ML. 
An interesting feature is the nonzero perpendicular polarization signal appear­
ing above the reorientation transition at 4.3 ML. This has been investigated 
on a second sample, by measuring all three vector components of the spin 
polarization. In this case the sample was annealed to 425 К for a second time 
after Co deposition and magnetized prior to measurements in a field of 90 Oe, 
first in-plane and subsequently in perpendicular direction. The total in-plane 
signal was calculated from the two orthogonal in-plane components [48] and is 
shown in Fig. 2.13, together with the perpendicular component. The thickness 
range is from 2.8 ML to 6.0 ML and we again find a transition from purely 
perpendicular to mainly in-plane polarization. The reorientation thickness is 
however at 5.2 ML in this case, i.e., at a larger value than the 4.3 ML found 
previously for the as-grown film. We will show in part 2.3.4 below that this 
increase is due to the annealing of the Co film. 
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Figure 2.13: Perpendicular and in-plane spin polarization versus film 
thickness. Prior to measurements, the film was annealed at 425 К and 
subsequently magnetized with a 90 Oe field, first in-plane and then per­
pendicular to the film. Note the non-zero perpendicular signal above t
c 
at 5.2 ML. 
the critical thickness of 5.2 ML, where the main polarization is in-plane! The 
perpendicular signal is 5 % and has a positive sign, i.e., opposite to the sign of 
the perpendicular polarization below t
c
\ The in-plane signal approaches 18 %. 
This corresponds to an angle of 16 degrees between the average polarization 
vector and the film plane. The perpendicular signal does not seem to decay 
with increasing thickness above t
c
. This has been verified to be true up to 10 
ML (not shown). We thus conclude that the spatially averaged magnetization 
does not reach a completely in-plane orientation but remains canted by 16°. 
An interesting feature is the drop in the polarization near i
c
, where the per­
pendicular component has decayed to almost zero before the in-plane signal 
becomes sizeable. Such behavior has been observed before [49,50] for Fe on 
Cu(100) and Ag(100), while a loss of long-range magnetic order near t
c
 has 
been predicted by theory [51,52]. However, an apparent loss of remanence can 
be produced by the break-up of the film into small domains [2], with a size 
below the experimental resolution. To resolve this matter, higher resolution 
magnetic imaging techniques are required. 
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2.3.4 Annealed films 
Inspired by previous work [8], we have also investigated the magnetism of our 
films after annealing at 425 К for 30 minutes [53]. SEMPA images were then 
acquired at the identical position of the same wedge as used before (Fig. 2.11). 
A defect, indicated by the arrow in the image in Fig. 2.11, served as a marker 
for the film thickness. Apart from a small rotation of the sample, this allows 
direct comparison between images obtained before and after annealing. In 
Fig. 2.14 we present two images obtained after annealing, giving only the per­
pendicular component. The left image shows the state of the film after only 
annealing, while a magnetic field of 90 Oe was applied perpendicular to the 
film before the right image was taken. Concentrating first on the left image, 
we can still see the darker region just above the defect (white spot), having 
approximately the same size as before annealing (compare with region d in 
Fig. 2.11). Below the defect the polarization signal is strongly reduced [54]. 
Figure 2.14: 500x500 μιη2 images of the same Co wedge as in Fig. 2.11, 
but now after annealing at 425 K. The left image is obtained before, the 
right image after magnetizing with 90 Oe perpendicular to the film plane. 
Only the perpendicular polarization component is shown. Note that the 
two images are slightly rotated and do not display exactly the same area, 
as can be seen from the location of the defect (white spot indicated by 
arrow). 
A linescan of polarization versus thickness is displayed in Fig. 2.15 together 
with the result before annealing (already shown in Fig. 2.12). This shows more 
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clearly the reduction of the polarization below 2.5 ML. Note that the mag­
nitude of the polarization after annealing this sample, is somewhat smaller 
than that shown in Fig. 2.13 for the other sample [55]. After magnetizing we 
see a doubling of the black region (Fig. 2.14, right image), except for a small 
interval with lower polarization near 4.2 ML [56]. A negative perpendicular 
polarization is now present up to 5.2 ML. We thus conclude that the reori­
entation transition has moved from 4.3 ML to 5.2 ML due to the annealing. 
The same 5.2 ML value was found for a second sample, for which results were 
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Figure 2.15: Perpendicular spin polarization versus film thickness after 
annealing at 425 K, shown together with the signal before annealing (as 
given already in Fig. 2.12). No magnetic field was applied after annealing. 
For the annealed film, data points were available between 1.4 ML and 
3.5 ML. 
2.3.5 Comparison with Co on single crystal A u ( l l l ) 
In this section we will discuss the observed magnetic properties with emphasis 
on a comparison with Co films prepared on single crystal substrates. Possible 
explanations for differences will be delayed until the next section, where we 
discuss these in view of the particular morphological features induced by our 
textured Au on floatglass substrates. 
Starting with the low coverage regime we found no spin polarization below 1.9 
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ML. This is in agreement with previous work using single crystal substrates 
[8,9]. From our STM data we concluded that the Co develops into a continuous 
film around 2 ML. At lower thickness the film consists mainly of isolated 
islands, 2 ML high and smaller than 100 Â in diameter. It is unlikely that 
such small islands are ferromagnetic at room temperature. In fact, it was found 
that the Curie temperature is below 300 К for low coverages [16]. It is only 
after coalescence of the film over larger regions that long range ferromagnetic 
order can be established at room temperature. 
Next we address the remarkable variation of the perpendicular polarization 
between 1.9 and 4.3 ML. We believe that this results from a variation of 
coercivity with Co thickness. Whenever the coercive field is too large, a single 
domain state cannot be reached with our maximum available field (90 Oe). 
Small reverse domains will then remain and the polarization averages to a 
lower value. This interpretation suggests that the polarization reduction above 
2.1 ML is caused by an increase of coercivity with film thickness, as was for 
example also found for Co on Cu(001) [57]. Similarly, it suggests a decrease 
of the coercivity towards the reorientation transition at 4.3 ML. This was also 
reported for Au/Co/Au/floatglass [13,58,59] and explained by a diminishing 
importance of interfacial roughness for trapping domain walls, as the film 
becomes thicker. From the reported values in Refs. [13, 58,59] we see that 
coercive fields exceeding 90 Oe are not unreasonable to expect. 
The explanation based on the influence of roughness seems to agree well with 
results obtained for as-grown films on single crystal Au(l l l ) substrates. Due to 
their smaller roughness these can be expected to have lower coercivity. Indeed 
it was found that they can be forced into a single domain state with a 90 Oe 
field for almost the whole perpendicular magnetization range [60]. In these 
magnetized films the maximum detected polarization was 30 %. In contrast, 
we found a much lower perpendicular signal (< 15%) in case of textured 
substrates. This suggests the presence of reverse domains, persisting due to the 
higher local coercivity in some sample regions. Also here the connection with 
roughness can be made since local variations in roughness were deduced from 
the AFM images. Local variations in roughness can produce a distribution 
of domain nucleation fields, as reported in Refs. [14, 61, 62]. Nevertheless 
we have to note that this is not the only possible explanation for the low 
polarization signal, because a lower saturation magnetization or the presence 
of nonmagnetic parts can play a role too. 
Other salient features to be discussed in more detail are the size of magnetic 
domains, the value found for the reorientation thickness and the canting of the 
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magnetization above the transition. These are intimately connected with film 
roughness and morphology and they will be dealt with in the next section. 
2.4 Relation between film structure and magnetic 
properties 
Domain size 
Using textured Au substrates, we have found domains between 0.3 and 1.5 μτη, 
in agreement with a recent MFM study of domains in floatglass/Au/Co/Au 
[63]. The size is almost an order of magnitude smaller than those found in 
as-grown Co films on single crystal substrates [3,8,9], where domains with 2 
to 5 μτη diameter are observed. The small domain size may be attributed to 
imperfections in the films as suggested in Ref. [3]. For our Au substrate lay­
ers on floatglass, roughness is present in two distinct forms. In the relatively 
flat patches of the surface we observed crystallites with high step density at 
their boundaries. Moreover, very rough patches with small crystallites were 
also found. Both might result in structural imperfections in the Co film and 
thereby provide a significant amount of nucleation and pinning sites for do­
main walls. We must note however that the domain size is still a factor of 10 
or more larger than the average diameter of the crystallites, even in the flatter 
parts of the surface. Thus no direct relation between crystallite diameter and 
domain size is evident. Yet there is a striking similarity in the sizes of flat and 
rough areas on the one hand (see Fig. 2.2) and magnetic domain size on the 
other hand. Whether this is a coincidence is unclear at the moment and it 
needs further investigation. 
Neither for textured substrates nor for single crystals the single domain state 
predicted by theory [10,11] was found. This can be explained by the influence 
of film morphology which was not included in the calculations. In a recent 
study [8] this was demonstrated by improving the film smoothness by anneal­
ing, leading to a drastic increase of the domain size and a dependence on film 
thickness in accordance with theory. 
Reorientation thickness 
An interesting question concerning the reorientation transition is whether it 
occurs via a continuous rotation of magnetization, or via an intermediate state 
of metastability. Although our experiments did not aim at providing the an­
swer, it is of relevance for the data analysis below. For as-grown as well as 
for annealed films, the decay of the perpendicular polarization near t
c
 occurs 
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in a small thickness interval of about 0.3 ML (see Figs. 2.12 and 2.13). The 
transition is thus reasonably sharp and no significant overlap between per-
pendicular and in-plane regions is observed at the transition. Note that the 
canted magnetization orientation existing above tc up to 10 ML, bears no re-
lation to the nature of the reorientation transition. Thus, no evidence for a 
continuous magnetization rotation is available from our data. Some indica-
tion for a transition via a metastable state can however be seen in Fig. 2.14. 
There we see that a clear perpendicular polarization appears after applying 
a magnetic field, in the region with thickness between 4.3 and 5.2 ML where 
no polarization was present before the field application. The change can be 
caused by a realignment of small perpendicularly magnetized domains along 
the field, or by a change from in-plane to perpendicular magnetization, the 
latter involving metastability. This possibility cannot be excluded. 
Next we address the value of 4.3 ML we found for the tc of as-grown films, 
which is in excellent agreement with the value reported for similar films in 
Ref. [58]. Also, the transition occurs in the same thickness range as reported 
for Co on single crystal Au substrates (4.2 ML in Refs. [3, 9] and, using a 
slightly different definition, 3.9 ML in Ref. [8]). Thus, we conclude that the 
balance between the magnetostatic energy and the various volume and sur-
face anisotropy energies, which determines the reorientation thickness, is not 
significantly different for single crystal or textured Au substrates. This may 
be somewhat surprising, since it is known that film morphology, i.e., rough-
ness, influences the (Néel) surface anisotropy [41] as well as the demagnetizing 
fields [40]. 
To illustrate the effect of roughness, we will in the following derive the value of 
K\s from our data, compare it with K\s obtained for single crystal substrates 
and see whether the incorporation of roughness can explain the (small) dif-
ference. Based on the arguments above, we will assume a transition via a 
metastable state. For the upper boundary ti of the metastable region, we 
take the thickness at which the perpendicular magnetization vanishes, i.e., ¿2 
= 4.3 ML. It is not clear where the lower boundary t\ is, such that we can 
determine only K\s, but not Kis using equation (2.7). We use bulk anisotropy 
constants К it, = 412 kJ/m 3 and Кіь = 143 kJ/m 3 for hep Co and saturation 
magnetization M
s
 = 1440 kA/m. We then find Ku = 0.79 mJ/m 2. From the 
values of ti and ti reported for Co on single crystal Au(l l l ) substrates [38,39], 
we compute Ki
s
 = 0.75 mJ/m 2 and K^s — —0.14 mJ/m 2, using parameters 
Кіь, Кчъ and M
s
 as above. The deviation from our Ki
s
 value is thus only 
0.04 mJ/m 2 . 
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To evaluate the influence of roughness, we have to estimate the parameters ξ 
and σ being the lateral correlation length and the vertical corrugation ampli­
tude, respectively (see part 2.3.1). From the STM data, we estimate ξ to be 
200 Â and σ about 4 Â (see part 2.2.3 and the note in Ref. [64]). Let us then 
start with the values for the single crystal substrates given above and calcu-
late how much they change if roughness is considered. If we first only include 
the reduction of the magnetostatic energy due to roughness, using equation 
(2.8), we find an additional first order anisotropy AKis of + 0.08 mJ/m2 . If 
we want to include the effect of roughness on the Néel interface anisotropy, 
according to equation (2.9), we first have to know what part of the surface 
anisotropy is actually due to the Néel anisotropy. Remember that K\s and 
Kin are phenomenological quantities, that in general represent several contri-
butions having different physical origins. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
as suggested by Néel is only one of them, others being lattice strain and effects 
due to alloying at the interfaces. Although alloying is not expected to be of 
importance for the Co/Au system, the large lattice mismatch of 14 % might 
play a dominant role. For most systems it is however difficult to separate 
the various contributions. For the sake of simplicity, we will therefore neglect 
all terms except the Néel term, thus assuming that K\s and Ä2S are entirely 
due to the Néel interface anisotropy. Using equation (2.9) with parameters as 
given above, we find that due to the roughness K\s is reduced by 4 % from 0.75 
to 0.72 mJ/m2 , while K^s becomes —0.13 mJ/m2 . Taking both the effect on 
magnetostatic energy and Néel anisotropy into account, yields an effective K\s 
equal to 0.80 mJ/m2 . This is very close to the value we deduced from our mea-
surements. We conclude that the predicted change of the surface anisotropy, 
related to the different roughness of Co on textured or single crystal Au(l l l ) , 
is only small and in good agreement with experiment. To test consistency, 
we checked that for K\s = 0.80 mJ/m2 and K2S = —0.13 mJ/m2 , indeed the 
assumed transition via a metastable state is predicted, with t\ and Í2 equal 
to 4.3 and 4.4 ML, respectively. Finally we remark that the used roughness 
parameters ξ and σ apply to the relatively flat patches of the sample (see the 
AFM image in Fig. 2.2). We deal with the rougher parts in conjunction with 
the canted magnetization below. 
Canted magnetization 
With respect to the canted magnetization direction found well-above t
c> sev­
eral explanations have been considered: 
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• As already explained in section 2.3.1, a canted magnetization can ex­
ist as an intermediate state during the transition from perpendicular 
to in-plane around the critical thickness t
c
. It arises from the different 
angular dependence of K<¡, and was observed for Co on single crystal sub-
strates [9] near the tc of 4.2 ML. Using reasonable parameters for Co, 
the thickness interval with canted magnetization is smaller than 2 ML 
and the perpendicular signal should decay monotonically to zero within 
about 1 ML above tc. Indeed, for Co on single crystal Au an exclusively 
in-plane polarization was observed above 5.5 ML [8,9]. This behavior 
remains valid even if we take the effect of roughness on the anisotropy 
and demagnetizing fields into account. A canted magnetization in an 
exceptionally large thickness interval (> 5 ML) was recently reported 
for Co on W(110) [65]. Since for this system nearly ideal layer by layer 
growth can be accomplished, the broad transition does not originate from 
roughness. It is more likely that for Co/W(110) a large magnetoelastic 
contribution, due to strain induced by the substrate, is responsible. For 
this case however, the behavior can be described by the rotation of mag-
netization around the spin-reorientation thickness, showing a gradual 
decrease of the canting angle with increasing thickness. This behavior 
is however inconceivable with our observation of a rather sharp change 
near tc = 4.3 ML, combined with a perpendicular polarization persisting 
up to 10 ML without significant reduction in magnitude. We therefore 
conclude that the canted magnetization we have observed up to 10 ML 
cannot be explained by the continuous magnetization rotation near tc. 
• An inhomogeneous film thickness can produce a broadening of the re-
orientation transition since thinner parts of the film will only reach tc 
at a higher nominal coverage compared to thicker parts. We can rule 
out this explanation because with increasing coverage, it should give a 
noticeable reduction of the surface fraction with thickness below tc and 
thereby diminish the perpendicular contribution. This is not observed. 
Moreover, the sharpness of the sign reversal of the perpendicular signal 
near tc (see Figs. 2.12 and 2.13) demonstrates that there are no signifi-
cant inhomogeneities in film thickness. 
• An in-depth variation of the magnetization direction along the film nor-
mal has been suggested by neutron scattering experiments on float-
glass/Au/Со/Au sandwiches [66]. There one concluded a change in the 
magnetization direction from in-plane at the lower Au/Со interface, to 
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perpendicular at the top Со/Au interface. This behavior was found to 
be correlated with the interface roughness. For the 30 Â thick Co films 
they used, variations in magnetization direction along the normal might 
just be energetically possible. Nevertheless, it is very unlikely to occur 
in 5 to 10 ML thin films in which we observe the canted magnetization. 
The latter thicknesses are well-below the exchange length in Co (« 30 
Â), which is the length scale over which the magnetization can reverse its 
direction [35]. It will therefore cost to much exchange energy to have in 
depth differences in the magnetization orientation in such thin films [67]. 
• It was shown [68] that spatial fluctuations in the surface anisotropy can 
give rise to an extra term in the anisotropy proportional to sin(20). This 
favours a 45° magnetization canting and can produce a continuous rota-
tion of the magnetization near tc, even for materials with negligible sec-
ond order anisotropy constant Κι- In the phenomenological desciption 
used for the anisotropics, this extra term can be accounted for by slightly 
modifying the first and second order anisotropy constants. The contin­
uous rotation of magnetization however proceeds in a similar fashion as 
described above and the same arguments can then be used to exclude 
also this effect. 
We would like to note here that the derivation given in Ref. [68] applies 
only to the case where the regions with different anisotropy are smaller 
than a certain characteristic relaxation length lTei = 2ny/At/AKg. Here 
A is the exchange constant, t the film thickness and ΔΚ3 the deviation 
from the average surface anisotropy. Under the mentioned condition the 
magnetization will be canted throughout the whole film, with only minor 
differences in the angle between neighbouring regions. l
re
i is on the order 
of 1000 Â for 5 to 10 ML thick films having AKS « 0.1 mJ/m2 . The 
situation with fluctuations over length scales larger than ¿re¡ is discussed 
in the next point. 
• A possible explanation is the coexistence of perpendicular and in-plane 
magnetized regions (provided their sizes are large enough; see the pre-
vious point). This might for example result from the totally different 
Au substrate roughness over micron-sized patches as revealed by AFM 
(see Fig. 2.2). This seems a plausible explanation because this inhomo-
geneity is absent for single crystal substrates, where also no canting was 
detected far above tc. For the roughest areas we determine σ = 20 Â 
and ξ = 200 Â. Starting again with the anisotropics for films on single 
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crystal substrates, a considerable roughness-induced increase of K\
s
 and 
Kis is found, with a resulting critical thickness of about 10 ML. 
The following picture then forms. At low thickness all regions will be 
perpendicularly magnetized. Above approximately 4.5 ML the flatter 
regions have rotated their magnetization to in-plane, while the rough 
areas maintain a perpendicular orientation up to 10 ML. The spatially 
averaged magnetization vector will be canted, the angle depending on 
the ratio between the total perpendicular and parallel polarization sig­
nal. The measured in-plane polarization of 18 % can be obtained if a 0.6 
fraction of the total surface area has in-plane magnetization, assuming 
full remanence with the maximum 30 % polarization [69]. The other 0.4 
areal fraction should then be responsible for the measured 5 % perpen­
dicular polarization signal, which implies an average signal of 12 % in 
the perpendicular regions. This seems reasonable if we again consider 
the presence of small reverse domains as was done to explain the low­
ered perpendicular signal below t
c
. The required canting of 16 degrees 
is then obtained. The areal fractions given above are in fair agreement 
with the ratio between rough and relatively flat patches, respectively, as 
determined from AFM data. 
Although the coexistence of perpendicular and in-plane magnetized regions 
can explain the observation of a perpendicular polarization well-above i
c
, the 
sign of the polarization remains puzzling. It was found to be opposite to the 
sign of the polarization in the purely perpendicular region below t
c
, even after 
annealing at 425 К (see Fig. 2.13). This behavior is not understood at the 
moment. 
2.5 Summary and conclusions 
In the previous sections we have described and discussed the structural and 
magnetic properties of thin Co films on textured Au(l l l) substrates. The ini­
tial nucleation occurs in small bilayer high islands, predominantly decorating 
steps. We do not find a regular pattern of nucleated islands as on single crystal 
Au(l l l) substrates, due to absence of the Au 23x\/3 reconstruction in our 
case. Nevertheless, a similar granular structure results at higher coverage. We 
observed ferromagnetic behavior above 1.9 ML, where coalescence over larger 
regions of the film occurs. Within the purely perpendicular magnetization 
regime, small domains of 0.3 - 1.5 μπι in diameter are observed for as-grown 
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films, instead of the single domain state predicted by theory. The discrepancy 
is caused by the large amount of surface imperfections that can serve as nu-
cleation and pinning centers for domain walls, the presence of which was not 
accounted for in the theory. The transition from perpendicular to in-plane 
occurs around 4.3 ML, in good agreement with t
c
 values for similar films on 
textured Au/floatglass or single crystal Au(l l l ) substrates. Above t
c
 the mag­
netization is not completely in-plane but canted 16° towards the film normal. 
This effect, not found for Co on single crystal Au(l l l) , can be explained by 
the coexistence of perpendicular and in-plane magnetization regions, having 
an unequal critical thickness due to differences in roughness. Micrometer sized 
patches with varying roughness were indeed detected on our textured Au sub­
strates by AFM, thereby supporting the above interpretation. Annealing the 
films at 425 К was shown to increase the transition thickness by almost 1 ML, 
as also found using single crystal substrates. The canted magnetization state 
was however not removed. 
With respect to issues that can be addressed by performing spin-polarized 
STM experiments, there are several opportunities. The first concerns the 
magnetic state for the low coverage regime, where isolated islands are present. 
The possibility of directly observing the (superpara)magnetic behavior of these 
islands is a fascinating prospect, as is the transition to the ferromagnetic state 
when islands start to coalesce. With regard to the relation between film mor­
phology and domain structure, a direct correlation of domain wall location 
with the presence of film imperfections will provide valuable information on 
wall pinning mechanisms. The coexistence of perpendicular and in-plane mag­
netized regions, proposed as an explanation for the canting of the magneti­
zation above i
c
, might also be confirmed. This is envisioned to give direct 
experimental evidence for the influence of roughness on the critical thickness. 
Furthermore, theories predicting a loss of magnetization near t
c
 can be tested 
without interpretation problems related to the possibility of having small op­
positely magnetized domains. These can lead to an apparent loss of signal due 
to spatial averaging, which is not a matter of concern for STM with its ex­
cellent lateral resolution. Concluding, we feel that the work presented in this 
chapter provides a sufficient characterization of the Co/Au/floatglass system, 
as well as a helpful basis for future spin-polarized STM experiments. 
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Theory of spin-polarized 
t ransport in photoexcited 
tunnel junctions 
Abstract 
We present a theory for spin-polarized transport in tunnel junctions consist-
ing of a ferromagnet and a semiconductor, in which spin-polarized carriers are 
created by optical orientation. The model includes, for both spin orientations, 
the current due to tunneling between the ferromagnet and the semiconductor 
surface, as well as the photo-induced and thermionic emission currents through 
the semiconductor subsurface region. Tunneling is described in terms of a spin-
dependent tunnel conductance, taking account of the magnetic structure of the 
ferromagnet. We consider spin depolarization of photoexcited electrons in the 
semiconductor bulk material and in surface states that have a spin-dependent 
occupation. We evaluate the total tunnel current, as well as current modula-
tions due to modulated spin polarization of photoelectrons (CPM-signal), or 
modulated optical intensity (IM-signal). 
The calculated CPM-signal is proportional to the tunnel conductance polar-
ization and relatively insensitive to bulk spin depolarization A severe signal 
reduction can however result from spin relaxation in semiconductor surface 
states. By varying bias voltage for given tunnel conductance, the junction 
can be operated in a photoamperic or photovoltaic mode. In the former, the 
tunnel current is limited by the photocurrent and the CPM-signal vanishes. In 
the second regime, the CPM-signal is maximum and the occupation of surface 
states is primarily determined by subsurface currents in the semiconductor, 
with only a minor influence of tunneling. The response to light intensity vari-
ations (IM-signal) has the opposite dependence on the applied bias voltage. 
Hence, the photovoltaic mode is favorable for detecting spin-polarized tunnel-
ing, with the smallest sensitivity for unwanted light intensity modulations. 
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3.1 Principle of spin-polarized tunneling using op­
tical orientation 
For a number of decades it is known that spin-polarized carriers can be gener­
ated in semiconductors by optical means. This so-called optical orientation of 
electrons is used mainly in spin-polarized electron sources [1], developed dur­
ing the late seventies. These sources are now widely used in all kinds of spin-
polarized electron techniques like electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS), 
low energy electron diffraction (SPLEED) and Auger-electron spectroscopy 
(SPAES), to name just a few. In addition, there is a strong demand from 
particle physicists for devices producing bright beams of polarized electrons, 
which are used to study the spin-dependent interaction of electrons with other 
subatomic particles. Improving the sources is therefore still an active area of 
research. 
Optical spin orientation [2] can be achieved in most III-V semiconductor ma­
terials due to the presence of a significant spin-orbit interaction. As a result 
of spin-orbit coupling, one of the three valence bands near the center of the 
Brillouin zone is pushed to a lower energy, and the valence band degeneracy 
near the Гб point is partially lifted. If we illuminate with photons having an 
energy closely matched to the bandgap of the semiconductor, then electrons 
cannot be excited from the split-off band. For circularly polarized light, an 
evaluation of the possible transitions and their relative probability shows that 
a different amount of spin up and spin down electrons is created in the con­
duction band. For GaAs the spin polarization is in theory 50 % for bandgap 
excitation. At higher photon energies transitions from the spin-orbit split-off 
band start mixing in and the polarization is strongly reduced. 
Already shortly after the invention of the STM, the use of III-V semiconduc­
tors and optical orientation was proposed as a possible way of obtaining spin-
sensitivity in STM [3,4]. The basic idea is to optically excite spin-polarized 
carriers in a semiconductor STM tip and thereby create a spin-dependent oc­
cupation of the energy levels. The tunnel current between such a tip and a 
magnetic sample depends on the electron polarization in both tip and sample 
and can thus be used to probe the spin-dependent electronic properties of the 
sample. In the following we will describe this more precisely with help of a 
theoretical description of electron tunneling based on the transfer Hamiltonian 
approach [5,6]. Spin-polarized tunneling has also been treated theoretically 
in a Green's function formalism [7] and by using plane waves [8,9]. These 
methods are however less tractable, as they lead to more complicated expres-
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sions for tunneling, which are not as easily connected with those describing 
the subsurface charge flows in the semiconductor. 
The transfer Hamiltonian approach is a first order perturbation method valid 
for the case of low tunnel barrier transparency. For the surface of the fer­
romagnetic electrode we define spin-dependent densities of states by pc
m
 and 
an energy distribution function F
m
 independent of spin. The superscript σ 
denotes the spin orientation with respect to a given quantization axis (either 
parallel | or antiparallel \). For the (nonmagnetic) semiconductor the density 
of states p
s
 does not depend on spin. However, optical orientation produces 
an energy distribution F£ at the semiconductor surface, which is different for 
the two spin directions. 
When no scattering centers are present in the tunnel barrier, the electron en­
ergy ε and spin are conserved during the process of tunneling. The tunnel 
current [If) for spin orientation σ from the magnetic material to the semicon­
ductor is then expressed as: 
Ц =





where e is the absolute magnitude of the electron charge. The magnetic elec­
trode is at the externally applied potential V
m
, while the energy-zero is given 
by the Fermi level in the semiconductor bulk. Μ σ (ε) is an energy dependent 
tunneling matrix element [11], taking account of the overlap of the wavefunc-
tions of the respective electrode materials. Besides Ff and p^, also this matrix 
element is spin dependent because the wavefunctions of the magnetic mate­
rial depend on the electron spin. All these three factors can cause the tunnel 
current to be polarized, i.e., unequal for spin up and spin down electrons. We 




-\Μσ(ε)\2ρ8(ε)ρστη(ε + βνπι), (3.2) 
which contains the spin dependence of the matrix element as well as that of 
the density of states of the magnetic electrode. We can then write the total 
tunnel current as: 










 = [Fj+Fj-J/2 is the spin-averaged distribution function at the semi­
conductor surface. The first term takes account of the spin-integrated tunnel 
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current. The second term is nonzero only when both a spin-polarized magnetic 
material (р^ φ p^ and/or М^ φ М^) as well as a spin-imbalance in the semi­
conductor (F^ Φ F^) are present. 
The above expression is still quite general because no approximations have yet 
been made regarding the energy dependence of the densities of states and the 
matrix elements. Also the distribution functions F have not been specified yet. 
With respect to the latter, we presume that at the semiconductor surface each 
spin subsystem is in thermal equilibrium. This is a reasonable assumption con­
sidering the effectiveness of carrier capture and relaxation at semiconductor 
surfaces with surface states [14]. For each spin subsystem we can then properly 
assign a surface electrochemical potential Vf and the electron distribution is 
given by an energy-shifted Fermi-Dirac function, i.e., Ff(e)~f(e+eVf). As 
a further simplification, we will consider the regime of low temperature and 
low bias voltages. In this limit the current is linear in the bias voltage [15] 
and equation (3.3) reduces to: 
It = [G¡ + G¡] [Vm - V.] - [G] - (ή] [V¡ - v}]/2 , (3.4) 
where Vs = [Vj + V/J/2 is the average surface potential. Note that the func-
tion G% effectively behaves as a tunnel conductance. 
Expression (3.4) gives the total tunnel current for a particular spin-imbalance 
at the semiconductor surface. In our experiment it is convenient to mod-
ulate the circular polarization of the excitation light and thereby the spin 
polarization of the created carriers. Using time-dependent surface potentials 
Vf(t) = Re{Vf + AVf exp(jut)}, we can calculate the resulting modulation 
of the tunnel current. This yields: 
AIt= -{ [G¡ + Gj] AVS + [G¡ - Gj] AVrn } , (3.5) 
spin—integrated spin—selective 
where AVs = [AVs4AV}]/2, and Δ ^ η = [AV¡-AVs^]/2. Equation (3.5) 
shows that for modulated optical orientation (AVf φ 0 and Д ^ φ 0), the tun­
nel current modulation will in principle depend on the magnetic structure of 
the sample electrode via the function G°. More precisely, the modulation will 
change its phase by 180° upon reversal of the magnetization [17] (correspond­
ing to interchanging G], and G\) and has a size determined by the degree of 
tunnel conductance polarization (i.e., by Gl — Gl). The current modulation 
is therefore a measure of the magnetic structure of the sample. 
As already stated, Gf (ε) contains the spin-dependent density of states in the 
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magnetic electrode and a transition matrix element. It is therefore important 
to realize that strictly speaking, one is not only sensitive to the spin polar-
ization of the magnetic electrode, but also to the spin-dependent decay of the 
wavefunction into the tunnel barrier. Using free-electron states, it was already 
shown that the current polarization is affected by the height and shape of the 
tunneling barrier [8,9]. Furthermore, we stress that the tunnel current polar-
ization is only determined by the states that are contributing to the current. 
These are generally located in a narrow energy range around the Fermi level. 
To what extent the polarization of these contributing states reflects the band 
polarization or the magnetic moments of the magnetic electrode remains to 
be seen. 
The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows. In the next section 3.2 
the spin-polarized transport theory is presented. This is used in section 3.3 
to calculate the magnitude of spin-polarized tunneling signals and to describe 
the functional dependence on the most important parameters involved. Based 
on the results we conclude that a crucial role is played by the bias voltage 
applied over the junction, while also the spin-relaxation rate at the semicon-
ductor surface is of considerable importance. The chapter is ended with a 
summary and concluding remarks. 
3.2 Model description 
In this section we will describe a model developed for spin-polarized transport 
in a tunnel junction between a ferromagnet and a semiconductor, in which 
spin-polarized carriers are created by optical spin orientation. We will focus 
the discussion to semiconductors of p-type doping and use parameters for 
GaAs throughout this chapter. First we introduce the basic ingredients with 
the aid of a total current model, in which electron spin is still ignored. This is 
then extended to the case of spin-polarized currents and refined by including 
spin relaxation in the bulk as well as at the semiconductor surface. For one 
particular limit an approximate analytical expression will be derived for the 
tunnel current modulation due to modulated optical orientation. 
3.2.1 Non-polarized transport model 
Transport in a tunnel junction between a metal and an optically excited semi-
conductor is quite complicated because, in addition to the actual tunneling 
current, also the electron and hole currents in the subsurface region of the 
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semiconductor have to be included. We therefore start with the simplest 
situation in which we disregard the spin of charge carriers for the moment. 
Moreover, tunnel junctions with planar symmetry are considered, although 
our experiments are performed with low-symmetry STM junctions. We will 
use this model to elucidate the role of the subsurface currents and show the 
importance of semiconductor surface states. For didactic reasons, some esti­
mates justifying certain approximations are omitted. These can be found in 
Ref. [10], which gives a detailed account of the non-polarized, planar trans­
port model, the influence of the STM geometry, the calculation of modulation 
signals and a comparison with experimental results. 
When tunnel junctions between a semiconductor and a metal are established, 
charge rearrangements occur and a space-charge layer forms in the semicon­
ductor subsurface region. The phenomenon can result from work function 
differences and the formation of surface/interface states and may be influ­
enced by application of a bias voltage over the junction. For most p-type 
semiconductors, the subsurface region is depleted of free charge carriers and 
it can act as a barrier for transport. This so-called Schottky barrier is respon­
sible for the well-known rectifying behavior of metal-insulator-semiconductor 
(MIS) diodes. 
For our transport model, we thus have to deal with a serial arrangement of 
a tunnel barrier and a Schottky barrier. In this respect surface states at the 
semiconductor surface are of importance because they mediate charge flow 
through both barriers. We will assume that a significant density of semi­
conductor surface states is present. This is a reasonable assumption for the 
low-symmetry apex of a GaAs STM tip, especially if exposed to ambient con­
ditions. The limit of vanishing density of surface states, as applies for example 
to clean GaAs (110) surfaces, is also interesting but will not be considered here 
since it is irrelevant for the interpretation of the experimental results presented 
in chapter 4 of this thesis. We will furthermore assume that the surface states 
have uniform density throughout the bandgap and describe their occupation 
with help of a surface electrochemical potential V
s
, which can properly be as­
signed if the carriers are in thermal equilibrium. As indicated in Fig. 3.1, the 
potential zero is taken at the Fermi level in the semiconductor bulk, while the 
potential in the metal electrode is denoted by V
m
. In the depletion region the 
energy bands are bending down (p-type GaAs) by an amount equal to ъь, 
which is related to the Schottky barrier height Ф5 by: 
ьь = Qs-Κ-ξ , (3.6) 
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where ξ is the difference between Fermi level and valence band maximum in the 
semiconductor bulk. Ф
а
 is defined as the difference between the surface quasi-
Fermi level and the position of the valence band edge at the semiconductor 
surface [18]. 
Vm 
( ) - -
Ф. 
conduction hand 
: : surface stales 
V-- v
c 
v = o 
metal semiconductor 
Figure 3.1: Energy band diagram of a junction between a metal and a 
p-type semiconductor separated by a tunnel barrier of width d and height 
<£t. The zero of potential is taken at the Fermi level in the semiconductor 
bulk, while the semiconductor surface and the metal electrode are at 
potential V3 and Vm, respectively (both negative for the case shown). 
Also indicated are the width w of the depletion region, the amount of 
band-bending ьь, the Schottky barrier height Ф, and the parameter ξ. 
As already stated, the semiconductor surface states play a central role in trans­
port across the junction. They will not only determine the charge exchange 
between metal and semiconductor surface via tunneling, but also communi­
cate with the semiconductor bulk bands. Communication with the bulk va­
lence band requires current over or through the Schottky barrier, followed by 
recombination or energy relaxation at the semiconductor surface. Charge flow 
between surface states and conduction band only has to be taken into account 
when a substantial amount of minority carriers is present in the conduction 
band, for instance as a result of photoexcitation. In the following we will give 
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expressions for these three current components. 
Schottky current 
For the description of the Schottky current, we will limit ourselves to the case 
where the dominant transport mechanism is the thermally-assisted emission 
of majority carriers (holes) from the bulk valence band to the surface, known 
as thermionic emission. This condition is generally met in high mobility semi-
conductors, such as GaAs, at not too high doping density (few times 1023 m - 3 
and lower). The Schottky current density Ja from semiconductor surface to 
bulk, is given by [19-21]: 
Js = J0 [exp(ßVs) - 1] , J0 = -A**T2 ехр(-/ЗФ5) , (3.7) 
where Jo is the saturation current density and A** is the effective Richardson 
constant [19-21]. Τ is the temperature (in K) and Р = -е/квТ with кв the 
Boltzmann constant. Small deviations from the thermionic emission equation, 
due to the presence of other transport mechanisms (tunneling through the 
Schottky barrier at higher doping levels), can be incorporated by adopting a 
slightly different current expression: 
J
s
 = Jo exp(ßVs/n) [1 - exp(-/?Vs)] , (3.8) 
where η is the ideality factor. For n = l w e recover equation (3.7). 
The most important feature is the exponential dependence of the Schottky 
current on the voltage difference V
s
 between semiconductor surface and bulk. 
This is caused by the influence of bias on the degree of band-bending. For 
forward bias (V
s
 < 0) the band-bending is reduced and the current increases 
exponentially with voltage. For reverse bias (V
s
 > 0) the bands are bent fur­
ther down and the current experiences an increasing resistance. This rectifying 
behavior is reduced when η deviates from unity. 
The application of voltages not only induces a thermionic emission current, 
but also implies charge rearrangements at the semiconductor surface. This 
shifts the surface Fermi level with respect to the semiconductor bands and 
modifies the Schottky barrier height Ф
е





barrier height is given by: 
ф$ = фо _ ОД^Ь^ s ф о _ ъ [ т _ Vs] + ъ і t ( 3 9 ) 
bf + C
s
 + e¿Das 




 = 0), 
Ct and С s are the capacitance per unit area of the tunnel and Schottky barrier, 
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respectively, while D
ss
 is the density of surface states (units m - 2 J _ 1 ) . The 











and have values between 0 and 1. Equation (3.9) tells us how at the surface, 
the position of the valence band edge shifts with respect to the surface quasi-
Fermi level, in response to the drop of electrochemical potential across the 
tunnel barrier (weighted by the factor 7t) and in response to the potential 
drop across the Schottky barrier (weighted by the factor 7S). 
Equations (3.6) and (3.9) can be combined into: 






 with V# = Φ°
Β
-ξ. (3.10) 
The first term (Vb°) represents the band-bending in the equilibrium state. The 
second term describes the dependence of the band-bending on the external bias 
(V
m
). In case of a limited density of surface states, the semiconductor subsur­
face region is not completely shielded from the metal, such that the applied 
bias V
m
 influences the band-bending in the semiconductor by a capacitive cou­
pling [22-24]. The third term takes account of the band-bending caused by 
the drop of electrochemical potential V
s
 across the Schottky barrier, that is 
non-zero only in case of current in the semiconductor. 
Tunnel current 
For the tunnel current between metal electrode and semiconductor surface 





 across the tunnel barrier and exponentially on the width 
d of the barrier. The current density Jt then becomes [15]: 
Jt ex exp(-2/id) [Vm -V,]t к= [2тееФі/П2]^2 , (3.11) 
where m
e
 is the electron mass and Ф
г
 is the effective tunnel barrier height. 
Deviations from linear behavior are discussed by Simmons in Ref. [25]. 
Photocurrent 
Upon irradiation with photons of energy higher than the bandgap, electron-
hole pairs are created in the semiconductor. Due to the internal electric field 
present in the near-surface depletion region, electrons and holes are spatially 
separated. The holes are driven into the semiconductor bulk, while the elec­
trons are swept towards the surface. Hence, a net current is established, 
hereafter referred to as the photocurrent. To calculate the photocurrent, we 
not only have to consider electrons generated in the depletion layer, but also 
those created deeper inside the semiconductor. These can reach the depletion 
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region by diffusion and thereby contribute to the current too. 
In the space-charge region we will neglect recombination losses since only a 
short time is needed to traverse this region. The contribution of electrons 
created in the space-charge layer can then be calculated by simply counting 
their number, considering the illumination intensity, light absorption etc. [26]. 
For the contribution of electrons created outside the depletion region, we have 
to solve the one-dimensional diffusion equation with suitable boundary condi-
tions [26]. Adding the two terms yields for the total photocurrent density Jp, 
from semiconductor surface to bulk [26]: 
Jp = M1-^}· <*·»> 
where a is the photon absorption coefficient and L¿ is the minority carrier 
diffusion length, which is related to the diffusion coefficient D and the minority 
carrier lifetime r via L¿ = VDT. The prefactor fp: 
¡> - 2 v (3-l3) 
contains the quantum efficiency щ for conversion of photons into electron-hole 
pairs (0< щ < 1) and the incident flux of photons Ρ/Ε
ρ
^Αι, determined by 
the absorbed light power P, the photon energy Eph and the illuminated area 
Αι. 
With the expressions given above for J
s
, Jt and Jp, we have completely char­
acterized the system, except for one variable, namely V
s
. In our model V
s
 is a 
free parameter to be determined from the requirement that a steady state is 
reached. Thus the total current arriving in the semiconductor surface states 
should balance the total current leaving the surface states. The equation for 
current balance reads: 
h = I, + Ip, (3.14) 
where we have used the total currents I
s
, It and Ip, to be obtained from 
their respective current densities J
s
, Jt and Jp by multiplication with the area 
relevant for each current component. In an STM junction, the area associated 
with tunneling is generally smaller than that for the electron and hole flows 
in the semiconductor subsurface region (see [10]). Since V
s
 appears in It and 
in a non-trivial way in I
s
, an analytical expression for V
s
 cannot be given and 
equation (3.14) has to be solved numerically and self-consistently. 
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To conclude this part, we will briefly summarize the main results obtained 
from a comparison of self-consistent calculations, based on the described non 
spin-polarized transport model, with experimental results obtained in STM. 
For more details, see Ref. [10]. The most salient feature is that a significant 
voltage Vs has to develop at the semiconductor surface, to allow currents 
typical for STM through the semiconductor subsurface region. The voltage Vs 
is affected by the bias Vm resulting in a characteristic rectifying current/voltage 
curve. At reverse bias the resistance associated with the Schottky barrier 
can be comparable to, or even larger than the pure tunnel resistance. As a 
result, the current depends in a non-exponential way on the tip to sample 
separation. Upon photoexcitation, minority carriers may accumulate at the 
semiconductor surface, thereby changing Vs and the band-bending. For high 
enough tunnel barrier conductance, the supply of photoexcited carriers from 
the semiconductor bulk limits the observed tunnel current at reverse bias. 
In this situation one is highly sensitive to small changes in the illumination 
intensity. 
3.2.2 Spin-dependent currents 
We will now include electron spin in our transport model. First we discuss the 
spin polarization of the photocurrent as a result of optical orientation. Next, 
both Schottky and tunnel current are split into contributions from spin up 
and spin down electrons and expressed in terms of the semiconductor surface 
potentials V/ and V/. Finally, we consider spin relaxation in the semicon-
ductor surface states, and derive for both spin orientations a current balance 
equation similar to that of equation (3.14). A schematic representation of 
the spin-dependent currents is given in Fig. 3.2, showing the case of forward 
bias, in which electrons tunnel from filled states in the ferromagnet (on the 
left) into empty surface states located in the semiconductor bandgap (on the 
right). Note the spin-imbalance in the semiconductor surface states and the 
small arrow, pointing from the spin down to the spin up surface states, which 
denotes spin relaxation at the semiconductor surface, to be discussed below. 
Photocurrent polarization 
In the present context, we describe the generation of a photocurrent as a two 
step process [27]. The first step is the optically-induced transition of elec-
trons from valence band states to conduction band states. The second step 
is the transport of the excited electrons to the surface. The spin polarization 
of the photocurrent depends on the initial polarization and spin relaxation 





Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the polarized electron flows in a pho-
toexcited semiconductor/ferromagnet tunnel junction. Arrows indicate, 
for each spin direction, the electron flow associated with tunnel currents 
if and if, photocurrents l£ and If and Schott ky currents IJ and if. For 
the shown forward bias case, electrons tunnel from filled (shaded) states 
in the ferromagnet (on the left) into empty surface states located in the 
semiconductor bandgap. The tunnel current polarization is determined 
by the polarization of the ferromagnets states and the spin-imbalance in 
the occupation of the semiconductor surface states. 
during transport towards the surface. The spin polarization of conduction 
band electrons just after excitation is determined by bandstructure properties 
and selection rules for optical transitions induced by circularly polarized light. 
For a wavelength matched to the GaAs bandgap, electrons are excited from 
the Γ point (k = 0) only, resulting in a theoretical polarization of ±50 %. 
For smaller wavelengths, transitions from states away from the center of the 
Brillouin zone contribute, giving a slightly lower spin polarization. At even 
shorter wavelength, transitions from the spin-orbit split-off band start mixing 
in, reducing the polarization severely. In our model we denote the fraction of 
excited spin up and spin down electrons by C ' and C^, respectively, with the 
condition C^ + C^ = 1. For bandgap excitation in GaAs with right-handed 
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circularly polarized light, we have C" = 3/4 and C^ = 1/4, while for left-
handed we get C* = 1/4 and C+ = 3/4. 
During transport to the surface, the polarization is reduced as a result of spin 
relaxation. Two mechanism are most relevant, depending on temperature and 
doping density [28]. The first one is the D'yakonov-Perei' mechanism, which is 
efficient in bulk GaAs at higher electron kinetic energy. This mechanism may 
therefore be important for electrons excited to states with energy well-above 
the conduction band edge (i.e., at low photon wavelengths) or for electrons 
that gain energy in the band-bending region. The second mechanism, proposed 
by Bir, Aronov and Pikus, is related to electron-spin scattering by holes and 
therefore scales with the GaAs doping density. Values for the spin-relaxation 
time in GaAs, determined from measurements of the circular polarization of 
luminescence, are about 5 x l 0 - 1 1 s at 300 К (with little dependence on doping 
concentration) and range below 77 К from 2 x l 0 - 1 0 s at high doping density 
to 2 x l 0 - 9 s at low doping density [28]. 
The effect of spin relaxation during drift in the band-bending region is neg­
ligible since electrons travel at velocities above 105 m/s through this region 
generally smaller than 100 nm. This takes less than 1 ps, a time much shorter 
than the lower limit of the spin-relaxation time (50 ps). Electrons created in 
the depletion region will therefore reach the semiconductor surface with vir­
tually the same spin polarization as just after excitation. The photocurrent 
J¿. from electrons excited in the depletion region is then easily evaluated 
from expressions given previously for the spin-integrated current [26], giving: 
Jdepi = С • fp • { l - e x p ( - a u O } . (3.15) 
For electrons created deeper inside the semiconductor, spin relaxation is impor­
tant during diffusion towards the depletion region. A spin-dependent diffusion 
photocurrent J¿tj is therefore included in the model. In appendix A it is shown 
that the polarization of the diffusive photocurrent can be expressed in terms 
of the minority carrier diffusion length L¿ = У/DT, and a "spin-asymmetry" 
diffusion length L
s
. The latter is given by L
s
 = \fDr](\~+ T/TS), where r s is 
the spin-relaxation time. The polarization P^f of the diffusive photocurrent 
is given by (appendix A): 
Ç Î - C + a + l/Ld 
p
*f = cïTcï • ^ТТ/ ( З Л 6 > 
For a long spin-relaxation time (TS > > r) we have Ls = L¿ and the polariza-
tion is given by the value at excitation. When the spin-relaxation time becomes 
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comparable or shorter than the minority carrier lifetime, the polarization of 
the diffusion photocurrent is diminished. The reduction can be significant; 
using typical values for GaAs, a = Ιμτη - 1 , Ld = 2μτη and τ = 7 χ Ι Ο - 9 s, 
the polarization is reduced by roughly a factor of 3 for r
s
 = 1 χ Ю - 1 0 s. The 
diffusion photocurrents J¿^ are explicitly written as (appendix A): 
j h = l и « p H » ) { ^
 ± _ ^ ( C t - * ) } , (3.17) 
where the + sign should be used for σ = f, the — sign for σ = 4- From equa­
tions (3.15) and (3.17) one can obtain the total photocurrent JJL^ + J^* for 
each spin orientation. Simple algebra shows that the sum of both spin chan­
nels can be rewritten in the form previously given for the total photocurrent 
Jp in equation (3.12). 
Summarizing, in GaAs the polarization of electrons created in the depletion 
region is hardly reduced during transport to the surface. Spin relaxation 
is however important for the diffusive contribution. This picture was experi­
mentally confirmed by measurements of the spin polarization of photocurrents 
extracted from thin (submicron) GaAs layers [29]. For layers of 0.2 μπι a max­
imum polarization of 49 % was found, close to the theoretical value. Thicker 
layers produced a lower maximum polarization, attributed to the increasing 
effect of spin relaxation for electrons created further away from the surface. 
Tunnel current polarization 
Based on the description of spin-polarized tunneling in section 3.1, we have 
for the tunneling currents J°: 
J°t = (%[Vm-Vf]. (3.18) 
For each spin subsystem, the current is proportional to a tunnel conductance 
Gt and linear in the difference in electrochemical potential between ferromag-
net and semiconductor surface. The equation is consistent with the one given 
for the total tunnel current in section 3.1, equation (3.11). We will treat Gt 
as a spin-dependent constant and disregard any deviations from a linear bias 
dependence, that can easily be incorporated into the model at a later stage. 
Schottky current polarization 
As to the polarization of the Schottky current, it is important to realize that 
for thermionic emission the relevant quantity is the energy difference between 
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the electrochemical potential and the maximum of the Schottky potential bar­
rier. This positions the tail of the Fermi-Dirac distribution with respect to the 
barrier maximum and determines, together with temperature, the number of 
carriers that are able to be emitted over the barrier. Concerning spin depen­
dence we note that band-bending and the formation of a space-charge layer 
is entirely governed by electrostatics. Here only the electron charge, not spin, 
is of importance. The band-bending is thus controlled by the spin-averaged 
potential V
s
 and given by (compare to equation (3.10)): 
ьь = 8,-ъ
 т
-[1-ъ-ъ] .. (3.19) 
The spin dependence of thermionic emission lies in the spin dependence of the 
electrochemical potentials [30]. The electrochemical potential at the semicon­
ductor surface as well as that in the bulk has to be considered, for the net 
Schottky current is the difference between a component from semiconductor 
bulk to surface and one flowing in the opposite direction (see also appendix 
B). The former is governed by the bulk carrier distribution, the latter by the 
surface level occupation. For the surface we have already argued that spin-
dependent potentials V/ and V/ arise from optical orientation. In the bulk, 
in principle also the valence band holes become polarized under optical ori­
entation. However, the density of optically created holes is usually negligible 
compared to the dopant-induced hole density. Moreover, due to the spin-orbit 
interaction, a strong coupling exists between hole spin and its momentum k, 
resulting in a loss of the hole spin orientation on the timescale of the momen­
tum relaxation time ( r p ~ 1 0 - 1 3 s). We will therefore neglect the polarization of 
the bulk valence band holes. Under these assumptions the thermionic emission 
currents J° for each spin are derived in appendix B, giving: 
Jl = -\ A**T2 ехр(-Р( ьь + ξ + V?)) {exp(/30 " 1} , (3.20) 
where ьь is given by equation (3.19). Note that for the first term between 
curly brackets, corresponding to the emission of holes from the bulk, the spin 
variable drops out as it cancels with the prefactor. 
Spin relaxation in surface states 
When electrons reside in surface states, they may still flip their spin at a certain 
rate. Let us for the moment just assume that spin flips are possible, deferring 
the physical origin to a later stage. If a spin-imbalance in the occupation of 
the surface states exists, then on the average a larger number of spin flips per 
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unit time will occur for the spin that is dominantly present. This results in 
a net flow of electrons from one to the other spin subsystem. We define the 
excess density of spin up electrons as N
exc
 = -e(V/ — V})D
ss
/2 [32]. Denoting 
the surface state spin lifetime by r
s s
, the density of current Jfup from the spin 
up to the spin down subsystem, is written as: 
^ip = = ^ = —"M - V/). (3.21) 
ι ss ¿ι ss 
In effect, this spin-flip current tends to minimize the spin-splitting in the 
surface electrochemical potential. 
Having discussed the spin polarization of the current components, we can now 
write down the conditions for charge and spin conservation: 
4 + J¡ - J¡ + jflip = о 
4 + 4 - 4 - ./flip = 0. (3.22) 
Due to the fact that Jfl¡p contains both the unknown variables V/ and V/ to be 
calculated, the two equations are coupled and have to be solved simultaneously 
in a self-consistent manner. 
In one particular limiting case we can derive an analytical expression for the 
splitting (Vf — V/) in the surface state potential. Two basic assumptions have 
to be made: 1) the tunnel current can be neglected compared to the photo 
and Schottky currents, and 2) the surface spin-splitting is small enough so 
that we can neglect the polarization of the Schottky current (Jj « Jj·). The 
two equations in (3.22) can then be combined to 4 — 4 = — 2Jfljp. Using 
expression (3.21) for Jfl¡p we get: 
І-VÌ = --^-{J}-4). (3.23) 
Next we use equation (3.5) to evaluate the modulation Alt of the tunnel 
current due to a modulation of the circular light polarization. In the limit 
under consideration we have, because of symmetry, AVj = —Д ^ and AVj = 
(V/ — V^)/2. Inserting this in equation (3.5) yields: 
Ah
 = 2e?¿~ ( J¿ " * (G' - G ^ · (3-24) 
The modulation signal thus scales with the polarization of photocurrent and 
tunnel conductance and is inversely proportional to the surface state spin-flip 
rate [32]. In the next section we will see that this situation is approached for 
high enough forward bias, where the junction is operated in the photovoltaic 
regime [10,33]. 
3.3 Calculation results 
3.3 Calculation results 
3.3.1 Calculation procedure and parameters 
Based on the model for spin-polarized transport, we can calculate the dif­
ference in tunnel current for excitation with left- or right-handed circularly 
polarized light. This quantity will hereafter be referred to as the circular 
polarization modulation signal (CPM-signal). In addition we can evaluate 
the change in current in response to a small variation of the light intensity. 
We will call this the intensity modulation signal (IM-signal). The latter is 
important because experimentally it is not trivial to modulate the circular 
polarization without introducing at the same frequency also an intensity mod­
ulation. Possible sources are imperfect alignment of the optical components, 
polarization-dependent optical scattering in the tunnel junction, or magneto-
optical effects due to interaction of the light with the magnetic sample. An 
intensity modulation can translate into a current modulation in three ways. 
First there is the change of the photocurrent magnitude, which directly in­
fluences the tunnel current. Secondly, heating effects can cause a modulation 
of the tip to sample separation. Thirdly, a modulation in the semiconductor 
surface potential may occur, causing displacement currents through the junc­
tions capacitance. A detailed account of all three components was given in 
Ref. [10], where time-dependent currents were described with help of complex 
admittances Y = G + jujC, with ω the modulation frequency. 
To determine the CPM and IM-signals, we adopt a quasi-static approach, in 
which we calculate for two laser intensities, differing by 5 %, the direct currents 
for both left- and right-handed circular polarization. The modulation signals 
are then obtained by taking appropriate combinations of the currents in the 
four situations. The procedure thus ignores displacement currents [34] and 
does not include phase changes produced due to capacitances in the junction. 
In the IM-signal we have also not included modulations due to heating. 
The modulation signals, together with the time-averaged total tunnel current, 
have been calculated as function of the externally applied bias V
m
. We used 
several values of the tunnel conductance polarization and spin-relaxation time 
TSS. Also the influence of bulk spin scattering of photoelectrons is studied by 
varying the parameter r
s
. Values used for the other parameters are collected in 
table 3.1. For material parameters, marked by 1 in the last column, we have 
taken literature values for GaAs, since this was used in the experiments of 
chapter 4. Parameters marked 2 are dictated by the experimental conditions. 
The two 7-factors are calculated from a combination of several constants. 
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Table 3.1· Values for the parameters used in the model calculation. 
3.3.2 Results 
Let us first illustrate the relationship between CPM-signal and the tunnel 
conductance polarization (read sample magnetization). To do so we have cal­
culated the CPM- and IM-signals, for different values of G*t— Gl, while keeping 
the total tunnel conductance Gl + Gì constant. The maximum polarization 
used was 30 %, which is close to the value detected for Co in spin-polarized 
transport measurements with thin-film tunnel junctions [35]. For the pho-
tocurrent we used 50 % polarization at excitation and a bulk spin lifetime rs 
equal to l x l O - 1 0 s. This gives a net photocurrent polarization of 16 %. The 
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results are shown in Fig. 3.3, with the CPM-signal plotted in arbitrary units 
as we do not yet want to emphasize the signal magnitude at this point. The 
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Figure 3.3: Calculated CPM-signal (upper left plot) as function of 
bias Vm, for tunnel conductance polarizations (G] - G\)/{G\ + G¡) of 
30 %, 20 %, 10 %, 0 %, -10 %, -20 % and -30 % for curves A to 
G, respectively. The total tunnel conductance (GJ + G\) and all other 
variables are kept constant. The upper right and lower plot show the 
IM-signal and the total tunnel current, respectively, obtained with the 
same parameter settings. 
As expected we see that the CPM-signal (upper left plot) is proportional to 
the tunnel conductance polarization and reverses sign when the conductance 
OD 
ά.ά calculation resuit 
polarization is inverted (see also Ref. [17]). Moreover, the signal magnitud 
exhibits a distinct dependence on bias voltage. In fact, the signal completel; 
disappears for higher positive (reverse) bias, irrespective of the tunnel conduc 
tance polarization. In contrast, the IM-signal (upper right plot) shows exactl; 
the opposite behavior, approaching zero for the bias polarity where the CPM 
signal is largest. The remarkable variation with V
m
 is correlated with th 
deviation of the total tunnel current (bottom plot) from a linear curve. Th 
negative (forward) bias part of the curve is linear, while the slope of the curv 
is reduced to zero at reverse bias. The current saturation at reverse bias i 
caused by the finite supply of photoelectrons, which limits the tunnel curren 
(see also Ref. [10]). We will explain the relation with the modulation signal 
after having discussed the effect of the total tunnel conductance and photocur 
rent on the modulation signals. 
Figure 3.4 shows results obtained for a varying size of the total photocurren 
(JÎ + J¿), keeping its polarization fixed. Experimentally this is achieved b; 
changing the incident light power. The power was chosen such that saturatioi 
of the current occurs at reverse bias (Vm > 0), giving a deviation from a linea 
current voltage curve (lower plot). The increase of the saturation current a 
reverse bias for higher light power clearly shows that the amount of opticall; 
created carriers is the limiting factor in this regime. For larger light power, th 
linearly sloped part of the current extends up to higher positive bias. At th 
same time, the bias where the IM-signal starts to increase and the CPM-signa 
starts to decay, shifts to the right. This convincingly shows that the variatioi 
of the modulation signals is linked to the saturation of the current. The curve 
in Fig. 3.4 also show that increasing the laser power enhances the CPM-signa 
at forward bias, though the total tunnel current is hardly affected. Hence, th 
relative CPM effect is enlarged. 
The link between tunnel current saturation and decay of the CPM-signal a b 
appears when the value of the total tunnel conductance (Gl + G\) is varied 
This can experimentally be done by changing the tip to sample distance. Fig 
ure 3.5 presents calculated curves, obtained with identical light intensity. Firs 
of all, at forward bias (Vm < 0), the total tunnel current as well as the mod 
ulation signals decrease when the tunnel conductance is reduced. This is no 
surprising but, however, not trivial since the statement does for instance no 
hold for positive bias voltages. Besides this, we see in the lower plot for th 
total current, a transition from a situation with current saturation as befor 
(curve A), to a situation with a completely linear I-V-characteristic (curve Έ] 
The latter happens for the lowest tunnel conductance where over the complet 
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Figure 3.4: Calculated CPM-signal (upper left plot) with the total 
photocurrent varied, for a 30 % polarization of the tunnel conductance. 
The upper right and lower plot show the IM-signal and the total tunnel 
current, respectively, obtained with the same parameter settings. 
voltage range shown here, the tunnel current is limited by the tunnel barrier 
rather then by the currents in the semiconductor subsurface region. The tran­
sition can also be seen in the modulation signals and for the smallest tunnel 
conductance, these become independent of the bias voltage. Thus for low tun­
nel conductance, the characteristic variation of the CPM- and IM-signal due 
to the influence of the subsurface currents in the semiconductor, is absent. 
In such a situation the CPM-signal is proportional to a constant times the 
tunnel conductance polarization, where the constant does not depend on bias 
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voltage. The interesting feature of this regime is that any bias dependence of 
the tunnel conductance polarization itself can directly be associated with the 
measured variation of the CPM-signal with V
m
, without the obscuring effect 
related to the semiconductor subsurface currents. This provides straightfor­
ward experimental access to the relation between spin polarization and energy 
of the tunneling electrons. Note that in our calculations we have used the same 
value of the tunnel conductance polarization for all V
m
, which automatically 
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Figure 3.5: Calculated CPM-signal (upper left plot) with the total 
tunnel conductance as parameter, for a 30 % polarization of the tunnel 
conductance. The upper right and lower plot show the IM-signal and 
the total tunnel current, respectively, obtained with the same parameter 
settings. 
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The decay of the CPM-signal when the tunnel current saturates can be un­
derstood in the following way. At reverse bias (V
m
 > 0), the bending of the 
semiconductor bands is enhanced. Therefore thermionic emission over the 
Schottky barrier becomes increasingly more difficult. Photoexcited electrons 
arriving at the surface then find only a small number of emitted valence band 
holes to recombine with, i.e., /
s
 « 0. Photoexcited electrons will therefore 
accumulate in the surface states and built up a considerable voltage V
s
 (with 




 over the tunnel barrier 
increases and thus the tunnel current. This continues until the tunnel current 
exactly balances the current of photoexcited electrons towards the surface. At 
this point a steady state is reached in which It = Ip and the tunnel current is 
limited by Ip. To discuss the implications of this situation for the measured 
CPM-signal, we note that the CPM-signal results from a modulation of the 
polarization of the photocurrent, without changing its total size. Since we are 
in the regime where the Schottky current is negligible and It = Ip, the mod­
ulation cannot result in a change of the total current. Hence, the CPM-signal 
has to be zero. 
We however stress that this does not necessarily mean that the tunnel current 
is not polarized. To illustrate this we discuss each spin channel separately. This 
is most easily done in the absence of spin-flip processes at the semiconductor 
surface. In that case both spin channels are independent of each other and for 
each spin orientation, the surface potential Vf will adjust itself to satisfy the 
condition Ц = /p. This condition has to be satisfied irrespective of the sup­
ply of photoexcited electrons and the size of the tunnel conductance for each 
spin, which naturally leads to a polarization of the tunnel current equal to 
that of the photocurrent. We thus have the remarkable situation that we have 
no CPM-signal, while the tunnel current polarization is non-zero and changes 
sign when the excitation light is changed to the other circular polarization. 
The story stays essentially the same in case spin flips occur. For example, if a 
large amount of spin up photoelectrons arrives at the surface and the tunnel 
conductance for this spin happens to be small, then most of them can still 
tunnel, via the spin down conductance channel after having flipped the spin. 
The polarization of It is then however smaller than that of Ip. 
The influence of the surface state spin-relaxation time r
ss
 was examined us­
ing values ranging from l x l O - 1 0 s to l x l O - 7 s. The resulting CPM-signal 
is displayed in Fig. 3.6, for a tunnel conductance polarization of 30 %. The 
calculation reveals a drastic effect of r
ss
 on the magnitude of the CPM-signal. 
For the shortest spin lifetimes used, the CPM-signal is smaller than 0.2 pA, 
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where the total tunnel current is 1 nA (not shown). The relative effect is thus 
only 0.02 %. For larger r
s s
, the modulation signal rapidly increases, which 
demonstrates the importance of having a small spin-flip rate in the semicon­
ductor surface states. For longer spin lifetimes (above a few times 10"8 s), the 
CPM-signal becomes only weakly dependent on r
ss
 and eventually saturates. 
In this situation the signal is determined only by the polarization of tunnel 
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Figure 3.6: Calculated CPM-signal for various surface spin lifetimes 
τ33. Values are: lxlO"
1 0
 s (А), ЗхПГ 1 0 s (В), lx HT9 s (С), ЗхІО - 9 s 
(D), lxlO" 8 s (E), 3xl0~8 s (F), lx lO - 7 s (G). The IM-signal and the 
total tunnel current (not shown) behave essentially the same as shown 
before and are virtually identical for all values used for r
aa
. 
It is interesting to compare the exact numerical results with that given by 
the approximate analytical expression (3.24) derived in the previous section. 
Values determined from the latter are given in table 3.2, together with the 
exact numerical result at V
m
 = — 0.4V, as shown already in Fig. 3.6. It is 
noted that for short spin-relaxation times r
ss
, the numerical result approaches 
the approximate value at V
m
 = —0.4V. For larger time constants the an­
alytical expression grossly overestimates the CPM-signal. The assumptions 
underlying the analytical approximation thus hold only for small r
s s
. The 
approximation fails for large r
s s
, because there the surface spin-splitting in V
s 
becomes large and the polarization of the Schottky current can no longer be 
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neglected. A Schottky current with significant polarization tends to reduce 
the spin-splitting in V
s
, just as spin-flip processes in the surface states do. 
Tss (δ) 
1 χ 10"7 
3 χ 10" 8 
1 χ 1 0 - 8 
3 χ 10" 9 
1 χ 10 - 9 
3 χ I O - 1 0 

















Table 3.2: Exact numerical value (second column) of the CPM-signal 
at V
m
 = -0.4V for several values of т
аа
, compared to the value computed 
for AIt using expression (3 24) in the third column. Parameters are the 
same as for Fig. 3.6. 
Furthermore note that even for short r
s s
, the approximate value overestimates 
the exact numerical result at small forward (negative) bias or at reverse (pos­
itive) bias. In Fig. 3.6 we can see that at these bias voltages the CPM-signal 
is much smaller than the value at V
m
 — — 0Л given in table 3.2. Thus, a 
further requirement for the approximation to hold is that the junction is oper­
ated in the photovoltaic regime at large enough forward bias. Only then does 
the tunnel current hardly disturb the currents in the semiconductor subsur­
face region and can tunneling be neglected in calculating the semiconductor 
surface potentials. The surface potentials Vf are then primarily determined 
by the photo- and Schottky current, where the latter becomes large because 
the band-bending is strongly reduced due to the applied voltage. Summariz­
ing, the assumptions underlying equation (3.24) are valid in the photovoltaic 
regime for short spin lifetime r
s s
. 
The last important variable in our model is the spin lifetime r
s
 of minority 
carriers in the bulk of the semiconductor. This determines the depolarization 
of photoelectrons during diffusive transport to the edge of the depletion re­
gion [36] and thereby the net polarization of the total photocurrent. We have 
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varied r
s
 from I O - 6 s to Ю - 1 1 s and calculated the corresponding total pho-
tocurrent polarization and CPM-signal. The magnitude of the photocurrent 
is kept constant. The results are presented in table 3.3. 
TS (s) 
1 χ 10 - 6 
1 χ 10" 7 
1 χ 1 0 - 8 
1 χ 10" 9 
1 χ 10~10 















Table 3.3: Photocurrent polarization and CPM-signal (in arb. units) 
for several values of r3, at bias voltage Vm = -0.4V. 
For the range of values used for r
s
, the photocurrent polarization varies from 
50 % for the largest spin lifetime to 7.4 % for r
s
 = 10 - 1 1 s. As expected we see 
that for spin lifetimes longer than the minority carrier lifetime τ = 7 χ I O - 9 s, 
the photocurrent polarization and thus the CPM-signal is hardly affected by 
bulk spin scattering. For smaller spin lifetime the CPM-signal is reduced in 
proportionality to the photocurrent polarization. The overall dependence of 
the CPM-signal on r
s
 is relatively weak, with a reduction of the CPM-signal 
of less than a factor of two when TS is reduced by an order of magnitude. The 
effect might be even weaker when the diffusive contribution is only a minor 
fraction of the total photocurrent and the current is dominated by electrons 
originating from the depletion region, that undergo virtually no depolarization. 
As can be seen from equations (3.15) and (3.17), the fraction is controlled by 
the depletion width w and the light absorption coefficient a. 
3.4 Discussion 
In the previous section we have presented the calculated dependence of the 
modulation signals on the various parameters and variables involved. The 
most important parameter is the tunnel conductance polarization, since this 
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quantity reflects the magnetic properties of the sample under investigation. 
The CPM-signal was shown to be proportional to the tunnel conductance po­
larization and change sign when the conductance polarization does. Hence, 
the CPM-signal is a measure of the samples magnetic structure and spatial 
variations in the surface magnetization of the sample should appear in the 
CPM-signal. Since the signal is produced by a modulation of the tunnel cur­
rent, the spatial resolution in the CPM-signal in STM is in principle the same 
as for the total tunnel current. Magnetic resolution at the atomic scale should 
therefore be feasible. 
In a similar way the CPM-signal was shown to scale with the polarization of 
the photocurrent. The latter is governed by the bulk spin lifetime r
s
 and it is 
therefore advantageous to have low spin depolarization in the semiconductor 
bulk. Yet, the net effect on the CPM-signal is relatively weak, especially in 
the regime where r
s
 becomes comparable or larger than the minority carrier 
lifetime r. In that case electrons can escape from the photocurrent through 
recombination with valence band holes before they have had a chance to relax 
their spin. 
A much stronger influence on the CPM-signal has the spin lifetime т
зв
 of elec­
trons in the semiconductor surface states. Except for very long surface spin 
lifetimes (above 1 0 - 8 s), the CPM-signal goes down linearly with decreasing 
spin lifetime. The general picture is that when the surface state spin lifetime 
is short, photoelectrons will have lost their spin orientation before they can 
leave the surface states. The tunnel current is then drawn from a reservoir of 
hardly polarized electrons and no spin-sensitivity is expected. In essence, the 
situation is similar to that discussed above for the bulk spin relaxation, where 
the ratio of carrier lifetime and bulk spin lifetime determines the depolariza­
tion. In the surface states, the role of bulk minority carrier recombination 
is replaced by two different channels by which electrons can escape from the 
surface states before spin relaxation. The two channels are tunneling into the 
magnetic sample or recombination with thermionically emitted valence band 
holes. The effect of spin relaxation is suppressed when the tunnel current or 
Schottky current is large. 
The last point brings us to a more general feature of current modulation in 
tunnel junctions between a ferromagnet and a photoexcited semiconductor. 
This is the crucial role played by the balance of the relevant current com­
ponents, namely photocurrent, tunnel current, Schottky current and current 
associated with spin flips in semiconductor surface states. The importance of 
this balance for the size of the CPM-signal is most salient in the bias depen-
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dence of the modulation signals. This arises from bias-induced modification of 
the band-bending and thereby of the Schottky current. Two regimes can be 
distinguished. In the photoamperic mode of operation, the Schottky current 
is, due to large band-bending, negligible compared to the tunnel current. The 
tunnel current is then limited by the supply of photoexcited electrons and we 
have It = Ip- For this case we argued that no CPM-signal can exist, even 
though the tunnel current can be highly polarized. Experimentally this situ­
ation is established at reverse bias for suitably high tunnel conductance. 
In the other regime, the photovoltaic mode of operation, the tunnel current is 
small compared to the Schottky current. Then the surface voltage V
s
 devel­
oping at the semiconductor surface is determined by the subsurface currents 
in the semiconductor, i.e., by the photocurrent and the Schottky current. The 
polarization of the tunnel current has in this case only a weak influence on 
the spin-splitting V/ — Vj', as illustrated by the absence of G% in equation 
(3.23) derived for this regime. Instead the surface spin-splitting is exclusively 
determined by semiconductor variables, such as photocurrent polarization and 
surface state spin-flip rate. A nonzero CPM-signal is then possible. The photo­
voltaic regime can experimentally be selected by using low tunnel conductance 
and high forward bias such that the semiconductor band-bending is small. 
Interestingly, the IM modulation signal shows exactly the opposite behavior 
with bias voltage in comparison with the CPM-signal. In the photovoltaic 
regime, the IM-signal has only a small value while the CPM-signal is largest. 
If however, the junction is operated in the photoamperic mode, the CPM-
signal vanishes, but the IM-signal becomes large. Thus by choosing the right 
bias voltage, we can either set the junction to high spin-sensitivity and low op­
tical response (forward bias), or have only a small signal due to spin-polarized 
tunneling but a high response to small light intensity changes (reverse bias). 
Since our experiments aim at detection of a spin-polarized contribution to the 
tunnel current, without being sensitive to unwanted light intensity modula­
tions, the preference for forward bias operation is evident. In contrast, for 
the measurement of magneto-optical effects in such junctions, a high optical 
response is required and it is best to use reverse bias. This has already been 
shown experimentally to facilitate imaging of prewritten magnetic bits in a 
Pt/Со multilayer sample with STM [37]. Note that in this case the light in­
tensity modulation is produced by directing a polarization modulated laser 
beam through a magnetic sample, such that not only the magnetization at 
the surface, but that over the complete depth range of the film contributes to 
the signal. Moreover, the lateral resolution is not determined by the tunneling 
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area, but by the optically active area, i.e., the section of the semiconductor 
tip that contributes to the transformation of light intensity to current. From 
previous calculations a lower limit to the resolution of about 10 nm was esti-
mated for this magneto-optical imaging in STM [37]. 
With regard to material parameters that control the size of the CPM-signal, we 
have the polarization of the photocurrent and the spin lifetime in the semicon-
ductor surface states (räS). For a given GaAs tip these are fixed. In addition, 
we have the tunnel conductance polarization, which is actually the quantity 
one wants to extract from an experiment. To facilitate quantitative analysis of 
experimental data, it is desirable to have a simple relationship between CPM-
signal on the one hand and tunnel conductance polarization, photocurrent 
polarization and TSS on the other hand. Such a relationship exists (e.g., equa-
tion (3.24)) for the photovoltaic mode of operation, but it is only valid if TSS 
is small enough to neglect the polarization of the Schottky current. Conflict-
ing requirements then arise, since rss should be as large as possible to have 
maximum CPM-signal. In the latter case, the experimental data has to be 
compared with a numerical calculation involving much more parameters (Vfc°, 
7s, 7t ), thereby introducing additional uncertainties. It is therefore best 
to have experimental conditions such that equation (3.24) can be used, i.e., 
photovoltaic operation and negligible Schottky current polarization. Then the 
only uncertain factor is rss, since the photocurrent polarization can be derived 
from a measurement of the bulk spin lifetime. For this polarized luminescence 
techniques are available [38]. 
Since the spin-flip rate at the semiconductor surface has such a drastic ef-
fect on the size of the CPM-signal, we have to address the physical origin of 
TSS. However, little is known about the spin-relaxation time in surface states 
on semiconductors like GaAs. An indication might be obtained from the ef-
fect of overlayers (metallic or consisting of potassium/cesium and oxygen) on 
the spin polarization of photo-emitted electrons from semiconductors (Ge or 
GaAs) [39 41]. From these studies it appears that the spin-flip scattering is 
particularly effective when the overlayer contains magnetic moments (from 
magnetic elements or paramagnetic atoms) while hardly any depolarization is 
observed when no magnetic moments are available for scattering. The latter 
happens for Au overlayers and also for the К or Cs layers [39] usually em­
ployed for lowering the workfunction. Also the chemical state of the atoms is 
important, since scattering of s-electrons by s-electrons is only weak, while for 
Ce on Ge it was argued that exchange scattering is very effective due to the 
f-type states involved in the process (see Refs. [39,41]). 
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In the experiments to be described in the next chapter, we have a native ox­
ide layer on GaAs, consisting of mainly вагОз, AS2O3, some carbon species 
(C, CO, CO2) and possibly water. With the exception of molecular oxygen 
O2, which we do not believe to be present in large amounts, there are thus 
no paramagnetic species. We might therefore assume that spin depolariza­
tion in the GaAs native oxide is negligible. Early photoemission experiments 
suggested depolarization from Cs/O layers on GaAs [42], possibly due to the 
presence of atomic Cs [43], an alkali atom with a large cross section for spin-
exchange scattering. From later experiments depolarization in the Cs/O layer 
was however excluded [38,44]. After having discussed the experiments in the 
next chapter, we will estimate r
s s
 and consider how one might control and 
optimize its value. 
3.5 Summary and conclusions 
We have presented a theoretical model for spin-polarized transport in a tun­
nel junction, consisting of a ferromagnet and a semiconductor in which spin-
polarized carriers are created by optical orientation. The model includes, 
besides the tunneling current, the semiconductor subsurface currents, i.e., the 
current of photoexcited minority carriers and the Schottky current due to 
thermionic emission of holes. These have been split into components for the 
two different spin orientations and spin relaxation was included, both in the 
semiconductor bulk, as well as in the surface states. Charge flows were as­
sumed to be mediated by a significant density of surface states for which a 
spin-dependent surface potential Vf was defined. 
The tunnel current was described in terms of a spin-dependent tunnel con­
ductance Gf and a voltage drop V
m
 — Vf over the tunnel barrier. The tunnel 
conductance Gat takes account of the magnetic structure of the ferromagnetic 
electrode. The photocurrent consists of two contributions. The first originates 
from electrons created in the semiconductor depletion region and its polariza­
tion is determined by the polarization at excitation. The second contribution 
comes from electrons diffusing to the surface from deeper down in the semi­
conductor bulk. For this component spin depolarization due to a finite spin 
lifetime has been included. The equations for thermionic emission have also 
been rewritten to explicitly include the effect of a spin-splitting in the sur­
face potential V
s
. For each spin, the current balance equations were given 
and solved self-consistently for Vf and V/. The total tunnel current as well 
as current modulations due to modulated optical orientation (CPM-signal) or 
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modulated light intensity (IM-signal) were calculated as function of the most 
important variables. 
As expected the CPM-signal is proportional to the polarization of the tunnel 
conductance Gt and changes sign when Gt does. The magnitude of the CPM-
signal is lowered due to spin depolarization of photoelectrons in the semicon-
ductor bulk. However, this effect is relatively weak. A more severe reduction 
of the CPM-signal was shown to result from spin relaxation in semiconductor 
surface states. For surface spin lifetimes shorter than approximately 10 - 8 s, 
the CPM-signal goes down by almost a factor of 10 when the spin-relaxation 
time is reduced by an order of magnitude. 
The modulation signals display a distinct dependence on the bias voltage ap-
plied across the tunnel junction. Two regimes were distinguished. In the 
photoamperic mode, the tunnel current is limited by the photocurrent and 
the CPM-signal vanishes, while the IM-signal is large. This situation occurs 
at reverse bias for high enough tunnel conductance. In the second regime, 
where the junction is operated in the photovoltaic mode, the tunnel current 
has only a minor influence on the surface potentials Vf. Instead, these are pri-
marily determined by the semiconductor subsurface currents. In this regime 
the IM-signal is small but the CPM-signal is maximum. An approximate 
expression for the latter signal was shown to approach the exact numerical 
result in this regime. This situation can be established for forward bias and 
low tunnel conductance. The response to light intensity variations, given by 
the IM-signal, thus has exactly the opposite behavior with changing bias. 
Regarding experiments this leads to the important conclusion that forward 
bias is favorable for the detection of spin-polarized tunneling signals, with 
the smallest sensitivity for error signals produced by unwanted light intensity 
modulations. This situation also allows quantitative extraction of the tunnel 
conductance polarization, provided that the surface spin lifetime is known. 
The marked dependence of the CPM-signal on bias voltage provides an addi-
tional experimental test of the origin of the measured signals. Concluding, the 
model calculations provide significant insight into the spin-dependent trans-
port in tunnel junctions under optical orientation and will be valuable for the 
interpretation of experimental results and for guiding future experiments. 
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We describe experiments on spin-polarized tunneling based on optical orien-
tation in GaAs, performed in a scanning tunneling microscope. The central 
issue is the detection of a spin-dependent contribution to the tunnel current 
between a magnetic sample and a GaAs probe tip, in which spin-polarized ex-
cess electrons are created via illumination with circularly polarized light. We 
present results obtained in UHV on in-situ prepared thin cobalt films, using a 
scanning tunneling microscope with cleaved GaAs tips. 
Preparation by cleavage produces tips with good stability and imaging char-
acteristics, capable of revealing the graphite atomic lattice and arrays of 
monatomic Au steps. The photoresponse is sufficient to allow for a signifi-
cant photo-induced contribution to the tunnel current. To demonstrate spin-
sensitivity, the spin polarization of the excited electrons is periodically reversed 
via modulation of the light helicity, while the resulting tunnel current mod-
ulation is detected. On perpendicularly magnetized Co films, modulations of 
the current due to modulated light helicity are indeed observed. Signals have 
magnitude up to 3.1 pA, after correction for certain optical power variations 
with help of a calibration measurement. Signals are of either sign and imaging 
shows that reversal occurs over lateral distances of 100 nm. The dependence 
on bias voltage is strong, as predicted by the transport model of chapter 3. 
For the surface of the GaAs tip, we extract a spin-splitting of 6 mV and a spin-
relaxation time of 8 - 9 ns, assuming spin-dependent tunneling is the signal 
origin. Unfortunately, tests on Au(l l l ) samples have shown that our mea-
surement procedure cannot exclude helicity-dependent, inhomogeneous opti-
cal scattering in the STM junction as possible signal source. Additional tests 
therefore have to be conducted before conclusions can be drawn about the 
origin of the modulation signals. 
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4.1 Introduction 
For more than two decades, spin-polarized tunneling has been studied using 
planar solid-state tunnel junctions (for a review see Ref. [1]). The technique 
is used to probe spin-dependent electronic structure of superconductors and 
magnetic metals. The use of superconductors is based on the Zeeman splitting 
of the quasiparticle density of states in an applied magnetic field. This shows 
up in a characteristic way in the differential conductance spectra and allows 
a determination of the tunnel current polarization. Spin-polarized tunneling 
was observed between two superconducting electrodes separated by a thin 
insulator, as well as between a superconductor and a magnetic electrode. Pos-
itive results have also been obtained for two ferromagnetic electrodes, which 
involves the measurement of the dependence of the tunnel current on the rel-
ative electrode magnetizations. For the latter, recent research efforts reveal 
substantially larger effects even at room temperature [2,3], creating possi-
bilities for applications in magnetic sensor or memory devices. The experi-
ments have produced a wealth of information about the phenomenon and the 
spin-dependent features of the materials used. Yet, the question what states 
are responsible for the observed polarization, still awaits an unambiguous an-
swer [1]. 
With the introduction of the STM in the early eighties, the idea of detect-
ing spin-polarized tunneling with atomic-scale resolution has fascinated sci-
entists. The application in STM is however not trivial. First of all, a probe 
tip with suitable magnetic or superconducting properties at the apex must 
be prepared, requiring an STM operated at low temperatures and/or in UHV 
environments. In case of a superconducting tip a rather high magnetic field 
is also needed. Secondly, due to magnetostriction and magnetic interactions, 
the tip-to-sample distance in STM is easily modified when the magnetization 
of a magnetic electrode is reversed. 
As already outlined in the introduction chapter 1, some of the problems can 
be avoided if a non-magnetic probe material can be found. As a good candi-
date GaAs was proposed [4,5], which can be used either as a detector or as 
a source of spin-polarized electrons. As a detector one measures the circular 
polarization of recombination luminescence, induced by the tunneling injec-
tion of spin-polarized electrons into the GaAs [6-8]. The use as a source relies 
on the creation of spin-polarized electrons in the GaAs conduction band, by 
photoexcitation with circularly polarized light. The latter is successfully ap-
plied in spin-polarized electron guns, based on photoemission from activated 
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p-type GaAs [9-11]. The application of this technique in a tunneling junction 
has recently been demonstrated using planar Co/AbC^/GaAs devices [12,13]. 
Theoretical descriptions have also been given [14-16], focusing on the spin po-
larization of the tunneling process itself. A more complete treatment, taking 
account of the (spin-polarized) transport in the semiconductor as well, can be 
found in chapter 3 of this thesis (an early version of the model can be found 
in Ref. [17]). 
The use of optical orientation in a GaAs probe tip offers a particularly nice fea-
ture in that the electron spin polarization can be controlled by optical means. 
Not only the sign can be reversed by changing the helicity of the excitation 
light, but also the degree of polarization can be modified by varying the opti-
cal wavelength [10,11]. Maximum polarization is obtained with near-bandgap 
excitation at 1.5 eV, while a reduction by more than a factor of 5 results for 
photon energies exceeding 2 eV. In addition, the interference of topographic 
features can be eliminated if modulated optical orientation is employed (see 
chapter 3). Moreover, the bias voltage dependence of polarization signals can 
be used to exclude a number of error contributions due to optical intensity 
fluctuations, as argued in chapter 3. 
For the implementation in STM, one of the first prerequisites is that pho-
toexcited electrons can be created in sufficient density to produce a noticeable 
contribution to the tunneling current. We have previously shown that this can 
be achieved using moderate light intensities [18,19]. A preparation procedure 
for GaAs probe tips has also been developed and tested under vacuum [20] and 
ambient conditions [18,19]. In this chapter we use GaAs tips under optical 
excitation, with the aim of demonstrating the spin-sensitivity of this method 
in STM. The next section 4.2 describes the experiments performed and the 
results obtained. These are discussed in section 4.3 and summarized in 4.4. 
Directions for future work are also given. 
4.2 Experiments on spin-polarized STM with opti-
cal orientation 
In this section we report our experimental results obtained with GaAs tips un-
der optical orientation. After having described the experimental configuration, 
we discuss the preparation and imaging capabilities of GaAs probe tips. We 
then present tests of the experimental procedure performed on Au(l l l ) sur-
faces and results obtained with optically oriented GaAs tips on thin magnetic 
Co films. 
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4.2.1 Experimental technique 
All STM experiments presented in this chapter are performed at room tem­
perature under UHV conditions in a system with a base pressure of 5 x l 0 - 1 1 
mbar. It has facilities for fabrication of clean magnetic surfaces and contains 
a home-built STM, modified to allow for optical access. To reduce vibra­
tions, the complete system is suspended from the floor by three air damping 
columns, with the table supporting the optical components rigidly connected 
to the UHV chamber. Samples as well as tips can be exchanged via a load-lock 
system and subjected to annealing if desired. 
The experimental arrangement is sketched in Fig. 4.1. The linearly polarized 
output of either a HeNe-laser (wavelength λ = 633 nm) or a semiconductor 
diode laser (λ = 803 nm) is guided through a Pockels cell (marked IM), pro­
ducing a power modulation at 5.2 kHz with an amplitude of 2.7 % (unless 
stated otherwise). A polarizer and a second Pockels cell (marked CPM) pro­
vide a 6.1 kHz polarization modulation between positive and negative helicity 
of the light. For both modulations, the frequency is well above the bandwidth 
of the STM constant-current regulation system. Their purpose will be ex­
plained below. The beam is directed through a spatial filter, consisting of a 
lens, a pinhole and a second lens. This improves the beam profile, while also 
the beam is expanded such that it can be focused onto the STM junction in a 
small spot (20±5 μπι in diameter). For that purpose we use a lens with long 
focal length (300 mm), positioned outside the UHV system for ease of opera­
tion. The maximum available laser power, measured before the final lens, is 
0.6 mW at 633 nm and 0.5 mW at 803 nm. Switching between the two lasers 
takes a few minutes and involves slight adjustments of the spatial filter, the 
final lens position and the voltage driving the Pockels cell. 
The STM is operated with commercial electronics and a UHV-compatible 
current-to-voltage converter (bandwidth ss 10 kHz). Two lock-in amplifiers 
are used for phase-sensitive detection of the current modulations at 5.2 and 
6.1 kHz. The time-averaged tunnel current is recorded too and provides the 
usual information on sample topography etc.. Due to limitations of the data 
acquisition electronics, only two components can be recorded as function of 
tip position simultaneously with the average tunnel current, while only one 
signal at a time can be measured as function of the bias voltage between tip 
and sample. 
As already stated, we apply a modulation of the light helicity between left-
and right-handed circular polarization, as well as a modulation of the opti­
cal power at a different frequency. The resulting current modulations will 













Figure 4.1: The experimental arrangement used for spin-polarized tun­
neling. A laser beam (either a 633 nm HeNe or a 803 nm diode laser) is 
guided through two pockels cells for intensity and circular polarization 
modulation. The beam is focussed through a semi-transparent sample 
onto a cleaved GaAs tip inside the UHV chamber. See text for further 
details. 
be referred to as the CPM-signal and the IM-signal, respectively (see also 
chapter 3). The IM-signal provides a measure of the optical sensitivity of the 
STM junction. This is used to exclude error contributions to the CPM-signal 
that are related to unwanted modulations of the optical intensity, produced 
in conjunction with the circular-polarization modulation. Possible sources of 
such unwanted intensity variations are imperfect alignment of the optical com­
ponents, polarization-dependent optical scattering in the tunnel junction, or 
magneto-optical effects due to the interaction of the light with the magnetic 
sample. Calculations in chapter 3 show that the IM-signal should display a 
strong dependence on the bias voltage applied between tip and sample. There 
it was also shown that the spin-polarized tunneling signal exhibits exactly the 
opposite behavior with voltage. Our experimental technique therefore involves 
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a comparison between the bias dependence of both signals to exclude a num-
ber of error contributions. 
Since the generation of spin-polarized electrons in the semiconductor relies 
on excitation with circularly polarized light, it is advantageous to choose the 
illumination configuration such that the distortion of the light helicity due to 
the STM geometry is minimum. We therefore have the optical beam inci-
dent through the metallic sample along its normal (see Fig. 4.1). This leaves 
only the surfaces near the GaAs tip apex under an angle with the incident 
beam. The associated modification of the electron polarization in the tip, due 
to changes in the propagation direction (via refraction) and the reduction in 
the degree of circular polarization of the light, were shown to be of minor 
importance [17]. For this configuration one needs a semi-transparent sample, 
while the optical beam defines the spin-quantization axis in the GaAs. The 
magnetization in the sample must therefore be oriented perpendicular to the 
film plane, to assure parallel or anti-parallel spins in both electrodes. 
Magnetic samples are prepared in-situ and consist of a float glass platelet, a 
150 Â thick (111) textured Au buffer layer with on top a thin Co film. The 
growth, morphology and magnetic properties of these films have already been 
discussed in chapter 2. The thickness of the Co films is 3.3 to 3.5 ML, assuring 
a magnetization perpendicular to the surface of the film. No magnetic field 
was applied, so that small oppositely magnetized domains are expected to be 
present. The preparation of GaAs tips is described in the following part. 
4.2.2 GaAs probe tips 
GaAs tips have been prepared by cleaving (001) oriented wafers along (110) 
and (1І0) directions. The corner bounded by these planes is used as tunnel­
ing tip. Inspection with scanning electron microscopy showed that cleavage 
produces a well-defined corner with radius smaller than 100 nm. Doping is 
p-type (Zn) with a density of 5 x l 0 2 3 m - 3 . Cleavage was done in air, within 5 
minutes before insertion into the load-lock system. Tips therefore have a 5 to 
10 Â thick oxide layer and can be considered as well-oxidized. 
Their scanning performance has been tested on graphite and on an in-situ pre-
pared Au film (see Fig. 4.2). The image of graphite shows that with our GaAs 
tips, atomic resolution can clearly be achieved. In fact, the image quality is 
comparable to what can be obtained with conventional metallic tunneling tips. 
Care however has to be taken to avoid contact between sample and the GaAs 
oxide layer, which was found to make scanning unstable at low bias voltages 
(typically less than 0.2 V). Moreover, these p-type tips can only be used with 
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the sample biased negatively with respect to the tip, due to the limited charge 
transport through the semiconductor Schottky barrier at positive bias. The 
image obtained on the Au sample demonstrates that monatomic steps can 
also clearly be resolved without significant broadening. The presence of con-
siderable local height differences, due to arrays of closely spaced steps in the 
scanned area, does not seem to prevent good imaging. A convenient tip prepa-
ration has thus been found, with satisfactory scanning behavior. Others have 
used similar cleaved tips [20], but treated them chemically ex-situ, followed 
by annealing in-situ to remove the oxide layer. Although such cleaned tips 
enabled atomic resolution imaging of the Si(ll l) 7x7 reconstructed surface, 
they are also sensitive to absorption of residual gas in the chamber [21]. For 
our well-oxidized GaAs tips, vacuum requirements are less stringent and no 
changes in behavior were seen after several days in UHV. 
Figure 4.2: STM images obtained with cleaved GaAs tips (doping den-
sity 5xl023m~3). Left panel: atomic resolution image (20 Â squared) 
of a graphite surface acquired with a tunnel current of 50 pA at —0.4 V 
sample voltage. Right panel: image (1000 Â squared) of a 180 A thick 
Au(lll) film grown on floatglass. Tunnel current was 50 pA at —1.0 V. 
4.2.3 Tests on non-magnetic samples 
The experimental procedure for distinguishing spin-polarized tunneling from 
error signals, involves a comparison between the bias dependence of the CPM-
signal and the IM-signal. Before each measurement on a magnetic Co film, 
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we have therefore tested the behavior of the GaAs tip and the validity of the 
procedure using the bare Au layer on floatglass, i.e., before Co deposition. 
The results are grouped into a separate section, rather than discussed chrono­
logically together with the subsequent measurements on the Co films. The 
reader should therefore be aware that we have not been able to modify the ex­
perimental procedure, according to the implications from tests on Au samples 
obtained at a later stage. 
A representative measurement on a textured Au(l l l ) surface is given in Fig. 4.3. 
The data is acquired with a GaAs tip, with illumination from a HeNe-laser at 
633 nm (power 0.6 mW) in case of the left two panels and from a diode laser 
at 803 nm (power 0.5 mW) for the two panels on the right. For all curves, 
the tip-sample spacing is set by stabilizing a 1 nA tunnel current at -0.4 V. 
Curves are obtained by sweeping the voltage from —0.4 V to +0.4 V in steps 
of 0.02 V, while the current regulation system is disabled. For each bias value, 
the current is allowed to stabilize for 2 ms before the current or modulation 
signal is measured during a time interval of 10 ms. The time constant of the 
lock-in was 10 ms for the IM-signal and 3 ms for the CPM-signal. A total of 
400 individual curves was averaged, yielding an effective measurement time of 
4 seconds per data point. 
The upper left plot shows the standard I-V-characteristics with and without 
laser excitation. The significant difference demonstrates the influence of laser 
excitation on electron tunneling to or from a GaAs tip. We observe a 100 mV 
surface photovoltage (SPV), defined by the intercept with the voltage axis, 
while the current at positive bias shows a profound increase upon illumina­
tion. For further details on the laser-induced changes of tunneling in STM, 
the reader is referred to chapter 3 and Refs. [18,19,23]. Here we will focus 
on the comparison between the IM- and CPM-signal. As can be seen from 
the lower left plot, the large photo-response of the junction at positive bias 
is reflected in an increasing IM-signal. The maximum IM-value corresponds 
to a photoresponse of 0.07, defined as the relative current modulation Δ/// 
divided by the relative modulation ΔΡ/Ρ of the incident optical power. The 
CPM-signal is non-zero and shows, within the experimental accuracy [22], ex­
actly the same behavior with bias voltage as the IM-signal does. Note that 
by identical behavior we mean a constant ratio between the two signals, in­
dependent of bias voltage. The equal size is rather accidental and numerous 
measurements have shown CPM-signals much smaller or even slightly larger 
than the IM-signal, for excitation with either 633 or 803 nm laser light. An 
example with vanishing CPM-signal is given in the two right panels, obtained 
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Figure 4.3: Test results obtained on a bare Au film before Co depo­
sition. The upper panels show conventional I-V-curves, while the lower 
panels show the corresponding CPM- and IM-signal as function of bias 
voltage. For the left two panels a HeNe-laser was used, for the right 
panels a diode laser. For the determination of the errorbars (± 0.2 pA) 
indicated in the lower left plot, see the note in Ref. [22]. 
with illumination from a diode laser at 803 nm. 
The central point here is not the physical origin of the nonzero CPM-signal, 
but the fact that it displays identical bias dependence as the IM-signal. Since 
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no spin-polarized tunneling signals are possible for a non-magnetic Au sam-
ple, the non-zero CPM-signal must be attributed to a difference in the amount 
of left- and right-handed circularly polarized light absorbed in the GaAs tip. 
Thus, the modulation of circular polarization effectively behaves as a modula-
tion of intensity and translates into a similar bias dependence for CPM- and 
IM-signal. If such similarity is also found when tunneling on magnetic surfaces, 
we can conclude that the CPM-signal is produced by intensity variations, in-
stead of by spin-polarized tunneling. However, clear deviations between the 
bias dependence of the signals cannot be explained by an intensity modula-
tion such as responsible for the IM-signal. Such deviation points to a possible 
contribution from spin-polarized tunneling. 
Although we have frequently searched for differences in the behavior of CPM-
and IM-signal on Au films, these have only been found in one particular occa-
sion, unfortunately at the very last stage of the experiments. This happened 
on a certain spot on the Au film that was damaged when the bias voltage 
between tip and sample was lowered to only —0.1 V. This led to a deep crater 
with steep walls, as can be seen in the height profile of Fig. 4.4, left panel. 
While the IM-signal in this area shows behavior as before, the signals due 
to polarization modulation (Fig. 4.4, right panel) are completely different and 
even exhibit two sign reversals for certain positions. Obviously, the difference 
cannot be caused by spin-polarized tunneling, but must be an optical effect 
related to the circular polarization. Moreover the effect is local and produced 
by the sample, since moving the tip a few 100 nm away from the crater re-
sulted in normal behavior of the modulation signals such as in Fig. 4.3. We 
will discuss a possible origin and the implications for the interpretation of 
our measurements after having presented the results obtained on magnetic Co 
films in the next section. 
4.2.4 Results on thin Co films 
Experiments on in-situ prepared ultrathin Co films on textured Au(l l l ) have 
been conducted, looking for differences in the bias dependence of CPM- and 
IM-signal. These were indeed found in a number of cases, though results also 
frequently turned out negative, with the CPM-signal being either negligible 
or displaying behavior similar to the IM-signal. No systematic relation could 
be established between the outcome of the experiment and the experimental 
procedure, as GaAs doping density, tip and sample preparation and the optical 
set-up were virtually identical. Here we will only report on the positive results. 
These were obtained with excitation from the diode laser at 803 nm, for which 
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Figure 4.4: Height profile (left) along a crater in a bare Au film, to-
gether with the modulation signals (right) as function of bias voltage. 
CPM-signals are shown for three different locations near the crater, while 
the single IM-curve is representative for all three positions. 
maximum spin-polarization effects are expected. 
Data obtained on a freshly prepared 3.5 ML Co film are presented in Fig. 4.5. 
Curves are shown for two distinct locations (A) and (B) of the GaAs tip 
above the Co film, having a lateral distance of 140 nm. The DC current 
depends linearly on bias voltage for both locations [24], with the photo-induced 
contribution being slightly higher at position (B). This slight difference also 
appears in the IM-signal [25], which is higher for location (B) by a factor of 
1.2. The photoresponse decreases drastically towards negative bias voltage, 
in agreement with the transport model presented in chapter 3. This indicates 
a transition from photoamperic behavior at positive bias, to photovoltaic at 
negative voltage. The CPM-signal is also largest at positive bias, with again 
a higher magnitude for curve (B), by a factor of 1.1. Since this factor agrees 
well with that for the IM-signal and since we expect a negligible contribution 
due to spin-polarized tunneling in the photoamperic regime at positive voltage 
(see chapter 3), we can attribute the CPM-signal at +0.2 V to a polarization-
dependent absorption of the light in the GaAs tip. This is a purely optical 
effect related to the light intensity and has nothing to do with spin-dependent 
tunneling. The situation is different at negative bias, where the IM-signal 
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Yet, the CPM-signal remains sizeable for both locations (A) and (B) and 
even shows a reversed sign for curve (A). The CPM-signal is 2.9 ± 0.3 pA in 
magnitude for the largest negative bias. Note that the CPM-curve deviates 
strongest from the IM-curve at negative bias, where a contribution from spin-
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Figure 4.5: CPM-signal, IM-signal and tunnel current (upper left, right 
and lower panel, respectively) as function of bias voltage, obtained with 
a p-type GaAs tip on a 3.5 ML Co film. Labels A and B, respectively, 
denote two different locations on the sample, with a lateral separation 
of 140 nm. The incident laser power was 0.5 mW at 803 nm. For the 
IM-signal a modulation amplitude of 4.8 % was used and the resulting 
signal was multiplied by —1 for easy comparison with the CPM-signal. 
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Using a different tip and sample, we have been able to record the lateral 
variation of the CPM-signal at negative bias. The result is shown in the left 
part of Fig. 4.6, where the imaged area is 0.5x0.5 μιη2. The right part gives the 
simultaneously acquired image of the IM-signal. One observes that the CPM-
signal varies with position, having regions with positive signal (white), regions 
with negative value (black) and areas inbetween with zero signal (grey). Sign 
reversal occurs over a lateral distance of 100 ± 10 nm. The largest negative 
signal is —0.7 pA while positive values go up to +1.5 pA, thus a factor of two 
smaller than in Fig. 4.5. Regions with equal sign are elongated, being about 
200 nm wide and more than 500 nm long. This is much larger than the size 
of individual crystallites (w 80 nm) found on these samples (see chapter 2). 
No correlation with the sample topography is thus found. The IM-signal is 
smaller than 0.2 pA (i.e., comparable to the experimental error) over the whole 
field of view and shows no variation with position. 
Figure 4.6: CPM-signal (left) and IM-signal (right) imaged in an area 
of 0.5x0.5 μην2 on a 3.3 ML Co film. The images consist of 294x294 
pixels, with a data acquisition time of 100 ms per point. The time 
constants of the lock-in amplifiers were also 100 ms, for both modulation 
signals [26]. The greyscale ranges from —0.7 pA (black) to 1.5 pA (white) 
for both images, where the IM-signal has a value between 0 and +0.2 
pA over the whole area. The tunnel current was 1 nA at a voltage of 
-0.3 V. 
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At selected locations А, В, С and D in the area displayed in Fig. 4.6, the 
modulation signals have been recorded as function of bias voltage. The curves 
are given in Fig. 4.7. As before, the photoresponse (IM-signal) hardly varies 
with position of the tip and the behavior is qualitatively the same as that of 
Fig. 4.5. The CPM-signal depends significantly on tip location not only at 
negative bias as in Fig. 4.5, but also at the other bias polarity. More precisely, 
curves at different locations can have comparable signal magnitude at negative 
bias, but totally different size at positive bias (compare curves A and C). The 
opposite also occurs (compare A and B). Only at position B, the overall shape 
is comparable to the IM-curve. 
Considering the similarity between CPM- and IM-signal for location B, we 
can conclude that at this position the CPM-signal is not produced by spin-
dependent tunneling, but rather results solely from a polarization-related in­
tensity modulation (as observed on the bare Au surfaces). Such contribution is 
also present for location A, but there an additional effect is needed to explain 
the non-zero CPM-signal at negative voltage. Interestingly, curves С and D 
do not exhibit a CPM-signal at positive bias such as for curve B, but do have 
the effect producing the non-zero signal at negative bias. It thus seems that 
there are two physically distinct mechanisms active. We will come back to 
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Figure 4.7: CPM-signal (left plot) and IM-signal (right plot) as func­
tion of bias voltage, obtained on locations marked A, В, С and D in the 
image of Fig. 4.6. The experimental error is again ± 0.2 pA. The tunnel 
current was 1 nA at -0.4 V. 
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At position A of Fig. 4.6, we have investigated the relation between the mod-
ulation signals and the tip-sample distance. Figure 4.8 shows results obtained 
for several separations, set by stabilizing a constant 1 nA current at sam-
ple voltages between —0.4 V and —0.7 V, where the latter yields the largest 
tip-sample spacing. We see that increasing the tip-sample distance (e.g. de-
creasing the tunnel conductance) results in smaller current modulations. The 
reduction is most prominent at positive voltage, for both signals. The neg-
ative bias value of the CPM-signal is relatively insensitive to changes of the 
tip-sample distance and has a magnitude varying between 0.8 and 1.5 pA. 
Let us remark that for spin-polarized tunneling in the photovoltaic regime, we 
expect a linear relationship between CPM-signal and the total tunnel conduc-
tance (see chapter 3). We therefore check whether the ratio of CPM-signal 
and conductance is the same for curves A to D. If we take the conductance 
at the most negative voltage for each curve (for which the current is 1 nA) 
and approximate the conductance by It/Vm, we find ratios between 0.58 mV 
and 0.64 mV for curves A to D. Considering the accuracy, the ratio is thus 
independent of tip-sample distance. 
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Figure 4.8: CPM-signal (left) and IM-signal (right) as function of bias 
voltage, obtained with the tip-sample distance set by stabilizing a 1 nA 
current at bias voltages of -0.4 V, -0.5 V, -0.6 V and -0.7 V for 
curves labeled A to D, respectively. For curve D the tip-sample spacing 
is largest. 
Though the results presented for Co films so far look promising with respect to 
the possible observation of spin-polarized tunneling, test measurements per-
formed on bare Au surfaces have shown that different voltage dependence of 
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CPM- and IM-signal can result from purely optical effects, near considerable 
inhomogeneities in the sample surface. We have therefore checked the region 
surrounding the area imaged in Fig. 4.6 for the presence of significant irregu-
larities. Fig. 4.9 shows the region close to [27], but not directly adjacent to the 
upper horizontal border of the scan in Fig. 4.6. The topography in the upper 
panel reveals the presence of (part of) a relatively large particle of a few 100 
Â high in the upper part of the scan. At that position the CPM-signal (mid-
dle panel) is huge (ranging from —10 pA to +10 pA) while the IM-signal in 
the lower panel shows considerable contrast with the surrounding area. These 
huge modulation signals however seem to be limited to the direct location of 
the particle, while at least the IM-signal in the nearby area is not disturbed. 
Whether the spatial variation in the CPM-signal of Fig. 4.6 is indirectly caused 
by the vicinity of the particle is uncertain. Such indirect influence can result 
from interference due to light scattered from the particle, which is discussed 
in more detail in section 4.3. 
Figure 4.9: Topography (upper), CPM-signal (middle) and IM-signal 
(lower plot) imaged in an 0.5x0.2 μτη2 area close to [27], but not directly 
adjacent to the upper horizontal border of the scan area of Fig. 4.6. The 
greyscale range differs from that of Fig. 4.6. 
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4.3 Discussion 
We have demonstrated that the tunnel current, between a cleaved GaAs STM-
probe and a clean magnetic Co surface, depends on the helicity of the light 
incident on the junction. The crucial question is whether the helicity depen-
dence can be attributed to the spin-sensitivity of tunneling, or is caused by 
an optical effect. Optical effects can in a number of ways produce a helicity-
dependence of the light intensity at the apex of the GaAs tip and thereby 
a modulation of the tunnel current. Three possibilities have been noted: (i) 
imperfect alignment of optical components, in particular the polarization mod-
ulator, causing the beam that enters the STM to have a modulation of power 
at the polarization modulation frequency, (ii) magneto-optical effects due to 
the interaction of the light with the magnetic film, especially when the laser 
is transmitted through the magnetic material (Faraday effect) or (iii) helicity-
dependent optical absorption in the STM junction due to low symmetry of tip 
and/or sample. Guided by calculations for spin-polarized tunneling as well as 
the photo-sensitivity of our STM, we have used a dual-frequency modulation 
technique to distinguish between spin-sensitivity and optical effects. In our 
measurement scheme, the variation of signals with applied bias voltage plays 
a key role. 
The discussion is outlined as follows. First we will consider in more detail 
what optical effects can be eliminated using our experimental procedure, with 
reference to tests performed on bare Au(l l l ) samples. Next we address re-
sults obtained on magnetic Co films and present two possible explanations. 
The first one involves optical effects and we will argue that these cannot be 
completely excluded. Then we will discuss spin-polarized tunneling as a possi-
ble explanation and describe to what extent the behavior is in agreement with 
that predicted for spin-polarized tunneling. 
Tests of the experimental procedure on Au 
Experiments on bare Au samples have shown that CPM-signals of a few pA 
can be created due to optical effects related to the helicity of the light. In the 
majority of cases, these CPM-signals vary with bias voltage in the same man-
ner as the photoresponse (IM-signal), as for example in Fig. 4.3. In discussing 
the implications of this result, we have to remember that the IM-signal is due 
to an intensity modulation that is identical throughout the whole laser beam. 
With this in mind, a similar bias-dependence of CPM- and IM-signal leads to 
the conclusion that modulating the polarization in effect produces an intensity 
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modulation at the GaAs tip apex, behaving as if every part of the laser beam 
experiences the same modulation amplitude and phase. Relevant is, of course, 
only that part of the tip that contributes to the transformation of light into 
tunneling current. This part will be referred to as the collection volume. 
In principle it is possible that in the vicinity of the tip, the optical field and 
in particular its spatial variation is not the same for left- or right-handed cir-
cularly polarized light. The helicity-dependent intensity may be unequal for 
different points in space, each point having its own magnitude and phase. The 
CPM-signal is then given by the effective intensity difference between the two 
helicities, obtained by integrating over all points in the collection volume of 
the tip. While this can lead to a variation of the CPM-signal with the position 
of the tip on the sample, it does not automatically produce a different behav-
ior of CPM- and IM-signal with bias voltage. For if the collection volume is 
constant, then also the integral over all contributions remains constant. The 
only thing that varies then, with changing bias, is the photoresponse of the tip, 
which is exactly what is measured by the IM-signal [28]. Thus if the collection 
volume is constant, then the CPM-signal will depend in a similar way on bias 
voltage as the IM-signal. A different bias-dependence for the two modulation 
signals can therefore only occur if the size of the collection volume itself de-
pends on bias voltage. In that case not only the photoresponse changes, but 
also the area over which contributions to the CPM-signal are integrated. We 
will outline the responsible mechanism in the discussion of the results for Co. 
Let us return to the tests performed on Au(l l l ) surfaces. Different behavior 
of CPM- and IM-signal on Au has only been observed once, in the vicinity of 
a major irregularity (crater) in the sample (see Fig. 4.4). The origin of this 
effect must be helicity-dependent optical scattering near the crater. Magneto-
optical effects are obviously not present, while imperfect alignment of optical 
components produces a homogeneous intensity modulation that bears no re-
lation with the crater. A few 100 nm away from the crater we however found 
similar behavior of CPM- and IM-signal. A helicity-dependent optical scatter-
ing near the crater seems plausible considering its geometry. The asymmetry 
with respect to circular polarization must however be strong, since a significant 
CPM-signal is found even at negative bias voltages where the photoresponse 
is weak (as shown by the IM-signal). The corresponding intensity modulation 
must therefore be considerably larger than the 2.7 % modulation used for the 
IM-signal. 
Summarizing, polarization-dependent optical effects can cause a difference in 
bias dependence of CPM- and IM-signal provided that 1) they are spatially 
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inhomogeneous and 2) the collection volume of the GaAs tip depends on the 
applied bias voltage. Signals due to improper optical alignment are expected to 
be homogeneous and do therefore not cause differences in the bias dependence. 
For magneto-optical effects this is also the case as long as magneto-optically 
equivalent regions (i.e., magnetic domains) are large compared to the collec-
tion area of the GaAs probe. Polarization-dependent optical absorption is not 
necessarily homogeneous, since it depends on the actual geometry at a very 
local scale. We must therefore be aware that such signals cannot be excluded 
by comparing the bias dependence of CPM- and IM-signals. We will first dis-
cuss this point in relation with the measurements on Co surfaces. 
Discussion of results on Co films 
To explain our results on Co films with an optical effect, we have to find a 
possible origin for an inhomogeneous helicity-dependent optical intensity, as 
well as a mechanism which causes the bias dependence of the collection volume 
of the GaAs tip. We will start with the latter. 
The collection volume is determined by a combination of transport properties 
of the excited minority electrons, the light absorption depth and the profile of 
the space-charge region near the semiconductor surface [23,31,32]. The first 
two factors determine the density of electrons that are excited close enough 
to the tunneling point, so that they are able to reach the tip apex before 
recombination takes place. The third factor determines the electron trajecto-
ries, as well as the relative contribution to the photocurrent of electrons cre-
ated in the space-charge region and those generated within a diffusion length 
away from the edge of the depletion region. It is well-known that the space-
charge region can be modified by application of a potential [33,34]. It has also 
been anticipated that the band-bending profile in an STM will deviate from 
one-dimensional symmetry, due to the nonplanar geometry of the junction. 
Electrostatic calculations have shown that the space-charge region acts as an 
electrostatic lens that can focus or defocus electrons [23,32], and that the fo-
cusing properties are influenced by application of a bias voltage. In particular, 
it is predicted that the effective transport section (and thereby the collection 
volume) for photoexcited minority carriers, is enlarged for reverse bias and 
reduced at forward bias. For a p-type GaAs tip this means a smaller collection 
volume at negative sample voltage. Experimental evidence supporting this 
picture has also been presented [23]. We might note here that the collection 
volume can have dimensions smaller than the wavelength of the light. One 
is then sensitive to the optical near-field, which was experimentally verified 
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by imaging magneto-optical effects with sub-wavelength resolution [31]. It is 
instructive to estimate the diameter of the effective collection area Aco¡, from 
the observed photo-induced tunnel current It at V = 0 and the photocurrent 
density Jp, noting that \It\ < Acoi \JP\. At zero sample voltage, It is about 
1 nA, while the incident optical intensity gives us Jp = 105 Am - 2 . A lower 
limit to the collection area diameter of 110 nm is then obtained. 
Having presented a possible mechanism for a bias-dependent collection vol-
ume, we next have to address possible sources for an inhomogeneous helicity-
dependent optical intensity. Candidates are polarization-dependent scattering 
or magneto-optical effects. Magneto-optical effects can however be ruled out 
solely on the basis of their strength, without need to consider their spatial vari-
ation. Even for a 200 Â thick Pt/Со multilayer, the transmission asymmetry 
for different light helicity is only 2 %. In our case we have only a thin 3.5 ML 
Co film, for which magneto-optical effects are at least an order of magnitude 
smaller. Considering the low optical response of our tips at negative bias, the 
associated CPM-signal is less than 0.02 pA. 
Helicity-dependent optical scattering in the junction is related to the geometry 
of sample and tip. With respect to the sample, we have already mentioned 
that the lateral variation of the CPM-signal occurs on a length scale much 
larger than the average crystallite diameter of the sample. Therefore a rela­
tion with the local roughness of the sample is absent. However, for the image 
presented in Fig. 4.6, the presence of a nearby particle was established. A 
possibility may be that the light scattered off this particle interferes with the 
rest of the optical field, in a circular-polarization-dependent fashion. Such 
interference around presumably dust particles has been observed with GaAs 
tips once more [35]. Scattering from particles will depend on their size and 
shape, which may explain why interference effects were not observed around 
the crater in the bare Au layer (see Fig. 4.4). We cannot exclude that such 
an effect is responsible for the CPM-signal and its lateral variation for our 
measurements on Co. A comparison between the size of the CPM-signal (few 
pA) and the IM-signal (few times 0.1 pA), implies that an intensity difference 
for the two light helicities, must be an order of magnitude larger than the 
2.7 % power modulation used to produce the IM-signal. The helicity-related 
intensity effect is thus of order 30 %. The lateral resolution for such an optica] 
effect is determined by the collection volume of the GaAs tip. A sign reversal 
on the scale of 100 nm (see Fig. 4.6) is then reasonable to expect. 
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Interpretation in terms of spin-polarized tunneling 
Let us now turn to the other explanation for the measurements on Co films 
and assume that the different bias dependence of CPM- and IM-signal is not 
due to an optical effect, but rather produced by a contribution due to the spin 
dependence of tunneling. We then might extract this contribution by using 
the IM-signal as a calibration for the optical sensitivity. We will do this for 
the measurement presented in Fig. 4.5. We subtract the part due to intensity 
modulations by combining the CPM- with the IM-curve and plot for each 
voltage the value of CPM — Γ χ IM. This is done for the curves obtained on 
the locations A and B, using the same factor Γ = 0.84 for both. The remaining 
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Figure 4.10: Contribution of the CPM-signal remaining after subtrac­
tion of the intensity modulation contribution, obtained from the data 
of Fig. 4.5. For both positions A and В on the Co film, the IM-signal 
was multiplied by the same factor (0.84) before subtraction from the 
CPM-signal. Errorbars are also indicated. 
The maximum signal is 3.1 ± 0.2 pA. The curves are reasonably symmetric 
with respect to the horizontal axis, while for both tip locations A and B, the 
signal decays to zero at positive voltage. Such behavior is predicted by the 
calculations presented in chapter 3, for the case of a bias-induced transition 
from photovoltaic at negative bias, to photoamperic at positive bias. This 
transition is signaled by an increase of the photoresponse, which was indeed 
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assumed a constant polarization of the tunnel conductance, irrespective of the 
applied bias. In our experiment, the polarization of the Co states contributing 
to the tunneling is not necessarily constant. For a meaningful test of the 
theoretical prediction, one needs to know precisely which states contribute at 
every voltage and what their spin polarization is. 
With the aid of the model we can estimate the spin lifetime TSS of optically 
excited electrons in surface states on the GaAs tip. For that purpose we 
assume that the junction is operated in the photovoltaic regime and rewrite 
the expression for the spin-polarized tunneling signal, derived in chapter 3: 
T = ^
A / J (4 1) 
[P(Jp)xJp][P(Gt)xGty { - } 
where P( Jp) and P(Gt) are the polarization of photocurrent Jp and tunnel 
conductance Gt, respectively. In our experiment, the illumination intensity 
was about 2 x l 0 5 Wm" 2 [29], which corresponds to Jp = 105 A m - 2 . A pho­
tocurrent polarization of 16 % was calculated, for a bulk spin-relaxation time 
of 100 ps in GaAs at room temperature. The tunnel conductance polarization 
was chosen to be 30 % [30], while the total conductance was determined from 
the measured I-V-curve, giving 5 x l 0 - 9 Ω - 1 . For the density of surface states 
D
ss
 in the native oxide on GaAs, we have used the same value as in chapter 
3, i.e., 1036 m _ 2 J _ 1 . The maximum modulation in Fig. 4.10 corresponds to an 
amplitude of Alt = 4.4 pA. Inserting all parameters into equation (4.1), we 
compute r
s s
 « 8 ns. Since the values used for P( Jp) and P(Gt) can be consid­
ered as upper limits, while D
ss
 is generally not smaller than the given value, 
the calculated 8 ns represents a minimum for the surface state spin lifetime. 
The corresponding spin-splitting V^ — V/ at the semiconductor surface is only 
6 mV, using equation 3.23 of chapter 3. For such low splitting the polarization 
of the Schottky current can safely be neglected, which is required if equation 
(4.1) is to be valid. 
Concerning the dependence on tip-sample distance, studied in Fig. 4.8, we 
found a constant ratio between CPM-signal and tunnel conductance G t. This 
is expected for spin-polarized tunneling in the photovoltaic regime (see chapter 
3), if the polarization P(Gt) is constant. The ratio can be directly related to 
the surface spin-splitting Vf — V/, for which we calculate 6 mV, using P{Gt) 
is 30 % as above. A value of 9 ns is obtained for r
ss
. 
It is interesting to compare our UHV measurements with results on Pt/Co 
multilayer samples under ambient conditions, as previously reported by our 
group [17]. Although in that case sign reversal of the CPM-signal was not 
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observed, the difference in bias dependence between CPM- and IM-signal was 
similar to what we have obtained on clean Co films in UHV. For the Pt/Co 
multilayer, a current modulation of 4 pA was found, from which a surface state 
spin lifetime of 0.4 ns or larger was derived. The latter is roughly an order of 
magnitude smaller in comparison with our 8 - 9 ns value. A different structure 
of the GaAs surface (steps, defects etc.) or the oxide layer near the tip apex 
are likely candidates for the difference. Despite the smaller spin lifetime, the 
current modulation has almost identical magnitude as for our Co surfaces in 
UHV. This is even more surprising if we note that a smaller polarization of 
the tunnel conductance is expected for an oxidized magnetic surface, while the 
photocurrent polarization is also smaller for the air experiment, since the opti­
cal excitation was done with 633 nm light from a HeNe laser. The explanation 
lies in the higher laser intensity used in the air experiment, compensating for 
the smaller spin lifetime and the smaller polarization of tunnel conductance 
and photocurrent. 
The observation of signals with different sign can be attributed to the ex­
istence of magnetic domains with opposite magnetization directions. Small 
domains have indeed been observed with SEMPA on similar films (see chapter 
2). The scale of 100 nm for sign reversal of the CPM-signal, can be compared 
with the expected domain-wall width. From a theoretical point of view, we 
may estimate the wall width δ using the simple expression δ = л/А/Кіь, with 
A the exchange constant and К\ь the first order bulk anisotropy constant. 
Using values for hep Co [36], we get δ « 6 nm. This estimate however is rela­
tively crude and a precise analysis is complicated and would involve detailed 
knowledge about all anisotropy contributions, the strength of the exchange 
interaction and the magnetic structure of the wall. Since such information is 
not available for our Co films on textured Au(l l l) , a conclusive comparison 
with theory is not possible. Yet, it seems fair to say that a wall width of 100 
nm suggests substantial deviations of magnetic constants from their respec­
tive bulk values for hep Co. Experimentally, domain walls having a width 
on the order of 0.5 μπι are observed in Co on Cu(001) [37], where the Co 
adopts an fee phase. It is known that for fee Co, the bulk anisotropy is weaker 
than for hep Co, which serves as a qualitative explanation for the larger wall 
width. Measurements for perpendicularly magnetized hep Co, for example on 
Au(l l l) or P t ( l l l ) , have not been able to resolve domain walls [38,39], impos­
ing an experimental upper limit of about 10 nm to δ. For our films, we cannot 
rule out the existence of small fee parts in the film, which may therefore be 
invoked as a possible origin of the 100 nm value we deduced from our STM 
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measurements. Finally, we like to remark that spin-polarized STM probes the 
spin dependence of states contributing to the tunneling current. This usually 
involves states located in a narrow energy range around the Fermi level, while 
also the decay of the wavefunction into the vacuum barrier is of importance. 
This may lead to a dominant contribution of s- or p-type electrons, relative to 
d-electrons. One should keep this in mind when comparing with results from 
other magnetic imaging techniques. 
4.4 Summary and conclusions 
Experiments on spin-polarized tunneling with the aid of optical orientation, 
have been conducted in STM with GaAs probes. The heart of the technique 
is the generation of spin-polarized electrons in the GaAs conduction band, 
by illumination with circularly polarized light. The sign as well as the de-
gree of polarization can be controlled by optical means. GaAs tips have been 
prepared by cleavage, yielding probes with good stability and imaging char-
acteristics, capable of resolving the graphite atomic lattice as well as arrays 
of monatomic steps on Au(l l l ) surfaces. Their optical response is sufficiently 
large to produce a clearly observable photo-induced contribution to the tunnel 
current. The experimental procedure for detection of the spin dependence of 
tunneling was described in detail, with special attention to the dual-frequency 
modulation employed to exclude a number of error signals related to unwanted 
variations of the optical intensity. This involves a comparison of the bias de-
pendence of current modulations due to helicity changes (CPM-signal) on the 
one hand, and due to modulated optical intensity of the incident light (IM-
signal) on the other hand. 
The technique has been tested on non-magnetic Au(l l l ) surfaces, showing 
that in most cases the CPM-signal, if present, behaves similarly with changing 
bias as the photoresponse (IM-signal) does. Under such conditions, contribu-
tions to the CPM-signal of optical nature can be identified via their variation 
with bias, and therby distinguished from those due to spin-polarized tunnel-
ing. Unfortunately, on a major irregularity in the Au film we found dissimilar 
behavior, attributed to strong and local helicity-dependent optical scattering 
due to the low symmetry of the particular sample area. It was argued that this 
can explain the deviation of the CPM-signal as compared to the IM-signal, 
provided that the so-called collection volume of the GaAs tip is influenced 
by the applied bias. A mechanism for this was outlined. In conclusion, with 
help of our dual-frequency modulation, contributions to the CPM-signal from 
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some, but not all optical effects, can be eliminated. 
We presented results obtained with an UHV-STM on clean in-situ prepared 
perpendicularly magnetized thin Co films, using GaAs tips under optical ori­
entation. Modulations of the tunnel current due to modulated light helicity 
were found, with a maximum value of 3.1 ± 0.2 ρ A at negative bias volt­
age. Clearly different bias dependence of CPM- and IM-signal was also found, 
while lateral variations, including sign reversal, occur on the scale of 100 nm. 
The behavior may be explained by a contribution from spin-polarized tunnel­
ing, but we stress that helicity-dependent interference from a nearby surface 
protrusion, could not be eliminated as possible signal-source. With the as­
sumption that spin-polarized tunneling is responsible, we compared the data 
with our transport model of chapter 3. This gave an estimate of 8 - 9 ns for the 
minimum spin-relaxation time r
s s
 at the GaAs surface and a corresponding 
spin-splitting of only 6 mV in the semiconductor surface potential. 
From the above discussion it is clear that additional experimental tests are 
needed to discriminate between helicity-dependent optical absorption and spin-
polarized tunneling. In our opinion, minimizing helicity effects, for instance 
by the use of samples with smooth surfaces, does not suffice without exper­
imental tests confirming the absence of optical contributions. Variation of 
the optical wavelength is probably the most simple and fruitful line of at­
tack, considering the decay of induced electron spin polarization in GaAs for 
shorter wavelengths. A more destructive, yet powerful experimental test in­
volves modifying or destroying the surface magnetization, for example via gas 
absorption (O2, CO). Reversing the magnetization with an external magnetic 
field is also an option, although magneto-optical effects can not be excluded 
in this way, while care has to be taken to avoid relative displacement of tip 
and sample during the field application. Samples with well-defined magnetic 
domain structures may also be helpful, although in-situ preparation in UHV 
is required to guarantee a non-zero surface magnetization. 
For more quantitative analysis of spin-polarized tunneling experiments, one 
should attempt to access the values of the bulk and surface state spin-relaxation 
times TS and r s s . For TS, polarized photoluminescence techniques are well-
established [11]. For TSS no clear-cut route to determine its magnitude is 
known so far. A comparison of spin-polarized tunneling experiments with 
transport models, as employed in this thesis, seems the only possibility at 
present. Control over the surface state spin lifetime might be obtained via 
chemical treatments of the GaAs tip apex, m-situ preparation, oxidation or 
cleaning, while lowering the temperature can also be tried to increase and op-
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timize the spin lifetime. A systematic study of the importance of surface spin 
relaxation with increased doping level of the GaAs, is worth the effort too. Re-
garding the magnetic material, samples with specific spectral features in their 
density of states, such as surface states, offer advantages. These states have 
been observed with STM on a number of metals and especially the one found 
on the bcc Fe(OOl) surface [40,41] is promising, as it is predicted to be nearly 
100 % spin-polarized. Its contribution to the tunneling current can unequivo-
cally be determined from spectroscopic data and therefore directly correlated 
with the measured spin polarization. In conclusion, several improvements are 
possible and we feel that these will, together with the understanding gained 
from the work presented in this thesis, eventually lead to the unambiguous 
demonstration of a fascinating new probe for surface magnetism. 
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Characterization of the FeßC^ 
(110) surface 
Abstract 
We have studied the preparation and structure of the (110) surface of Fe3C>4, 
which because of its magnetic structure is promising for future testing of the 
atomic-resolution of spin-sensitive STM techniques. Polished (110) faces of 
bulk single crystals were cleaned in ultrahigh vacuum and characterized by 
Auger-electron spectroscopy (AES), low energy electron diffraction (LEED) 
and STM. We found ion-bombardment necessary to obtain a clean surface, 
while annealing at 1200 К was needed to induce a regular surface structure. 
The resulting surface is not a bulk (110) termination, but exhibits a row-
reconstruction of the two topmost layers, with a period of 25 Â (three times 
the bulk lattice constant). Analysis of STM and STS data shows that the 
surface displays characteristic features of а-ГегОз as well as 7-Fe2C>3, with a 
higher oxygen content, the absence of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe-ions and a 
reduced amount of Fe-ions in octahedral sites. The system is best described as 
a thin insulating 'ТегОз-Ике" layer, on top of the conducting Fe3Ü4 bulk sub-
strate. Spectroscopic data show a transition from semiconducting to metallic 
behavior as the tip-sample distance is decreased, in qualitative agreement with 
the presence of an insulating toplayer. 
For epitaxially grown Fe3Ü4 (110) thin films on MgO, roughly the same surface 
structure is found after annealing at 850 K. It is however not as well-ordered, 
while significant diffusion of Mg from the substrate occurs. 
We conclude that the Fe3Ü4 (110) surface is an interesting candidate for high 
resolution spin-polarized STM studies, although as a test system it is less 





Oxides cover a wide range of material properties, from insulating to metallic 
and superconducting [1]. Bonding can be purely ionic, covalent or a mixture 
of both, even in systems containing the same two elements but having different 
stoichiometry. As a consequence, they are applied in numerous fields as cata-
lysts, nonlinear optical crystals and microwave sensors, to name just a few. In 
the framework of this thesis we are mainly interested in their magnetic prop-
erties, as magnetic oxides are suitable materials for testing a spin-polarized 
STM. For the interpretation of spin-sensitive STM investigations, it is highly 
advantageous to have a sound understanding of the magnetic structure, while 
a system with large magnetic moments and local variations on the atomic scale 
is preferred. 
An important class of magnetic oxides are those containing iron. Restricting 
ourselves to binary iron oxides, a number of different phases exists, each with 
different stability ranges [2]. Fei_¿0 (wustite) crystallizes in the cubic sodium 
chloride structure with a large number of vacancies and with the iron cations, 
mainly Fe2+ ions, octahedrally coordinated to the oxygen anions. In bulk form 
it is only thermodynamically stable above 843 К. а-ГегОз (hematite) has the 
rhombohedral structure of corundum with the antiferromagnetically ordered 
Fe 3 + cations located in the distorted oxygen octahedral holes formed by the 
hexagonal close packed О sublattice. Fe3C>4 (magnetite) is half-metallic [3,4] 
and ferrimagnetic and has the cubic inverse spinel structure with a lattice 
constant of 8.397 Â [5]. In the fee lattice formed by the oxygen anions, Fe2+ 
cations occupy octahedral positions while the Fe3+ cations are distributed be-
tween octahedral and tetrahedral positions. The spins of Fe-ions in octahedral 
and tetrahedral sites couple antiferromagnetically, resulting in a net magneti-
zation due to the different total magnetic moment in the two sublattices. The 
metastable 7-Fe2Ü3 (maghemite) has a structure closely related to Fe3Ü4 and 
differs from magnetite in that it contains vacancies at octahedral interstitial 
positions. Vacancies can either be disordered [6] or ordered with a tetragonal 
symmetry [7] and lattice constants a = 8.3396 Â and с = 24.966 Â. 
Recently, several iron oxide surfaces have been investigated by LEED and 
STM. The (111) termination of а-РегОз single crystals has been studied by 
LEED [8,9], where depending on the oxygen partial pressure and the temper­
ature used during annealing, different LEED patterns were generated. One of 
them was shown to be consistent with а Еез04 (111) surface termination ex­
posing 1/4 monolayer of Fe atoms. This was later confirmed by a STM study 
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on this surface prepared under similar conditions [10]. The same termination 
was found for (111) oriented Fe3Ü4 thin films, grown epitaxially onto P t ( l l l ) 
substrates [9,11]. These films have also been investigated by STM [12,13] 
where for monolayer or submonolayer thicknesses the oxide was identified as 
FeO (111). Bulk Fe304 crystals have been studied as well. For the (001) 
surface [14,15], STM and LEED results showed also that depending on the 
preparation procedure different surface structures can be obtained. However, 
no evidence was found for the formation of a surface layer of one of the other 
bulk iron oxide phases. For the (111) surface of bulk samples, two distinct but 
unreconstructed surface terminations were observed [16]. 
As a test system for spin-sensitive STM we selected FeaO,*, as it has a rel-
atively high conductivity at room temperature, making application in STM 
possible. The conductance is attributed to a continuous hopping of electrons 
between octahedral Fe-ions [17]. This is frozen out below 124 К at which 
the Verwey phase transition occurs [18-22]. The Curie temperature is 858 K, 
thus well above room temperature. Of considerable importance is the fact 
that magnetite is half-metallic, i.e., it is conducting for one spin direction but 
semiconducting for the other. Band structure calculations show that a 100 % 
spin-polarization is expected near the Fermi level [3,4]. Experimental evidence 
from spin-polarized photoemission supports this [23,24]. 
The presence of two antiferromagnetically coupled spin sublattices in bulk 
Fe3C"4 would, in principle, allow one to produce a surface with oppositely ori­
ented magnetic moments on an atomic scale. Resolving these moments forms 
the ultimate test for a spin-sensitive STM. With respect to the choice of sur­
face plane we note that in the bulk, РезСч can be thought to consist of two 
different planes perpendicular to (110), with the arrangement of the Fe and О 
ions as given in Fig. 5.1. These type A and type В layers, respectively, alter­
nate with a spacing of 1.484 Â between successive layers. As can be seen in 
Fig. 5.1, the type A layer contains both octahedrally and tetrahedrally coordi-
nated Fe-ions, belonging to different spin sublattices. An important question 
then is whether this atomic arrangement can also be found at the surface. 
This chapter is devoted to the preparation and characterization of a ГезС^ 
(110) surface. A complication arises from the fact that the (110) surface is 
polar and less stable than for example the (001) surface. This is a common 
problem in the preparation of oxide surfaces [25,26] and care has to be taken to 
avoid faceting during the preparation process. We have therefore investigated 
the effect of different preparation procedures on surface chemical composition, 
as well as on the structural order indicated by LEED and conventional, i.e., 





















































































































































Figure 5.1: The atomic arrangement in the two types of (110) layers 
A and В present in bulk Fe3Ü4. The surface unit cell is 8.397 Â along 
(001) and 5.938 Â along (110). Large open circles denote oxygen ions, 
while octahedral and tetrahedral Fe-ions are given as small black and 
open circles, respectively. Note that the type A layer contains both 
octahedral and tetrahedral Fe-ions. 
not spin-polarized STM. The results are compared with the bulk structure of 
Fe3Ü4 and also with the other known bulk iron oxide phases, since phase tran-
sitions might occur at the surface. This will comprise section 5.2, dealing with 
surfaces of synthetic single crystals. Because preparation of a polar surface on 
a thin film sample may be less problematic [26], we have also studied epitaxial 
Fe304 thin films grown on MgO substrates. This is the subject of section 5.3. 
The main conclusion is that the surface reconstructs and forms a large scale 
superstructure, involving modifications of the two topmost layers. We will 
discuss the nature of this structure and address the implications regarding the 
use of this surface for future tests of spin-sensitive STM methods. 
5.2 Bulk single crystal surfaces 
5.2.1 Preparation, composition and surface symmetry 
The experiments [27] were performed in a UHV chamber with a base pres-
sure of 5 x l 0 - 1 1 mbar, maintained by an ion pump and additional titanium 
5.938 A 
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sublimation pumping. The chamber is equipped with a two grid LEED sys-
tem, an electron analyzer for Auger-electron spectroscopy (AES) and a mass 
spectrometer for residual gas analysis. Samples can be cleaned by Ar+ ion 
bombardment using a rastering ion gun and annealed by electron bombard-
ment from the back. Oxygen gas can be leaked into the system during an-
nealing, while the sample temperature is monitored by an infrared pyrometer. 
The complete UHV chamber is suspended from the laboratory floor by three 
air damping columns, with the home-built STM positioned near the center of 
gravity on Viton isolation elements to reduce external vibrations. The STM 
was operated with commercial electronics and all presented data were obtained 
at room temperature with commercially available Pt-Ir tips used without fur-
ther cleaning. Calibration of horizontal and vertical STM scales was achieved 
by using Si(l l l ) 7x7 and 2x1 reconstructed surfaces and a Au(l l l ) sample 
having monatomic steps, respectively. 
Samples were cut from synthetic Fe3Û4 single crystals [28] into disks of 5 mm 
diameter and 1 mm thickness, exposing the (HO) crystal face. This was con-
firmed by X-ray diffraction, which was also used to determine the direction of 
the (001) and (110) vectors lying in the surface plane. Samples were polished 
with diamond paste with grain sizes down to 0.25 μπι and clamped onto a Mo-
holder. After rinsing in ethanol they were loaded into the UHV system where 
the surface chemical composition was checked by AES. Ar+ ion bombardment 
was performed at a beam energy of 1 keV for 30 minutes at normal incidence. 
Annealing was done at temperatures ranging from 800 to 1200 К in oxygen 
partial pressures up to 1 0 - 6 mbar. After every preparation step, samples were 
inspected by AES to estimate the degree of surface contamination, as well as 
to monitor changes in the relative strength of the iron 703 eV and oxygen 503 
eV Auger signals due to the preparation. An absolute ratio of the Fe and О 
content of the surface could however not be determined [29]. LEED was used 
for qualitative determination of the surface symmetry. 
The first attempt to prepare a clean surface consisted of only annealing the 
sample. This was tried because previous studies have demonstrated that 
ion bombardment results in a preferential sputtering of the lighter oxygen 
atoms [30,31]. Moreover, it was shown in a spin-resolved photoemission ex­
periment [32] that the magnetic properties of a magnetite surface can be dras­
tically altered by ion bombardment. Annealing our samples at temperatures 
up to 1000 К resulted in the removal of carbon from the surface. Other 
contaminations like K, CI and Ca could however not be removed at these tem­
peratures, while at higher temperatures diffusion of Ca from the bulk caused 
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an increase in the Ca contamination at the surface. On surfaces which were 
only annealed, no LEED spots could be seen, while STM showed no traces of 
any clean and ordered areas. 
After bombarding the surface with Ar+ ions, all contamination levels were re­
duced to below the detection limit of the AES system, except for a few percent 
of Ar atoms. The ratio of Auger signals from Fe and О was a factor of 1.3 
higher than before Ar bombardment, indicative of an oxygen deficient surface 
composition. This surface was subsequently annealed at about 800 К for 1 
hour, yielding a decreased Fe to О ratio, although the oxygen content was 
still lower than before ion bombardment. Also some traces of Ar were still 
detected, while STM images taken at this stage showed a number of crater-
shaped depressions obviously created during the ion bombardment process. 
Additional annealing for 1 hour at a slightly higher temperature (850 K) was 
however sufficient to remove the remaining Ar atoms and restore the original 
Fe to О ratio from before ion bombardment. An example of the topography 
seen on this surface by STM is given in Fig. 5.2, which shows strings of varying 
length (average about 30 A) stacked in a disordered manner. There however 
appears to be a preference for these string-structures to lie in a direction close 
to the (110) lattice vector. 
Figure 5.2: STM image obtained on the Fe 3 0 4 (110) surface after ion 
bombardment and annealing at 850 K. Scan size 2000 Â squared, tunnel 
current 50 pA at +2.5 V sample voltage. 
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The above preparation procedure yielded a clean but not a well-ordered sur­
face. Therefore the annealing temperature was step-wise increased to 1200 K, 
which gradually improved the surface regularity. This was evident from the 
STM measurements as well as from the appearance and sharpening of LEED 
patterns. It must be noted here that the higher temperatures again caused 
Ca to diffuse to the surface. After a few cycles of ion bombardment and an­
nealing, the Ca Auger-signal disappeared below the noise level. Below we will 
present LEED (Fig. 5.3) and STM results collected from several measurements 
on different samples, cleaned before each new measurement by ion bombard­
ment and annealing at 1200 K. In two cases the annealing was done in oxygen 
partial pressures of 10~8 and 10 - 6 mbar, respectively, without any noticeable 
effect on LEED or STM results. 


























Figure 5.3: LEED patterns of the Fe 3 0 4 (110) surface at (a) 96 eV and 
(b) 107 eV incident electron energy. Each photograph is accompanied by 
a hand-drawn schematic pattern. The small black circles in (b) represent 
fractional order spots observed in the [001] direction. 
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LEED patterns at incident electron energies of 96 and 107 eV are displayed in 
Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b, respectively. They show a rectangular lattice as expected 
for a cubic (110) surface. From the spot spacing along the [001] direction, a 
periodicity of 8.0 ± 0.5 Â was extracted, while a 3.0 ± 0.5 Â periodicity was 
determined for the [Ï10] direction. Comparing this to the 8.397 Â by 5.938 
Â unit cell expected for a bulk terminated Fe3Ü4 (110) surface (see Fig. 5.1), 
we see that the observed surface unit cell is a factor of two smaller in the 
(Î10) direction. This indicates that we do not have a bulk terminated FS3O4 
surface. The LEED patterns presented in Fig. 5.3 do not show spots along 
the [110] direction corresponding to a 6.0 ± 0.5 Â periodicity, although these 
were sometimes also observed, but with a much lower intensity. In a number 
of cases, also weak fractional order spots were seen along the [001] direction, 
corresponding to a surface periodicity of 3 times the bulk lattice constant of 
8.397 Â along (001). These spots are indicated by the small black circles in 
the hand-drawn schematic pattern of Fig. 5.3b. 
5.2.2 STM study of the row-reconstruction 
The 3 times bulk periodicity along (001) was much more pronounced in the 
electronic structure probed by STM. This is evident in the image presented in 
Fig. 5.4, which was obtained at +2 V sample bias and 0.2 nA tunnel current. 
The image reveals rows running in the (110) direction. Other row orientations 
have not been found. The distance between neighboring rows was determined 
from several images to be 25 ± 0.5 Â, in good agreement with 3 times the bulk 
8.4 Â lattice constant. The vertical corrugation perpendicular to the rows is 
2.9 Â. The image of Fig. 5.4 also shows the step-terrace structure that covers 
most of the surface area. It is characterized by long rectangularly shaped 
terraces separated by predominantly straight steps parallel to the rows (i.e., 
parallel to (110)). Analysis of the step heights showed that they are mostly 3.2 
and 6.4 Â high. This corresponds to double and four-fold steps, respectively, 
defining the height of a single step as the spacing between successive type A 
and В atomic planes perpendicular to (110). This spacing is 1.484 Á in bulk 
Fe3Ü4, in fair agreement with the 1.6 Â value we obtain from the measured 
step heights quoted above. Since in bulk ГезС^ type A and type В (110) layers 
are alternating, the observed double and four-fold steps connect parts of the 
surface that expose the same type of (110) plane. Whether the deviation of 
the measured single step height from the bulk 1.484 Â value is caused by a 
relaxation of the outermost surface layers, is difficult to establish by STM due 
to inaccuracies in the STM distance calibration. 
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Figure 5.4: STM image showing rows along (110) with a regular spac-
ing of three times the bulk 8.4 Â lattice constant. Scan size 1500 Â 
squared, tunnel current 0.2 nA at +2.0 V sample voltage. Note the 
defect line on the left terrace, separating two locally equivalent recon-
struction domains which are shifted with respect to each other in the 
(001) direction by once the 8.4 Â lattice constant. 
Zooming into areas with the same 25 Â spaced rows allowed us to obtain 
atomic scale contrast. Two images taken with two different tips are presented 
in Fig. 5.5. Note the rotation of the sample with respect to the scan direction 
of the STM tip. In both images we can now also see atomic scale corrugation 
along the rows, with an average amplitude of about 0.2 Â. The spacing of 
the protrusions along the rows is disordered for larger scales, but on a small 
scale, distances are predominantly 3, 6, 9 and 12 Â, i.e., multiples of 3 Â. This 
is in agreement with the 3 Â periodicity derived from the LEED patterns. 
Attempts to prepare a surface with large scale ordering within the rows have 
so far not been successful. 
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Figure 5.5: STM images showing resolution within the rows. The 
scan size is 200 A squared for the left image and 300 A squared for the 
right one. Note the 90° rotation of the sample with respect to the scan 
direction of the STM tip. Tunnel current was 20 pA at +2.0 V sample 
voltage for the left scan and 50 pA at +2.5 V for the right image. 
To determine the conductivity character of the prepared surface, we measured 
current versus voltage curves (I-V-curves) at different tip-sample distances. 
These are plotted in Fig. 5.6, where each curve is the average of 900 single 
curves. Since we did not succeed in detecting spatial variations in the I-
V-characteristics, the plotted curves can be regarded as taken at a random 
location on the surface. The tip-sample distance was decreased from curve (a) 
to curve (e) by reducing the bias voltage while maintaining the same 0.2 η A 
current. For large tip-sample distances, curves are not only non-linear but also 
asymmetric with respect to the voltage polarity. Moreover, for curve (a), a 
clear gap in the conductivity is found, ranging from about —1.2 V to +0.8 V. 
When the tip-sample distance is reduced, the conductivity gap gets smaller, 
while it has completely disappeared for the smallest separation (curve (e)). 
At this separation the surface shows an almost linear metallic-like I-V-curve. 
It must be noted here that for this small tip-sample distance, stable scanning 
could still be performed so that mechanical contact between tip and sample 
can be ruled out. 
Besides the rows with a 25 À spacing on terraces connected by double or four-
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Figure 5.6: I-V-curves obtained on the FeßC^ (110) surface for differ-
ent tip-sample distances, set by stabilizing a 0.2 nA current at sample 
voltages equal to 2.0 V, 1.4 V, 1.0 V, 0.6 V and 0.2 V for curves (a) to 
(e), respectively. The tip-sample separation thus decreases from curve 
(a) to (e). 
fold steps, minor parts of the surface showed terraces separated by single or 
three-fold steps, i.e., with step heights of 1 or 3 times 1.6 Â. An image obtained 
in such an area is depicted in Fig. 5.7. Again a number of terraces having 25 
Â spaced rows can be seen [34]. These are marked by the letter X and are 
connected with each other via double or four-fold steps, as before. In between, 
terraces marked with the letter Y have a different row separation, either 17 ± 
0.5 Â or 34 ± 0.5 Â, in agreement with 2 and 4 times the bulk 8.397 Â lattice 
constant along (001), respectively. Note that the row direction is the same on 
all terraces. A noteworthy feature is that the height of steps, connecting an X 
with a Y terrace, is always an odd integer times the single step height, mostly 
1.6 and 4.8 Â. Based on the alternation of type A and В (110) planes in bulk 
magnetite, a single (or three-fold, etc.) step involves a transition to the other 
type of (110) layer. It is therefore concluded that a different row spacing is 
obtained depending on whether the exposed (110) layer is A or В type. 
e d с b a 
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Figure 5.7: STM image showing terraces with different row spacing 
Scan size 1000 Â squared, tunnel current 50 pA at +2.5 V sample voltage 
5.2.3 Discussion 
Regarding the results there are several points to be addressed. First we will 
discuss the effect of the preparation steps on the surface chemical composi-
tion. Next we will compare the surface symmetry derived from LEED with 
that expected for a bulk terminated ЕезС>4 (110) surface, as well as for a bulk 
Fe3C>4 crystal, covered with a layer of another iron oxide phase. Then we will 
include the STM results and arrive at the conclusion that neither LEED nor 
STM results are consistent with a bulk terminated Fe3Ü4 surface. We will 
then interpret the results in terms of a reconstruction of the two outermost 
Fe3Ü4 layers. 
Chemical surface composition 
By monitoring the Auger Fe to О ratio we have seen that Ar+ ion bom­
bardment creates a surface deficient in oxygen. After annealing, the oxygen 
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content of the surface layers was enhanced again and for sufficiently long times 
at temperatures above 850 K, the Fe to О ratio from before ion bombardment 
was restored. Based on this we can exclude a transformation into one of the 
other iron oxide phases for the whole surface region probed by AES (about 8 
atomic layers). Additional annealing or annealing in 10 - 6 mbar oxygen did 
not increase the oxygen content beyond the initial value, indicating that an 
equilibrium composition was reached. We may note here that at 1200 К the 
ГезС>4 phase is predicted from the bulk phase diagram [8] for the range of oxy­
gen partial pressures used here. Although one might be tempted to conclude 
from this that the main part of the layers probed by AES are in the Fe3Ü4 
phase, we have to make some reserve. The validity of bulk phase diagrams for 
surfaces of crystals is actually questionable and in some cases they were found 
to predict the wrong phase [8]. 
Concerning the outermost surface layer, AES cannot exclude a phase change 
of only this layer, partly due to the experimental accuracy and partly because 
some phase changes simply do not alter the Fe to О ratio. This for example 
happens when we replace an A type FesC^ (110) layer by a FeO (110) layer, 
since these have exactly the same Fe and О content. 
LEED comparison with bulk iron oxides 
From the LEED patterns we derived a dominant periodicity of 8 Â in the [001] 
direction and 3 Â along [Î10], which does not match with a bulk terminated 
FS3O4 surface. This would have produced a two times larger periodicity (i.e., 
» 6 Â) in the [Ï10] direction. Recall that we did observe spots corresponding 
to this 6 Â periodicity, but always at a much lower intensity. This suggests 
that these originate from the bulk Fe3Ü4 structure, whereas the dominant 3 Â 
periodicity arises from a thin overlayer with a different symmetry. Since the 
dominant LEED periodicities do not correspond to ГезС^, we compare them 
with those expected for an overlayer of another bulk iron oxide phase. For 
FeO (110) the surface unit cell would be 3 Â along (110), but about twice as 
small as for Fe3Û4 along (001). The observed LEED pattern would therefore 
correspond to a reconstructed, rather than a bulk terminated FeO surface. 
When considering the 7-РегОз phase, remember that it differs from Fe3Û4 in 
that it contains vacancies at the octahedral Fe sites. Vacancy ordering can 
occur along the c-axis [7], i.e., along the (001) direction, resulting in a c-axis 
unit vector of 24.966 Â. The observed fractional order LEED spots indicating 
a tripled period along [001], are consistent with the c-axis periodicity of 7-
Fe203. Nevertheless, for the (ІЮ) direction, the same « 6 Â periodicity as for 
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Fe3Ü4 is expected, which does not agree with the 3 Â value we found for [TlO]. 
An unreconstructed 7-ГегОз surface termination can therefore also be ruled 
out. Considering the tripled unit (001) unit vector, we may keep a modified 
7-РегОз structure in mind. With regard to an а-ГегОз surface termination, 
we have to remember that its oxygen sublattice has the hep structure, with 
an ABAB... stacking of the hexagonal oxygen layers along (111), while Fe3Ü4 
has an ABCABC... stacking. Although the stacking sequence can easily be 
changed along the (111) stacking direction, this is not possible along the (110) 
direction without producing lattice deformations and stress at the interface 
between the Fe3C>4 bulk and an o>Fe2C"3 surface layer. Such a stressed inter-
face is unlikely to survive the annealing treatment. We thus conclude that the 
dominant LEED pattern does not agree with a bulk termination of any of the 
four known bulk iron oxide phases. 
STM results 
For the interpretation of the STM images we will take the bulk Fe3Û4 structure 
as a starting point. We have seen that the observed step heights (multiples 
of 1.6 Â) are in fair agreement with the bulk (110) interlayer spacing of 1.484 
Â. The fact that only a few percent of the steps are single or three-fold, while 
double and four-fold steps occur frequently, indicates a preference for one of 
the two types of (110) layers. In principle one can predict which termination 
should be the most stable one, by either minimizing the number of dangling 
bonds or the electrostatic surface energy [9,11]. In this particular case this 
does not help us very much, since the type A and В terminations both have 
the same number of dangling bonds and are equally polar [35]. That a strong 
asymmetry with respect to the type of (110) layer is experimentally observed, 
is probably related to a difference in the ability to improve the surface stabil­
ity by reconstruction. This is not surprising considering the different atomic 
arrangement in both layers. Indeed the two types of (110) layers produce a 
different spacing of the rows and the predominant occurrence of 25 Á spaced 
rows shows that these are more stable. We might note here that the above 
mentioned asymmetry is not expected for a (110) FeO surface, since in FeO 
all planes perpendicular to (110) are equivalent. There is then no reason to 
form mainly double steps and two different reconstructions. 
For the interpretation of the corrugation observed with STM, we confine our-
selves to discussing only the Fe atoms, because experiments and calculations 
for bulk magnetite have shown that the states derived from oxygen 2p-levels 
are located well below the Fermi level [3,4,24], such that they are generally 
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not accessible for tunneling electrons. For surface oxygen the situation may 
be altered, but a huge energy shift of more than 2 eV is needed for oxygen 
states to contribute to the tunneling current. 
The distances between protrusions in the (110) direction along the rows, were 
found to be multiples of 3 Â. This suggests that they originate from octahe-
drally coordinated Fe atoms, since in the oxygen fee lattice, the octahedral 
interstitials form rows along (110) with a 2.969 Â spacing between neighbor-
ing sites. These appear at the surface in the type A plane (see Fig. 5.1). The 
experimentally observed distribution of Fe among the sites does however not 
show ordering consistent with that of Fe3C>4 or the other three bulk iron oxide 
phases. With this identification, we see no evidence for corrugation arising 
from tetrahedrally coordinated Fe. The absence of tetrahedral Fe-ions might 
be the reason for the smaller unit cell derived from LEED, for a surface unit 
cell consistent with LEED is obtained if we take a type A (110) layer and 
remove the tetrahedral Fe-ions. 
The absence of Fe at tetrahedral sites, suggests that the surface resembles 
more the structure of а-РегОз, where only octahedral Fe-ions are present. 
But, а-РегОз has a non-cubic crystal symmetry and doesn't have a lattice 
plane with the same orientation with respect to the hexagonal oxygen planes, 
as (110) in Fe3Ü4. Interestingly, an imaginary plane equivalent to Fe304 (110), 
intersects the а-РегОз lattice at regular distances of « 25 Â in the required 
direction. The associated surface will exhibit faceting with a 25 Â periodicity. 
Of course, such an а-РегОз surface layer cannot be matched smoothly to the 
(110) surface of a РезС^ bulk crystal due to the different stacking of the oxy­
gen layers. Yet, a structure that preserves the tripled periodicity, the higher 
oxygen content and the lack of tetrahedral Fe-ions, can still be formed. Such a 
structure is depicted in Fig. 5.8 and consists of rows of oxygen and octahedral 
iron atoms along (ПО) with a width of a few atomic spacings along (001). 
The height of the rows was chosen to be two atomic layers, since in STM the 
observed vertical corrugation over the rows was 2.9 Â. This is close to twice 
the bulk interlayer spacing along (110), suggesting that the formation of the 
rows involves two layers, instead of only the outermost one. 
Comparing the model for the rows to the Fe3Ü4 structure, we see that besides 
the absence of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe, also two out of every three rows 
of octahedral Fe are missing. In this sense, the proposed structure exhibits 
features of not only а-ЕегОз, but also of 7-ГегОз. We will therefore refer to 
the surface as 'ТегОз-Пке". We may remark here that, in a description of 
magnetite as an ionic solid, counting the excess charges arising from the miss-



















Figure 5.8: Ball representation of a Fe3Ü4 (ПО) surface with row-
reconstruction. The top part shows a projection along the (110) vector, 
which lies in the surface plane. The lower part shows a topview on the 
(110) surface, where only atoms of the highest lying layer are drawn. 
Large open circles denote oxygen ions, while octahedral and tetrahedral 
Fe-ions are given as small black and open circles, respectively. Note the 
absence of tetrahedral Fe-ions in the two toplayers. 
ing of neighbors at the surface shows that a row-reconstructed surface is less 
polar than a bulk terminated (110) surface. However, charge transfer between 
Fe and O, not only within the surface layer but also into deeper lying layers, 
has to be different than in bulk Fe3Ü4 in order to get integer charges at all 
sites. In addition, vacancies have to be introduced. With this in mind, one 
should realize that the structure of Fig. 5.8 is intended merely to describe the 
basic features of the rows, rather than all details. 
The proposed structure allows the formation of locally equivalent domains by 
translating the rows with respect to the underlying bulk material along the 
(001) direction over once or twice the 8.397 Â lattice constant. These trans-
lational domains have been observed, an example can be seen on the upper 
terrace in the left part of the STM image in Fig. 5.4. Moreover, we note that 
a translation over half the 8.397 Â lattice constant would produce a different 
structure of the rows, with the top layer consisting of oxygen and tetrahedral 
Fe atoms. 
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The proposed structure of the rows can be further checked by looking at the 
distance of rows on both sides of a step. For a double step the situation is 
sketched in Fig. 5.9. The top part shows the case where the row on the upper 
(left) terrace has a distance of 25.2 Â to the row on the lower (right) terrace. 
The row structures thus remain in-phase when crossing a double step. As a 
consequence the structure of the row is different for the lower terrace, where 
the top layer now contains tetrahedral Fe-ions, instead of octahedral Fe. In 
contrast, if a phase shift of 4.2 Â (half the lattice constant) occurs when cross-
ing a double step, the rows on either side of the step have the same structure. 
This situation is depicted in the lower part of Fig. 5.9. A similar argument 
holds for the case of four-fold steps, although then the rows have identical 
structure on both sides of the step when no phase shift occurs. By measuring 
the atomic structure of rows near steps and combining this with measurements 
of the phase shifts, one can check the above predictions and thereby test the 
validity of the proposed row structure. 
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Figure 5.9: Projections of a Fe3Ü4 (110) surface with row reconstruc-
tion in the vicinity of a double step. The top part shows the case where 
rows on either side of the step are in phase, the lower part shows the 
situation for a phase shift of 4.2 Â (half the lattice constant) along (001). 
Large open circles denote oxygen ions, while octahedral and tetrahedral 
Fe-ions are given as small black and open circles, respectively. Note the 
change in the row structure for the upper case. 
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The presence of a 'ТегОз-Ііке" layer at the surface of a FeßC^ bulk crystal, is 
consistent with the voltage dependence of the tunnel current (Fig. 5.6). The 
system essentially consists of a conducting bulk crystal, with on top a thin 
layer which we assume to be insulating, just as both РегОз phases. If such a 
system is used in STM, a tunnel current can only flow into the 'ТегОз-Ііке" 
layers if the bias voltage is large enough. Then electrons can tunnel into states 
above the energy gap of the insulating layer. From these they can reach the 
underlying conducting bulk Fe304, provided the layer is not too thick. A direct 
current is then possible. For smaller bias there are no states in the insulator 
available and electrons can only tunnel directly into states in the underlying 
Fes04 around the Fermi level. These electrons not only have to traverse the 
vacuum region between tip and sample, but also the insulating toplayers. At 
large tip-sample distances this contribution will then be small and we expect a 
significant current only for higher bias voltage. This qualitatively explains the 
conductivity gap observed in the I-V-curves (Fig. 5.6, curve (a)). For smaller 
tip-sample distances the tunnel current at small bias can become apprecia­
ble and the I-V-curve should reflect the metallic character of the underlying 
Fe3C>4. This is in agreement with the observed linear behavior of curve (e) in 
Fig. 5.6. 
As an alternative explanation for the observed non-linear I-V-curves, one might 
invoke the bias dependence of the tunnel barrier shape and height. This is 
known to produce non-linear characteristics for metal/insulator/metal (MIM) 
tunnel junctions [36]. Furthermore, an asymmetry with respect to the bias 
polarity can be obtained if the two metals have different workfunctions. We 
have therefore tried to fit our set of I-V-curves (Fig. 5.6) using equations given 
in Ref. [36] for MIM tunneling. The outcome of this exercise is that a rea­
sonable fit can be obtained, yet only with unrealistic parameters for the two 
workfunctions (0.22 eV and 0.2 eV) as well as for the tunnel barrier width 
(20 Â for curve (e) up to 200 Â for curve (a), with the tunneling area set to 
1 nm2). We therefore conclude that our data cannot be explained by simple 
MIM tunneling. 
Summarizing, AES, LEED and tunneling microscopy as well as spectroscopy 
show that the prepared surface is not a bulk Fe3Ü4 termination. The sys-
tem is best described as a conducting Fe3Ü4 bulk substrate, with on top a 
thin insulating 'ТегОз-Ііке" layer, having higher relative oxygen content and 
containing no tetrahedrally coordinated Fe. This produces a transition from 
semiconducting to metallic behavior of the tunnel current with decreasing tip-
sample distance. 
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5.3.1 Introduction and film preparation 
In the last decade a considerable effort has been directed toward the growth 
of artificial layered structures. The continuous improvement of deposition 
techniques has allowed one to prepare not only metallic (magnetic) multilayer 
structures, but recently also thin oxide films and multilayers [37-41]. As com-
pared to pure metals and their alloys, the main interest in oxides stems from 
the rich variety of magnetic properties and electronic configurations they ex-
hibit, in addition to their chemical stability. Oxide ferrites are particularly 
interesting because of applications such as microwave devices and recording 
media. By growing these in the form of thin films or multilayers, their prop-
erties might be manipulated, offering an alternative to the usually employed 
chemical substitutions. 
As a magnetic spinel, magnetite (Fe304) has received a lot of attention. For 
example, Fe3Û4 thin films have been prepared on MgO single crystal substrates 
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). For this system the lattice mismatch is 
only 0.3 % and good epitaxy can be achieved. The layers where shown to 
grow coherently in the correct phase [41], i.e., without unwanted phases such 
as Fe, FeO and РегОз. For these films it was also found [42] that the magnetic 
properties compare well with those of bulk Fe3Û4, although the Verwey tran-
sition was found at a somewhat lowered temperature with respect to the bulk 
value [18,19] of 124 K. In addition to the growth of thin films, oxide super-
lattices have been grown as well. In this case the magnetic Fe304 layers are 
separated by insulating and lattice matching oxide layers, such as NiO [39,40], 
CoO [41,43] or MgO [44]. 
In this section we report on scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy 
results obtained on the (110) surface of a 500 Â thick Fe304 film grown on 
MgO. For these MBE-grown films only annealing at lower temperatures was 
applied, in an attempt to avoid the reconstruction observed on the single crys-
tal substrates and prepare a bulk terminated surface. The results of structural 
investigations with STM will be presented in the following. 
The Fe3Û4 films were deposited by e-beam evaporation from Fe-targets in an 
MBE system, with the MgO substrate at a temperature of 525 К and an oxy­
gen pressure of 2 x l 0 - 5 mbar. More details about the growth of Fe3Û4 layers 
in different orientations can be found in Ref. [41]. The films were transported 
through air to another UHV system with a base pressure below 5 x l 0 - 1 1 mbar. 
In this system, containing a home-built STM, the chemical state of the sur-
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face was investigated by AES, prior to annealing at about 850 К using electron 
bombardment from the back of the sample holder. The sample temperature 
was estimated from the temperature of the metallic sample holder, which was 
measured with an infrared pyrometer. This results in an uncertainty of ±50 К 
due to the stray radiation from the heating filament transmitted through the 
sample. After annealing the film was inspected by AES again and transferred 
to the STM. Images were obtained using Pt-Ir tips in the constant current 
mode. I-V-curves were obtained by sweeping the bias voltage with the current 
regulation system disabled. 
5.3.2 Results and discussion 
After exposure to air, AES revealed carbon contamination of 60 % and on the 
order of 1 % of S and CI. At first, cleaning was tried at conditions similar 
to those during growth, i.e., at temperatures around 500 К and l x l O - 5 mbar 
oxygen partial pressure. As no reduction of the contamination levels was de­
tected, the temperature was gradually increased, with the final step consisting 
of 10 min. at 850 К in the residual oxygen partial pressure below 1 0 - 1 2 mbar. 
Then the contamination levels of C, S and CI were reduced to the detection 
limit of the AES system. However a significant amount of Mg was detected 
resulting from diffusion from the substrate. For the Mg/Fe ratio a value of 
0.6 was found, which should be treated as an indication rather then an abso­
lute concentration ratio, since we have not calibrated the relative sensitivity 
of our AES system for different elements. Also the Fe/O ratio was decreased 
to about 3/4 of the value found before annealing. 
An STM image obtained on the surface of the MBE grown thin film is given in 
Fig. 5.10. The image of 1000 Â squared in size was recorded with a 50 pA tun-
nel current at + 2.0 V sample bias. Although the surface is not as regular and 
flat compared to that of the bulk crystals, the tendency toward the formation 
of rows with more or less the same orientation is evident. The mutual distance 
between rows is spread out over values ranging from 20 to 40 Â, while vertical 
height differences go up to 40 Â. These results are similar to those observed 
on bulk crystals which were after Ar+ ion bombardment annealed to only 850 
K, as was done for this thin film sample. 
In one of the small regular parts of the surface, I-V-curves were recorded as a 
function of the local position of the tip above the rows (Fig. 5.11). At every 
location where an I-V-curve was measured, a 100 pA tunnel current was first 
stabilized at +2.0 V. The resulting regulation signal was used to produce a 
conventional image, which is presented in the inset of Fig. 5.11. Again rows 
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Figure 5.10: STM-image of a 500 Â thick (110) oriented Fe304 film 
on MgO, after annealing at 850 K. Scan size 1000 Â squared, sample 
voltage +2.0 V, tunnel current 50 pA. 
can be identified, with a vertical corrugation of 2.8 Â as found before. A total 
of 100 I-V-curves were averaged in each of the two regions indicated by line 1 
(above a row) and line 2 (between two adjacent rows). The resulting averaged 
curves 1 and 2, respectively, are displayed in Fig. 5.11. The main features are 
(i) an approximately 2 eV wide region around zero voltage, where the tunnel 
current is negligibly small and (ii) an asymmetry of the current with respect 
to the bias polarity. This is comparable to results on bulk samples reported 
earlier in section 5.2.2. The main difference between curve 1 and 2 appears in 
the region of negative sample bias, with the current being significantly larger 
with the tip positioned above a row (i.e., for curve 1). The current at — 2.0 V 
is a factor of three larger with the tip positioned above a row. For this bias 
polarity, electrons are tunneling from the Fe3Ü4 sample to the tip, so that the 
filled states of the Fe3Ü4 are probed. 
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Figure 5.11: I-V-curves obtained with the tip positioned above a row 
(curve 1) and between two rows (curve 2). They were obtained in the ar­
eas indicated by line 1 and 2, respectively, in the simultaneously acquired 
80x40 Â2 constant current image, shown in the inset. The tip-sample 
distance was set by stabilizing a 100 pA tunnel current at a sample bias 
of +2.0 V. 
We have seen that annealing at 850 К without Ar+ ion bombardment, as ap­
plied to the MBE grown thin film sample, produces a similar surface structure 
as observed on bulk crystals prepared by annealing at 850 К after Ar+ ion 
bombardment cleaning. This shows that the ion bombardment doesn't have 
much influence on the final surface structure as seen with STM, provided that 
it is followed by annealing at sufficiently high temperatures. The 850 К anneal 
used for the thin film sample was however not enough to produce a flat and 
regular surface, which requires temperatures up to 1200 K. This would have 
resulted in an even higher rate of Mg diffusion from the substrate, which was 
already significant. The relatively easy diffusion of the small Mg24" ions into 
the Fe3Ü4 film is facilitated by the existence of the compound MgFesO^ which 
is isostructural to MgO and FeßO^. As the lattice mismatch between these 
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compounds is only small (less than 1 %), a coherent incorporation of MgFe2Ü4 
is possible. Alternatively, Mg might diffuse into the film via growth imperfec-
tions. Although the formation of the row reconstruction observed with STM 
is hardly hindered by the replacement of Fe2+ with Mg2+, for the magnetic 
properties this will certainly have more serious implications. For the use of 
Fe3Ü4 as test system for spin-sensitive STM this is of course an unsatisfactory 
situation. Improving the film quality may suppress Mg diffusion. Otherwise, 
in-situ preparation is required, to avoid the annealing procedure. 
The results of spatially resolved I- V-spectroscopy are consistent with the previ-
ously proposed row structure (see section 5.2.3), in which the relative amount 
of oxygen compared to iron is higher and tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ ions 
are absent. A locally larger number of negatively charged O 2 - ions in a row 
translates into a higher density of filled states, while a locally smaller content 
of positively charged Fe-ions corresponds to a lower density of empty states 
above the Fermi level. Both contributions tend to increase the current at neg-
ative sample bias with respect to the current at positive bias, in agreement 
with the spectroscopic measurements presented in Fig. 5.11. 
5.4 Summary and conclusions 
Summarizing, we have studied the (110) surface of magnetite FeßC^ single 
crystals as well as thin films, MBE grown on MgO substrates. At surfaces of 
bulk crystals, a well-ordered structure was obtained after ion bombardment 
and subsequent annealing at 1200 K. The prepared surface exhibits a terrace-
dependent row-reconstruction, which was most evident in the electronic struc-
ture probed by STM. It is characterized by 2 layer high rows with a dominant 
spacing of 25 Â, which corresponds to three times the lattice constant. Atomic 
protrusions along the rows indicate the presence of octahedral Fe atoms, while 
tetrahedral Fe seems to be absent in both STM and LEED data. The results 
suggest the formation of an Fe deficient, 'ТегОз-Ііке" layer at the surface, 
having characteristics of a-Fe^O^ as well as 7-ГегОз. A model that describes 
the basic features of the row structure was presented and it was argued that 
it might be further tested by atomic resolution studies near steps, combined 
with a determination of the phase shift in the row periodicity across steps. 
The notion that both ГегОз phases are insulators, gives a natural explanation 
for the conductivity gap observed in the spectroscopy data for large tip-sample 
distances, as well as for the transition from semiconducting to metallic behav­
ior as the tip-sample separation is decreased. 
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For the MBE grown thin FeßC^ layers on MgO, vacuum annealing at 850 К 
resulted in the onset of a row reconstruction of the same form as on bulk sin­
gle crystals. Unfortunately, a flat and regular surface could not be produced 
because the annealing temperature was limited by significant diffusion of Mg 
ions from the substrate. Spectroscopic current-voltage-curves reveal different 
behavior depending on the location of the tip above the row reconstruction. 
Most notably, when probing the filled states at negative sample bias, a larger 
current was found on top of the rows as compared to a tip position between 
two rows. This is in accordance with the presence of 'ТегОз-Пке" rows having 
lower iron to oxygen ratio. 
The general conclusion is that the surface is not a simple bulk iron oxide ter­
mination. Although the reconstruction appears to be the equilibrium state, 
for future experiments one might try to suppress it by using chemical sub­
stitutions. These can be incorporated into the bulk of the crystals during 
growth, or evaporated onto the surface in-situ. Choosing elements that fa­
vor a divalent ionization state, instead of the trivalent one occuring for Fe in 
a-Fe2C"3, would be a good starting point. Since our present spin-polarized 
STM set-up (see chapter 4) requires a transparent sample, the main atten­
tion should be focussed on thin films on MgO. The required magnetization 
direction perpendicular to the film, may be obtained via strain induced by 
the substrate. Strain was shown to force the magnetization perpendicular for 
(001) oriented FeßC^ films on MgO with a CoO buffer layer [45] and the effect 
is enhanced by substituting small amounts of Co into the Fe3Û4 film. These 
(001) oriented films themselves are in fact good candidates for spin-polarized 
STM experiments, although this particular surface does not contain Fe atoms 
from the two oppositely magnetized spin sublattices. A recent STM study of 
such films [46] reveals a surface structure similar to that obtained for (001) 
bulk crystals. 
Regarding the use of the magnetite (110) surface as test system for spin-
polarized STM, we note that a reconstruction may seriously alter the magnetic 
properties. As an example, for the reconstructed FeO (111) surface, evidence 
for ferromagnetic order above the bulk Néel temperature has recently been 
obtained [47]. More detailed information is thus required about the precise 
atomic arrangement, as well as the local magnetic properties of the Fe304 (110) 
surface. We envision that this will derive from a combination of atomic-scale 
surface probes such as STM and LEED, with a variety of spatially averaging 
techniques having spin, chemical and/or surface sensitivity, like for instance 
photoelectron spectroscopy and secondary electron spectroscopy. 
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To evaluate the spin dependence of the diffusive component of the photocur-
rent, we solve the one-dimensional diffusion equation for both spin orienta-
tions. Denoting the excess density of spin up and spin down electrons in a 
steady-state by An? and An^, respectively, the diffusion equations read [1]: 
¿Δη τ ¿2Δηΐ AT¿ Ι ( Δ η ^ - Δ η ^ )




 Ίχ* Γ - 2 7. + R = °' 
6Ar¿ „δ2Αη^ Δη+ Ι(Αη^-Ατΰ) „,
 Λ
 , . ,, 
-W = в~ыг - Τ - 2 —τ7 - + R - °· ( А Л ) 
Неге δ/öt and δ/δχ denote the partial derivative with respect to time t and 
distance χ from the semiconductor surface, respectively, while R? = C"7 · 
( fp/e) · a exp(—ax) is the rate of generation of electrons with spin σ. Defining 
n
+
 = An? + An\ and n~ = An? — Δη^, we can rewrite equation (A.l) by 
adding and subtracting the two equations: 
„ < ; » ; . «L




Ώ%- - Τ + R' = °· < Α · 2 > 
with R+ = Ri + R1, R- =RÎ- R± and Τ = τ/(1 + τ/τ,). Just as for the non 
spin-polarized case [2], we will impose the boundary conditions n+ = n~ = 0 
at χ = oc and χ = w. The first condition is equivalent to assuming that all 
the light is absorbed in the semiconductor. The second condition states that 
the excess density at the edge of the depletion region can be neglected, thus 
assuming that every photoexcited electron at χ = w is immediately swept into 
the depletion region. The solutions of equation (A.2) are then given by: 
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"
+
 = <° t + Ci> 3 ^ 1 { e x p ( — ^ ) - exp(-ax)}, 
"• * ^ "
С І )
 3ΖΓ+Ϊ { « P ( - « - ^ ) - exp(-ax)}. 
(A.3) 
where L¿ = л/Ζλτ is the diffusion length and L
s
 = \JDT = y/Dr/(l + T/TS) is 
the "spin-asymmetry" diffusion length. The currents from bulk into depletion 
region, associated with n+ and n~, are obtained from 
The diffusion photocurrents are then obtained by substituting equations (A.3) 
into (A.4), which yields: 
J+ = (CÎ + C+) fp exp(-aw) -°L-j-, 
aLd + 1 
J' = {&-&) U ехр(-а
Ш
) -*L-S—. (A.5) 
QtL
s
 + 1 
The diffusion photocurrent polarization P¿tf is then given by J~ /J+, or: 
Ç Î - C + α + 1/Ld 
CÎ + C+ " Q " + 1 / L 
To obtain expressions for the spin up and spin down diffusive current, we use 
the relations j \ i } = (J+ + J~)/2 and J¿ t / = ( J + - J~)/2. The diffusion 
photocurrent Jj* for spin σ is then explicitly written as: 
fl, = ? A exp(-) { £L-
 ± a ^ _ ( C f - *)} , (Д.7) 
where the + sign should be used for σ = f, the — sign for σ = 4» We then 
have equation (3.17) of section 3.2.2. Note that we have used C" + C+ = 1. 
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Before considering the spin polarization of thermionic emission, we will first 
discuss the process of thermionic emission in more detail. Thermionic emission 
over a barrier of height Φ is generally expressed as [1]: 
J, = A**T2 ехр(-/ЗФ), (B.l) 
which applies when the carriers are emitted from a reservoir with an occupa­
tion described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The amount of carriers 
that have enough energy to be emitted over the barrier decays exponentially 
with barrier height and is strongly reduced at lower temperatures where the 
distribution function approaches a step function at the Fermi level. 
The barrier height Φ is given by the energy difference of the barrier maximum 
with respect to the Fermi level. In our case of hole emission over the band-
bending region of p-type GaAs, the barrier maximum is given by the position 
of the valence band maximum at the semiconductor surface. For the current 
Jbs due to emission of holes from the bulk of the semiconductor to the surface, 
the Fermi level in the semiconductor bulk is relevant. For the current J
s
b from 
surface to bulk, the Fermi level at the semiconductor surface should be used. 
When no voltage across the Schottky barrier is present, the Fermi levels on 
each side of the barrier are lined up. Carriers on both sides then "see" an equal 
barrier height Φ and the currents Jbs and Jsb exactly balance each other. The 
net current is then zero. In case a voltage difference is present, carriers on one 




b- The barrier height for emission 
from bulk to surface is given by ьь + ξ, where ьь is the band-bending and ξ 
denotes the difference between Fermi level and valence band maximum in the 










 expi-ßiVtb + t + V,)). (B.2) 
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The total current is then given by Jsb — Jbs which reduces to equation (3.7). 
The spin dependence of thermionic emission comes entirely from the spin de-
pendence of the Fermi levels on both sides of the barrier. As already noted, no 
spin dependence is introduced via the position of the valence band maximum, 
as this is determined by electrostatics for which only charge, not spin is of 
importance. If we moreover neglect the polarization of valence band holes in 
the semiconductor bulk, then the current Jbs is independent of spin and for 
both spin directions given by: 
Jl = \ A"T2 expHWb + O). (B.3) 
The factor 1/2 is introduced to account for the two spin directions. The only 
spin dependence that remains is that of the Fermi levels at the semiconductor 
surface. With spin-dependent surface potential V/, the thermionic emission 
current from surface to bulk becomes: 
rsb = \ A**T2 exp(-ß(Vbb + t + Vs°)). (B.4) 
For each spin, the net current Jfb — Jbs can then be written as: 
j *
 = _ 1 A„T2 exp{_ß(Vbb +
 ξ
 + v/)) {exp(/?V7) - 1} , (B.5) 
which is equation (3.20) given in section 3.2.2. 
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Summary 
For optimal use of magnetic materials in various applications, a sound under-
standing of the intrinsic magnetic behavior on an ever smaller scale is required, 
in particular for storage media and read/write heads. The dominant macro-
scopic properties, i.e., permeability and coercivity, are closely related to the 
magnetic structure of domain walls and mechanisms for wall pinning, while 
local structure and morphology may also play a decisive role. The relevant 
length scale for these parameters is often only a few nanometer and there-
fore (sub)nanometer magnetism is of considerable technological importance, 
especially when one notes the continuous increase in information densities of 
storage media. Nevertheless, real space magnetic structures with dimensions 
on the order of a nanometer are still unexplored, as access to magnetism at 
such small scale is largely hindered by the lack of experimental techniques 
with correspondingly high spatial resolution. With the introduction of the 
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) atomic scale imaging became possible, 
but attempts to construct a magnetically-sensitive version have proven to be 
extremely difficult and have so far not produced the required result. 
In this thesis we have investigated a novel way to obtain spin-sensitivity in a 
STM, employing special optical properties of III-V semiconductors to probe 
surface magnetism. The basic principle is the detection of a spin-dependent 
contribution to the tunnel current between a magnetic sample and a GaAs 
probe tip, in which spin-polarized excess electrons are created via illumina-
tion with circularly polarized light. The electron polarization in the GaAs 
tip is controlled by optical means and can be reversed without the need of a 
magnetic field. Moreover, magnetic interactions between tip and sample are 
minimum since the GaAs probe material is non-magnetic. By modulating the 
probe electron polarization, one can measure the spin-dependent contribution 
and the spin-averaged tunnel current simultaneously, allowing a separation of 
magnetic and topographic information. 
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This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 serves as an introduction and 
gives the motivation for this work. In the second chapter, we investigate mag­
netic and morphological properties of thin cobalt films, grown on textured 
Au(l l l ) layers on floatglass. The main objective is to characterize the Co/Au 
system, for use as test sample for spin-polarized STM experiments. Cobalt 
film growth and morphology were studied with STM, while magnetic proper­
ties were probed on a more coarse scale by scanning electron microscopy with 
polarization analysis. 
Cobalt growth occurs in islands that are irregularly distributed over the sur­
face, with nucleation in 2 monolayer (ML) thick islands, preferentially deco­
rating step edges of the Au substrate. The films become continuous around 
a nominal coverage of 2 ML and a granular structure results at higher film 
thickness. For as-grown films, the magnetization is perpendicular to the sur­
face plane between 1.9 and 4.3 ML, with domains of 0.3 to 1.5 μηι in size. 
The small domain size is related to the texture of the Au substrate, which 
provides a considerable amount of pinning centers for domain walls. Above 
4.3 ML the magnetization turns in-plane, although it remains canted by 16° 
towards the film normal, even well-above the reorientation transition. This 
effect, not found for Co on single crystal Au(l l l) , can be explained by the co­
existence of perpendicular and in-plane magnetization regions, having unequal 
reorientation thickness due to local differences in roughness. A comparison is 
made with previous work on single crystal Au(ll l) substrates and interest­
ing features for study with spin-polarized STM are highlighted. The results 
provide significant insight in the structural and magnetic properties of this 
system, which is valuable for the guidance of spin-polarized STM experiments 
on these films. 
The third chapter is devoted to a theoretical description of spin-polarized 
transport in tunnel junctions consisting of a ferromagnet and a semiconduc­
tor, in which spin-polarized carriers are created by optical orientation. The 
model includes, for both spin orientations, the current due to tunneling be­
tween the ferromagnet and the semiconductor surface, as well as the charge 
flows through the subsurface region in the semiconductor. Spin depolarization 
of photoexcited electrons in the semiconductor bulk and in surface states is 
considered. The total tunnel current was evaluated, as well as current mod­
ulations due to modulated spin polarization of photoelectrons (CPM-signal), 
or modulated light intensity (IM-signal). 
The calculations show that the CPM-signal is proportional to the tunnel con­
ductance polarization and is relatively insensitive to spin depolarization of 
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photoelectrons during their transport to the surface. A severe signal reduc-
tion can however result from spin relaxation in semiconductor surface states, 
which makes controlling this process an important issue. In addition, it is 
revealed that a crucial role is played by the operating regime of the junction, 
i.e., photoamperic or photovoltaic, where the selection is determined mainly 
by the choice of applied bias voltage. We find that the photovoltaic mode is 
favored, as it yields the highest contribution from spin-polarized tunneling, 
combined with the smallest sensitivity for unwanted light intensity modula-
tions. 
Experiments on spin-polarized tunneling based on optical orientation, per-
formed in an STM, are presented in chapter 4. The aim was the detection of a 
spin-dependent contribution to the tunnel current between a magnetic sample 
and a GaAs semiconductor probe tip, in which spin-polarized excess electrons 
are created via illumination with circularly polarized light. We discuss results 
obtained in ultrahigh vacuum on in-situ prepared thin cobalt films, using an 
STM with cleaved GaAs tips. 
The preparation by cleavage produces tips with good stability and imaging 
characteristics together with a sufficient photoresponse. To demonstrate spin-
sensitivity, the spin polarization of the excited electrons is periodically reversed 
via modulation of the helicity of the incident light, while the resulting tunnel 
current modulation is detected. On perpendicularly magnetized Co films, such 
current modulations are indeed observed, with magnitudes up to 3.1 pA, after 
correction for certain optical power variations with help of a calibration mea-
surement. Recording the CPM-signal in imaging mode reveals that it reverses 
sign over lateral distances of 100 nm. The dependence on bias voltage is strong, 
as predicted by the transport theory of chapter 3. With help of the model, we 
extract a spin-splitting of 6 mV and a spin-relaxation time of 8 - 9 ns for the 
surface of the GaAs tip, assuming that spin-dependent tunneling is the signal 
origin. Unfortunately, the control experiments performed on Au(l l l ) samples 
show that our measurement procedure cannot exclude error contributions re-
sulting from helicity-dependent, inhomogeneous optical scattering in the STM 
junction. Additional tests therefore have to be conducted before conclusions 
can be drawn about the origin of the observed current modulations, and a 
positive identification of spin-dependent tunneling can be made. 
The last chapter 5 describes the preparation and structure of the Fe304 (110) 
surface, in view of possible future use for testing the atomic-resolution of spin-
sensitive STM techniques. Synthetic bulk crystals and also MBE grown thin 
Fe3Ü4 films on MgO (110), exhibit a row-reconstruction of the two topmost 
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layers. The surface displays characteristic features of a- as well as 7-ГегОз, 
with an enhanced oxygen to iron ratio, the absence of tetrahedrally coordi­
nated Fe-ions and a reduced amount of Fe in octahedral sites. The system is 
best described as a thin non-metallic 'ТегОз-Ііке" layer on top of the conduct­
ing Fe3Ü4 bulk substrate, providing a qualitative explanation for the transition 
from semiconducting to metallic behavior found in spectroscopic data, when 
the tip-sample distance is decreased. The Fe3Ü4 (110) surface remains an in-
teresting candidate for high resolution spin-polarized STM studies, although 
it requires further characterization before it can be regarded as a suitable test 
system. 
In conclusion, the work presented in this thesis gives a detailed account of 
an attractive technique for magnetic imaging with STM, based on detection 
with an optically controlled III-V semiconductor sensor tip. In addition to a 
description of the preparation and optical behavior of GaAs probe tips and 
the characterization of magnetic test samples, the method has been inves-
tigated from an experimental as well as from a theoretical point of view. 
Although spin-sensitivity is not yet unambiguously demonstrated, it is the 
authors firm belief that this will be achieved with the proposed additional 
experimental tests and improvements, and the help of the considerable degree 
of understanding about the technique obtained from the work performed for 
this thesis. 
Samenvatting 
Voor optimaal gebruik van magnetische materialen in diverse toepassingen is 
een goed begrip nodig van het intrinsieke magnetische gedrag op een steeds 
kleinere schaal, met name op het gebied van de data-opslag. Belangrijke ma-
croscopische eigenschappen zoals permeabiliteit en coërciviteit, hangen nauw 
samen met de magnetische structuur van domeinwanden en de mechanismen 
voor het vastpinnen van wanden, waarbij de lokale structuur en morfologie een 
beslissende rol kunnen spelen. Vaak is de relevante lengteschaal slechts enkele 
nanometers, zodat (sub)nanometer-magnetisme van aanzienlijk technologisch 
belang is, vooral in het licht van de steeds toenemende data-opslag dichtheden. 
Toch is relatief weinig bekend van magnetische structuren met een grootte van 
een nanometer, omdat toegang tot magnetisme op een dergelijke kleine schaal 
belemmerd wordt door het ontbreken van experimentele technieken met een 
voldoende hoog ruimtelijk oplossend vermogen. Met de introductie van de 
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) werd het mogelijk oppervlakken af te 
beelden met atomaire resolutie, maar pogingen om een magnetisch-gevoelige 
versie te vervaardigen zijn tot noch toe uitermate moeilijk gebleken en hebben 
nog niet tot het gewenste resultaat geleid. 
In dit proefschrift bekijken we een alternatieve methode voor het verkrijgen 
van spin-gevoeligheid in een STM, waarbij we gebruik maken van speciale opti-
sche eigenschappen van III-V halfgeleiders om toegang te verkrijgen tot opper-
vlakte magnetisme. Het basisprincipe is de detectie van een spin-afhankelijke 
bijdrage aan de tunnelstroom tussen een magnetisch materiaal en een GaAs 
sensor tip, waarin spin-gepolariseerde ladingdragers worden gecreëerd door be-
schijnen met circulair gepolariseerd licht. De polarisatie van de elektronen in 
de GaAs tip wordt optisch geregeld en kan worden omgedraaid zonder dat een 
magnetisch veld nodig is. Bovendien zijn magnetische interacties tussen tip en 
het te onderzoeken preparaat miniem omdat het GaAs materiaal waarvan de 
tip is gemaakt, niet magnetisch is. Via modulatie van de elektron-polarisatie 
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kan men tegelijk de spin-afhankelijke bijdrage en de spin-geïntegreerde tun-
nelstroom meten en zo magnetische en topografische informatie scheiden. 
Het proefschrift is als volgt georganiseerd. Hoofdstuk 1 is een introductie en 
geeft de motivatie voor het beschreven onderzoek. In het tweede hoofdstuk 
onderzoeken we magnetische en morfologische eigenschappen van dunne lagen 
cobalt, gegroeid op Au(ll l) films op drijfglas. De belangrijkste doelstelling 
is de karakterisatie van het Co/Au systeem, met het oog op gebruik voor het 
testen van een spin-gevoelige STM. De groei en morfologie van de Co-lagen 
werden met STM bestudeerd, terwijl de magnetische eigenschappen op een 
ietwat grovere schaal werden onderzocht met behulp van electronen microsco-
pie met polarisatie analyse. 
Cobalt groeit in eilandjes met een dikte van twee atomaire afstanden, onre-
gelmatig verspreid over het oppervlak, met een voorkeur voor nucleatie aan 
stapranden van het Au-substraat. De lagen worden continu bij een nominale 
bedekking van ongeveer twee monolagen en een granulaire structuur resul-
teert bij grotere laagdikte. De magnetisatie-vector staat loodrecht gericht ten 
opzichte van het oppervlak voor lagen met een dikte tussen de 1.9 en 4.3 mo-
nolagen, terwijl de domeinen een grootte hebben tussen de 0.3 en 1.5 micron. 
De geringe afmeting van de domeinen is gerelateerd aan de textuur van het 
Au-substraat, waarin een aanzienlijke hoeveelheid centra voor het vastpinnen 
van domeinwanden aanwezig is. De magnetisatie-vector draait in het vlak van 
de laag rond een dikte van 4.3 monolagen, alhoewel een hoek van 16 graden 
met het oppervlak blijft bestaan, zelfs ver boven de reoriëntatie overgang. Dit 
effect werd niet gevonden voor Co-lagen op Au(l l l ) éénkristallen en kan wor-
den verklaard door het simultaan bestaan van gebieden met respectievelijk 
loodrecht en in het vlak gerichte magnetisatie. Zo'n situatie verkrijgt men als 
voor verschillende delen van de Co-laag de reoriëntatie overgang bij een sub-
stantieel andere dikte optreedt, bijvoorbeeld als gevolg van lokale verschillen 
in de ruwheid. Een vergelijking met eerder gedaan onderzoek aan lagen op 
Au éénkristallen werd gemaakt en interessante aspecten voor bestudering met 
spin-gevoelige STM werden aangestipt. De resultaten geven een voldoende 
inzicht in de structurele en magnetische eigenschappen van dit systeem, wat 
waardevol is voor het sturen en de interpretatie van magnetische STM expe-
rimenten op deze lagen. 
Het derde hoofdstuk bevat een theoretische beschrijving van spin-gepolariseerd 
transport in tunnel juncties bestaande uit een ferromagneet en een halfgelei-
der, waarin gepolariseerde ladingdragers worden gecreëerd via optische spin-
oriëntatie. Het model omvat, voor beide spin richtingen, de tunnelstroom 
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tussen de ferromagneet en het halfgeleider oppervlak, alsmede ladingtrans-
port door het depletie-gebied van de halfgeleider. Spin-depolarisatie van foto-
elektronen in halfgeleider buik-materiaal en in oppervlaktetoestanden wordt 
meegenomen. Berekend werden de totale tunnelstroom en de stroom modula-
ties als gevolg van gemoduleerde spin-polarisatie van foto-elektronen (CPM-
signaal) of gemoduleerde intensiteit van het inkomende licht (IM-signaal). 
De berekeningen laten zien dat het CPM-signaal recht evenredig is met de po-
larisatie van de tunnelgeleiding en relatief ongevoelig voor spin-depolarisatie 
van foto-elektronen tijdens hun transport naar het oppervlak. Een aanzienlijke 
reductie van het signaal kan echter optreden door spin-relaxatie in oppervlak-
tetoestanden van de halfgeleider, wat controle over dit proces tot een belangrijk 
punt maakt. Ook werd duidelijk dat een cruciale rol wordt gespeeld door het 
operatie-regime van de junctie, zijnde foto-voltaïsch of foto-ampèrisch, waarbij 
de selectie hoofdzakelijk wordt bepaald door de keuze van de aangelegde span-
ning. We vinden dat de foto-voltaïsche mode de voorkeur heeft omdat daar 
de spin-afhankelijke bijdrage het grootst is, terwijl de invloed van ongewenste 
fluctuaties van de lichtintensiteit minimaal is. 
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft experimenteel onderzoek naar spin-gevoelige STM ge-
baseerd op optische oriëntatie. Het doel is de detectie van een spin-afhankelijke 
bijdrage aan de tunnelstroom tussen een magnetisch materiaal en een GaAs 
halfgeleider tip, waarin spin-gepolariseerde ladingdragers worden gecreëerd via 
beschijning met circulair gepolariseerd licht. We presenteren resultaten ver-
kregen onder ultrahoog vacuüm condities op in-situ vervaardigde dunne cobalt 
lagen, met een STM uitgerust met gekliefde GaAs tips. 
De preparatie door klieven levert stabiele tips met een goed afbeeldingsge-
drag in combinatie met voldoende hoge foto-respons. Voor demonstratie van 
spin-gevoeligheid werd de spin-polarisatie van de geëxciteerde elektronen pe-
riodiek omgedraaid via modulatie van de heliciteit van het licht, terwijl de 
resulterende modulatie van de tunnelstroom werd geregistreerd. Op loodrecht-
gemagnetiseerde Co-lagen werden zulke stroom modulaties daadwerkelijk ge-
vonden, met een maximale grootte van 3.1 ρ A na correctie voor bepaalde 
fluctuaties van de licht intensiteit met behulp van een calibratie meting. Af­
beeldingen van het signaal laten zien dat tekenomslag optreedt over een late­
rale afstand van 100 nanometer. Het signaal hangt sterk af van de aangelegde 
spanning, zoals voorspeld door de transport theorie in hoofdstuk 3. Met be­
hulp van het model werd gevonden dat voor de GaAs tip de spin-splitsing in de 
oppervlakte potentiaal een waarde heeft van 6 mV, terwijl de oppervlakte spin-
levensduur 8 á 9 ns is, aannemende dat het signaal veroorzaakt wordt door 
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een spin-afhankelijke tunnelstroom. Helaas lieten controle experimenten op 
Au(l l l ) films zien dat we met onze meetprocedure niet kunnen uitsluiten dat 
foutsignalen optreden als gevolg van onverwacht sterke heliciteits-afhankelijke, 
niet-homogene optische verstrooiing in de STM-junctie. Aanvullende experi-
mentele testen zijn dus nodig om zekerheid te verkrijgen omtrent de oorsprong 
van de gemeten modulaties, zodat een positieve identificatie van een spin-
afhankelijke bijdrage aan de tunnelstroom kan worden gemaakt. 
Het laatste hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de preparatie en structuur van het FeßG^ 
(110) oppervlak, met het oog op mogelijk toekomstig gebruik voor het testen 
van de atomaire resolutie van spin-gevoelige STM technieken. Synthetische 
bulk-kristallen en tevens epitaxiaal gegroeide Fe304 films op MgO(llO) sub-
straten, gaven een lijn-reconstructie te zien van de buitenste twee atoomlagen. 
Het oppervlak heeft kenmerken van zowel a- als 7-ГегОз, met de verhoogde 
zuurstof/ijzer verhouding, het ontbreken van tetraëderisch gecoördineerde Fe-
ionen en de gereduceerde hoeveelheid Fe in octaëderische posities. Het sys-
teem kan het beste worden omschreven als een dunne "Fe203-achtige" laag 
bovenop het geleidende Fe3Ü4 buik-kristal, wat een kwalitatieve verklaring 
geeft voor de overgang van halfgeleidend naar metallisch gedrag met afne-
mende tip-preparaat afstand, zoals gevonden in de spectroscopische data. Het 
Fea04 (110) oppervlak blijft een interessante kandidaat voor bestudering met 
een spin-gevoelige STM, alhoewel verdere karakterisatie noodzakelijk is voor-
dat het kan worden beschouwd als een geschikt testoppervlak. 
Samenvattend, het werk beschreven in dit proefschrift behandelt in detail een 
aantrekkelijke techniek voor magnetisch-gevoelige STM, gebaseerd op detectie 
met behulp van een optisch gedreven III-V halfgeleider sensor-tip. Behalve de 
beschrijving van de preparatie en het optisch gedrag van de GaAs tips en de ka-
rakterisatie van magnetische testsystemen, werd de methode bestudeerd vanuit 
zowel theoretisch als experimenteel oogpunt. Alhoewel spin-gevoeligheid nog 
niet onomstotelijk kon worden gedemonstreerd, ben ik er van overtuigd dat dit 
zal worden bereikt met de voorgestelde verbeteringen en aanvullende testen, 
tesamen met het aanzienlijke inzicht in de techniek dat werd verkregen door 
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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift 
'Surface magnetism and structure probed by 
scanning tunneling microscopy' 
door Ronnie Jansen. 
1. Het op grond van een theoretische afschatting uitsluiten van magnetische 
krachten, als een mogelijke bron van contrast in een spin-gevoelige STM 
[R. Wiesendanger et al, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. В 9, 519 (1991)], is alleszins 
zonder twijfel. Het is daarom aan te bevelen een dergelijke uitsluiting te 
doen door middel van een experimentele test. 
Dit proefschrift. 
2. Dat een zwarte doos vaak niet wordt teruggevonden, is mede te wijten aan 
haar kleur. 
3. Voor het bepalen van de waarde die men hecht aan het beoordelingscijfer 
voor het afstudeerwerk van een student, is het van groot belang dat men 
zich op de hoogte stelt van de beoordelingsgebruiken van de onderzoeks­
groep waar de afstudeer werkzaamheden werden verricht. 
4. Omdat het relatieve verschil tussen een temperatuur van 290 К en 303 К 
veel kleiner is dan dat tussen 17 °C en 30 °C, zal de invoering van de tempe-
ratuurschaal van Keivin in het dagelijks leven leiden tot een vermindering 
van de ontevredenheid over het weer in ons land. 
5. Het toepassen van statistische methoden voor het aantonen van paranor-
male verschijnselen zou moeten worden verboden. 
6. Gezien de beleidsveranderingen van de stichting voor Fundamenteel On-
derzoek der Materie (FOM) in de richting van Strategisch/Technologisch 
onderzoek, stel ik voor de naam te veranderen in stichting voor Strategisch 
Technologisch Onderzoek der Materie (STOM). 
7. Één van de kenmerken van een ultrahoog vacuüm systeem is, naast het 
ontbreken van lucht, het ontbreken van een goed doordacht, betrouwbaar 
en gebruiksvriendelijk systeem voor de manipulatie van preparaten. 
8. Waar volgens de statistiek een groter aantal metingen een kleinere meet-
onzekerheid tot gevolg hebben, leidt in de fysica het doen van aanvullende 
experimenten meestal tot een toename in de onzekerheid over eerder gedane 
metingen. 
9. In een vliegtuig kan men in plaats van een zwemvest, beter een parachute 
verstrekken. 
10. Alhoewel de getoonde STM afbeeldingen in de meeste publicaties anders 
doen vermoeden, gedraagt een STM zich niet zelden als een TSM (Terribly 
Scanning Microscope). 
11. Aan een kans voor open doel gaat meestal doordacht en uitgekiend handelen 
vooraf. 


